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1 

This invention relates to accounting machines 
and. &1milar business maChines, and is directed 
partiCularly to the recording means of such types 
of machines, and the control of the recording 
means and the control of a plurality of insertable 
printing mediums to receive printed data thereon. 

The invention is embodied in machines 'of the 

2 
employees, the gross earnings of the employees, 
and the advances made to the employees. 

. Other records, such as the total number of 
regular hours worked and the total number of 

• overtime hours worked, are also accumulated in 
the machine, so that the company may also at 
any time definitely ascertain, by means of print
ed records, the number of regular hours paid for . general type shown in the following United states 

Letters Patent, and reference may be had to them 
for a complete showing and description of stand
ard mechanisms not fully disclosed herein: 

.. and also the num~r of overtime hours paid for. 
10 The machine is also adapted to print a payroll 

check, upon the main portion of which are shown 
a consecutive number, the date; and the net 
amount of the check printed in two places. On 
a stub portion of the check, which is to be torn 

United states Patents Nos. 1,619,796; 1,747,397; 
1,761,542; and 1,916,535, issued March I, 1927; 
February 18, 1930; June 3,1930; and July 4,1933, 
respectively, to Bernis M. Shipley; No. 2,175,346, 
issued October 10, 1939, to Maximilian M. Gold
berg; No. 2,141,332, issued December 27, 1938, to 
Charles H. Arnold; No. 1,693,279, issued Novem-_ 
ber 27, 1928, to Walter J. Kreider; and No. 
2,305,000, issued December 15, 1942, to Mayo A. 
Goodbar; and the following co-pending applica
tions for United states Letters Patent for ac
counting machines: Serial No" 359,374, filed Octo
ber 2, 1940, by Pascal Spurlino and Konrad 
Rauch, now United States Letters Patent No. 
2,361,662, issued October 31, 1944; Serial No. 
381,962, filed March 6, 1941, by Pascal Spurl1no, 
Mayo ·A. Goodbar,' and Marvin D. Frost, now 
United States Letters Patent No. 2,345,839, issued 
April 4, 1944; and Serial No. 384,930, filed March 
24, 1941, by Everett H. Placke, now United States 
Letters Patent No. 2,351,541, issued June 13, 1944. 

The machine embodying the present invention, 
and as now constructed, is well adapted for use 
by any organization where a large number of pay
roll checks are to be issued periodically, and par
ticularly where such organizations Wish to keep 
accurate records of totals of amounts paid to 
their employees, and also It record of various 
deductions which nowadays are common practice. 
As is well known, such deductions include social 
security payments, group insurance premiums, 
payments on advances made to the employees by 
the company, interest on such payments, bond 
purchases, income tax withholdings, credit union 
savings, and many other types of deductions 
which various organizations permit their em
ployees to make against their groSs earnings for 
a definite period. 

Accurate records of each of the various types 
of individual deductions are accumula~d in the 
machine, with the result that the company may 
at any time definitely ascertain, by means of 
printed records; the various totals of such deduC
tions, also the totals of the net earnings of the 

115· off and retained by the employee before he cashes 
the check, are shown the number of regular hours 
he worked, the gross earnings for those regular 
hours, the number of overtime hours, the grOSS 
earnings for the overtime hours, a total of the 

20 gross regular-hour and overtime-hour earnings, 
a l1st of all deductions showing the amount·· of 
each, a symbol for each deduction, and the net 
pay. The net amount printed on the stub portion 
of the check Is identical with the net amount 

~ which is printed in two places on the main por-
tion of the check. \ 

In some inst!1nces, a company may wish to pay 
oU in cash instead of by check, and, when this 
system is used, the machine is adapted to print 

30· upon a pay envelope. This envelope is printed 
like the check, except that the c.onsecutive num
ber is Omitted and the net amount is printed only 
once on the flap. 

The machine is also adapted to print upon a 
36 payroll summary sheet. Upon this' sheet, at the 

left-hand sidethereof, are written, either by hand 
or by typewriter, the employee's name, his check 

,number, and his rate. These may be written 14 
one column, and any necessary remarks concern';' 

40 ing this particular employee may be entered in 
another column. In the illustrated form, the 
machine prints data in the remaining eleveIJ. 
columns. The number of columns may vary for 
different uses. There are two line spaces allotted 

46 to each of the employees' columns set aside for 
various data. In one column, there is printed a 
consecutive number; in another column, in the 
top space for the employee, is printed his gross 
pay, and in the second space his net pay; in an-

150 other column are printed the regular number of 
hours the employee worked and also the number 
of overtime hours he worked; and in the next 
column are printed the gross amount of his pay 
for regular hours and the gross amount of his 

10 pay for .overtime hours. The next column is al-



10tied to extra money, such as premiums for 
working at special times, such as the night 
"trick," Sundays, or holldays, or bonuses which 
the employees may receive; the next six columns 
are allotted to deductions, there being two deduc. 
tions printed in each space, if the employee has 
that many deductions to be charged against his 
gross earnIngs. 

4 
holding them may be eUmlnated from the mA
chine, the posting operator getting all of her in
formation from the basic payroll sheet which has 
been put around the platen on top of the ma-

I chine above the keyboard. 
. Assuming that all the totalizers in the machine 

are clear and that the operator is getting ready 
to run a group of pay checks for a department 
of a business or any selected group, the operator A payroll summary may, therefore, be allotted 

to each department, or, if the departments are 
too large, it may be allotted to the various jobs 
of the departments. . 

An individual employee's earrungs record card 
may also be printed by the machine. Upon this 
earnings card, which is divided into columns, and 
each column into two printing spaces, there may 
be printed, for example, at the left, the numbet' 

10 w1ll1lrst depress the "Net pay" key, with no formS 
in the check position, so as to set the feeding 
mechanism of the printing devices in position 
to feed the forms after they are put in the ma
chine. This operation of the machine under con-

of regular hours the employee works and the 
number of overtime hours he works; in the next 
column may be printed the gross amount of earn
ings for regular hours employed and the gross 
amount earned for overtime hours employed; the 
next column is set aside for any extra money 
which the employee may earn, such as dividends 
or bonuses; and the next six columns are set 
aside, wherein all of his dedUctions each week 
may be recorded. In the last column, there is 
a space for a Balance forward, which is picked 
up from a former earnings record, set up on the 
keyboard of the machine, and printed in this 
column when a new card is begun for the em
ployee when his old card ill filled. In the right
hand column and in the top line of the two-line 
space allotted for the first POSting is the gross 
amount of the employee's pay for the particular 
pay period of the employees, and in the second 
line is printed the total or gross amount of his 
earnings; say, for example, from the beginning 
of the year. This grOSS amount is the sum of 
the prior earnings plus the current weekly earn
ings, which, therefore, becomes the earnings to 
date. 

On top of the machine there is provided a,. 
platen, somewhat similar to the ordinary type
writer platen, around which may be placed the 
basic payroll from which the pOstings on the 
earnings card, the payroll summary, the em
ployee's cbeck, or the employee's envelope may 
be taken. This platen, as w1ll be described later, 

15 trol of the "Net pay" key also clears the cross
footer, thus assuring that the proper gross and 
net amounts will be printed on the check and 
other printing mediums ad~pted to receive such 
data. 

20 The next operation is to insert the payroll 
summary and insert the check, after which the 
operator, from the earnings record card, 'picks: 
up the prior earnings of the employee-that is, 
sets up the amount of the employee's prior· earn-

211 ings on the amount keys-and then operates the 
"Prior earnings" key. During this operation, the 
machine accumulates the amount of the prior 
earnings, which has been picked up in a totalizer 
set aside for that purpose. 

30 In case the operator does not iQsert the check 
before recording the prior earnings, the check 
feeler mechanism controls the check tension rolls 
SQ that the check may be inserted during or after 
the operation of entering the prior earnings in 

35 the crossfooter. 
The amount keyboard is constructed with a 

permanent "split," which, as is well known in the 
art, in machines of this type, provides for ·just 
twice as many totalizers as there would be if 

(0 there were no split in the machine. The key-
board is' split so that there are eight rows of 
amount keys in the right-hand side of the split 
and seven rows of amount keys on the left-hand 
side of the split. 

45 The next operation after picking up the prior 
earnings, in connection with the running of a 
payroll, is the setting up of the regular hours 
on the amount keys on the left-hand side of the 

is adapted to be automatically fed one line space GO 
each time the Net pay key is operated, which is 
normally the last operation when payroll checks 

split, and setting up the amount of money earned 
on the amount keys on the right-hand side of 
the split. The operator then depresses the Hours 
and Amount key "R," and during this machine 
operation the amount of "regular hours and the 
amount of money earned for those hours ar~ 

or payroll envelopes are made out. The platen 
may also be turned by hand by the usual knob 
on the end thereof. 
. Alongside the platen upon which the basic pay

roll is carried, there is a device carrying em
ployees' time cards or other types of data-bearing 
forms from which the operator may obtain the 
number of regular hours and also the overtime 
hours worked. On this card, there are also vari
ous types of dedUctions which have been previOUS:' 
ly mentioned and which are recorded thereon by 
the clerk. 

These time cards are adapted to be ejected 
from the stack upon the operation of the Net 
pay key, and there is mechanism connected be
tween the operating means for the ejection of 
these ICards and the platen alongside the device 
which holds the cards, for turning the platen 
to feed the basic payroll one step, as above men
tioned, whenever the Net pay key is depressed. 

In some instances, it may be that certain 
organizations do not use the time card system, 
and therefore the time cards and the device for 

U printed upon the payroll summary, upon t~~ 
check stub, and upon the earnings record carel . 
The number of regular hours are accumulat~ 
in a totalizer set aside therefor, and the money 
earned is added into a totalizer for such amounts. 

eo The amount of money also is added into a cross
footer or add and subtract totalizer. 

The next operation is to set up the amount of 
, overtime hours and the amount of overtime mon
ey earned on the keys to the left and right of the 

U split, respectively, after which the operator op.
erates the Hours and Amount key "T," whereupon 
the machine prints the overtime hours and the 
overtime amount on the payroll summary, on the 
check stub, and also on the earnings record card. 

'10 The number of overtime hours is added into its 
allotted totalizer, and the amount of overtime 
money is added into its allotted totalizer and into 
the crossfooter. . 

If there are any other special moneys to be 
'15 paid to this particular employee whose check 14 
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being written. such as dividends and bonuses. 
such amounts are set up on the amount keyboard 
and the Amount key "5" operated for the divi
dends and the Amount key "~" operated for the 

. bonuses. Such amount or amounts will be printed 
upon the payroll summary, upon the ,check stub. 
and also upon the earniIigs record card, and 
added into their respective totalizers, and into 
the crossfooter. ' 

6 
ployee in any selected group which the operator 
has taken according to the system used in var
ious bUSinesses where the machine is located. In 
case a pa.y envelope is used in place of a. check. 

Ii the gross amount of the employee's pay is printed' 
on, the envelope, and each of the several deduc
tions is printed on the envelope, the envelope be
ing fed after the printing of each· ot the deduc-
tions. The envelope is then fed back to the fourth 
line, and upon the operation of the "Net pay" 
key. the employee's net pay, which is the differ-
ence between the gross amount and the sum of 
the several deductions, is printed on the envelope 
in line with the fourth deduction. 

The next operation is to read the crossfooter 10 
by depressing the "Gross" key, which prints the 
cross amount (sum of the regular hours amount, 
overtime hours amount, and dividends and bo
nuses, if any) on the payroll summary, on the 
check stub, and also on the earnings record card. 15 After a definite group of employees' checks or 

pay envelopes have been printed and records 
made in the machine, the operator proceeds to 
make what is known as a clearing payroll post-
ing. Prior to doing this, the payroll summary 
is inserted in the machine to the Total line po
Sition. After the insertion of the payroll sum-
mary into this position, the several totals are 
takiln in the following order: the c~earing of the 
Prior earnings total by the depression of the 
"Clear row 2" key and the "Prior earnings" key. 
Next, the Total earniDgs to date are printed upon 
the payroll summary by the depreSSion of the 
"Clear row 4" key in conjUriction with the "Prior 
earnings" key. ' This clears the group total 4, 

Since the gross amount of pay which the em
ployee h'as earned is now recorded and stored in 
the crossfooter of the machine, the operator pro
ceeds to make a record of the various deductions, 
whatever they might be, such as income tax with- 20 
holdings, old age benefits, insurance, etc. For 
each of these separate deductions, the operator 
sets up the amount on the keys to the right of the' 
split and then depresses the appropriate one of 
the keys "A" to "N" set aside for the particular 25 
deduction made. During this operation, the de
ductions are printed upon the payroll summary, 
upon the stub of the check, and also upon the 
earnings record card. The amounts of these sev
eral deductions are subtracted from the cross
footer to arrive at the employee's net pay. 

30 known as the GT4 totalizer, the "Prior earnings" 
key acting, at this time, merely as a machine re
lease key. During these operations, the payroll summary 

is shifted or fed to print in both lines of the space 
allotted for each employee, and the earnings rec
ord card is likewise shifted. This feed from line 
to line in one space is positively controlled by 
the keys of rows 2 and 3. Each key has a definite 
position in which to print. The payroll summary 
is also fed from either line in one space to the 
top line of the next space during the "Net pay'; 
operation, but the earnings record card is not so 
fed. 

The . operator next clears the Earnings totals 
by the depreSSion of the "Clear row 4" key in 

35 combination with individual operations of the 
"X," "5," "T," and "R" keys. 

The deduction totals are next cleared by the 
depression of the "Clear row 4" key.in combina
tion with the keys "K," "L," "M," and "N" on 

40 separate operations, and by the depreSSion of 
the "Clear row 3" key in combination with the 
keys "A" to "J" inclusive in separate operations. 

" The operator then ascertains the net total, which 
is accomplished by the depression of the "Net, 
pay" key in combination with the "Total net 

During these operations. the check is fed after 
the printing of the hours and earnings for the 
regular time worked, and then fed again after, 45 
the printing of the overtime hours and overtime 
money, so that the gross earnings is printed be
low the regular and overtime amounts of money. 

pay" key. . 
For all of the above operations, the analysis 

control or print control lever at the left of the 
machine is in the No. 0 poSition. If there are any special earnings, such as divi

dends and/or bonuses, the check.is fed and these 
amounts are printed and recorded before the 
gross amount is printed on the check. Then, upon 
the registration of the first deduction, the check 
is fed back so as to print in line opposite the regu

50 .The consecutive number is advanced during the 
"Net pay" operation, so that the consecutive 
number will be printed upon the payroll sum
mary and also upon the main portion of the 
check. 

SaThe machine is so constructed that, when the 
operator finishes running the payrolls, the ma
chine may be used for an analYsis machine for 
the distribution of various data, the account and 

lar hours, and is fed after each deduction is made. 
The next operation is to make a record of the 
earnings to date, and to do so the operator de
presses the Earnings-to-date key, which prints 
that amount on the earnings record card in the 
second line of the space allotted to this particular .. 60 
posting for the particular employee whose card is 

follo number and then the amount of hours and 
money, for example,. for determining the cost 
of manufaCture of groups of articles which are 

in the machine. 
After this operation, the operator depresses the 

"Net pay" key, which clears the crossfooter so 
as to print the net amount of the employee's pay 
underneath the gross amount of the employee's 
pay on the payroll summary. During this opera
tion, the check is automatically fed back to the 
fourth line position, whereupon the net pay is 
printed on the stub of the check and is also print
ed twice on the main portion of the check, which 
the employee cashes. After the check is all 
printed, it is ejected and inverted, so as to be 
stacked in proper numerical order. 

These operations are repeated for each em-

being manufactured, if the maChine is used in 
such a place, or it may be used for analyzing In 
other mercantile establish'ments to obtain the 

65 costs and selling prices of groups of articles. 
When analyzing, the analYsis control or print 
lever at the left of the machine is moved into 
the No.1 position or into the No.2 poSition, de-. 
pending upon whether or not It is desired to have 

70 the consecutive number printed. In the No. 1 
position the consecutive number advances, but 
in the No.2 position the consecutive number 90es 
not advance. Account numbers, cost prices, etc., 
may be printed on a ticket, along with other 

76 data desirable, such data being printed from 
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'Whatever is set up on the keJboard. of the ma- under control of the keY8 of. the Control rows 
. chine.. for determining which line of the paYroll sum-

: When the machine:is used· .. an analysis ma- mary and which line of the earnings record II 
chine, in place of usin, the payroll summlU7, to receive the printed data for the various op-
there is a place in the machine for a roll of paper IS erations which are required to record all data 
t.o be inserted, upon which various analysis ftg- tn connection with a payroll check which is 
ures may. be printed, as set Up on the keyboard, printed during these operations. . 
depending upon what type of malysis is to be A further object is to provide novel means un-
made. der control of the control keys for selecting the 

For the purpose oflllustrating one form of 10 columns, on the payroll summary and on the 
the present invention, the machine shown here- earnings record, and the line in the selected col-
in is constructed to perform the functions stated umn to receive tbe printed data for each of the 
above. However, it· is not tntended to limit the several operations necessary to completely re-
invention to this one form of payroll checks or cord a check-writing transaction. 
envelopes, or forms for summaries and earnings 15 - A further object of this present invention is 
record cards, as other forms may be used for , to provide a no\'el control· for the several im-
fUl1llllng other types of business Systems without . pression means associated wltb the payroll sum-
in any way departing from the spirit of this tn- mary and the analysis strips. whiCh may be used 
vention. This is particularly true in connection to be printed upon by certain of the same ham-
with the analysis or audit strip, as it may be 20 mers and printing mechanisms that print upon 
called, as various types of analytical records may the payroll summary. 
be printed, depending upon the particular type of A stlll further object of tbis invention Is to 
business in which the macliine is used. provide novel means of control for the print-

It . is, therefore, one object of this Invention ing mechanism which is dependent upon the 
to provide an accounting machine for distrib- 25 type of operation through which the maChine is 
uting items into a plurallty of classift.cation totals being put, whether it be analYsis or payroll re-
and also provide the necessary erossfooters or cording. 
add-subtract totaliZers for obtaining the proper A further object of this tnvention is to provide 
totals and balances of the various necessary novel control means for the printing mechanism 
items. 30 'When a clearing payroll posting is being run. 

Another object of thiS invention is to provide Another object of the present invention is to 
means for changing the machine from a payroll~ provide means for easy substitution of the analy-
writing machine to an analysis machine, wItb sis strip for the payroll summary in the machine 
the least amount of effort upon the part of the when the machine is to be used for analytical 
operator, and also to provide a fool-proof ma.~ 35 purposes instead of the writing of paYroll checks 
chine, as far as the controls of the printing are and the recording thereof on a payroll summary. 
concerned, when changing from one type of re- A further object is to provide the necessary 
cording to the other type of recording. controls for eliminating the operation of the 
- Another object is the provis1on of a consecu- hammer and printing mechanisms associated 

tive number printing mechanism and novel 40 with the earnings record card duririg the running 
means to control the actuation tbereof under of the analysis of the various types. 
control of the means which changes the machine Another object of this tnvention is to provide 
from a payroll-writing machine to an analysis a. hand-spacing or feeding mechanism for the 
machine. payroll sWlllilary tn case tbe operator wishes to 

Another object is to provide manually adjust- 45 feed the paYroll summary independently of the 
able means having a plurality of positions of ad- automatic feeding. 
Justment, to control the machine to function as Another object is the provision of novel means 
a payroll-writing machine when said means is under control of a manually operable lever to re-
in one of its positions of adjustment and to func- lease tbe tension on the earnings card and lock 
tion as an analysis machine when in any of its 50 the machine when tbeproper forms are not in the 
other. plurallty of positions of adjustment, and machine to be printed upon for certain types of 
to control a consecutive numbering mechanism operations. -
to be effective durin, the payroll functions of Another object of this tnvention is tbe prOvision 
the machine and dunng analYsiS functions when of a novel ejecting mechanism for the check 
said means is in a certain one of Its other po- 155 and/or for a pay envelope in cOnjunction with the 
sitions of a.djustment, and to be ineffective dur- feeding mechanism for the check and tbe pay 
ing analYSis functions when said means is in / envelope and the control tbereof. 
another of its plurality of positions of adjUst- A further object is to provide an ejecting mech_ 
ment. a.nism which will eject, with the same effective-

A more speciflc object is the provision of a eo ness, any printing medium regardless of its 
manually operable lever and -a manually oper- thickness and/or its rigidity. ! 

able key to change tbe machine from a payroll StUl another object is the provision of novel 
machine to an analysis machine when the lever. mechanism under control of feeling devices as-
is adjusted to a certain position and said key sociated with the various printing or recording 
is depressed. ~ mediums to control the effectiveness of the feed-

Another object of this invention is to provide ing devices for such printing or recording me-
an accounting machine with a more fteXible type dlums. 
of record material feeding mechanism. Another object is the provision of novel mech-

Another object of -this invention is to pro- a.nism under the control of feellng devices asso-
vide a special and novel feeding mechanism to TO elated with various recording mediums to control 
take care of printing in the proper spaces &1- tbe actuation of the means which records on said 
lotted to each employee on the payroll summary recording mediums. 
record and also on each employee's earningS rec- Another object is the provision of novel de-
ord card. . vices under control of the feeling devices to con-

A more speclflc object is to provide means 75 trol the releasing mechanism for the ma.chine to 
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'" determine when the machJD.e. shall or shall not 
operate. " 

With these and incidental objects in view, the 
invention includes certain novel features of con
struction and combinations of parts, the essen
tial elements of which are set forth in appended 
claims and a preferred form or embodiment of 
which is hereinafter described' with reference to 
th~ drawings which accompany and form a part 
of this speciflcatlon. . 

In said drawings: 
P'lg. 1 is a persPective view of the entire ma

chine embodying the invention. 
Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of the keyboard 

of the machine. 
Fig. 3 is a section of the machine, taken to the 

right of one of the amount banks, and shows the 
differential mechanism, the totalizers, and a part 
of the control mechanism for the printer wheels. 

&. 4 is a skeleton view of a part of the mech
anism for controlUng the operation of the .dIf
ferentlal mechanisms of one transaction bank by 
certain keys of another transaction bank. 

Fig. 5 is a section alongside the second trans
action bank, showing the automatic control of 
the differential mechanism of row 2, a part of the 
second bank being broken away to show a part of 
the third transaction bank. 

Fig. 6 is a detail of a portion of the transfer 
total drive mechanism from the machine. 

Fig. 7 shows the totalizer controlling mecha
nism relative to its timing, for adding, reading, 
resetting, and transfer of total, and the transfer 
total selection and drive. 

Fig. 8 is a detail of the totalizer engaging con
trol for the transfer of totals. ' 

Fig. 9 is a .detail view of the totalizer engaging 
contrOl for add, read, and reset operations. 

Fig. 10 is a detail view of a portion of the con
secutive number and date lever lock control.' 

Fig. 11 is a detail view showing the consecutive 
number and date lever lock. 

Fig. 12 is a diagrammatic vIew of the controlling 
bars associated with rows 1, 2, 3, and 4, and their 
control by the keys. 

Fig. 13 is a facsimlle of a portIon of an analy
sis strip printed by the machine. 

Fig. 14 is a detail of the automatic latch con
trol for row 2. 

Fig. 15 is a detail view of the mechanism for 
releasing the time card by the Net pay key. 

Fig. 16 is a detail view of the interlock control 
by the Analysis key. 

Fig. 17 is a wiring diagram of the time card OP
erating mechanism. 

Fig. 18 shows the zero stop control of row 4 
from the Net pay key. 

Fig. 19 shows the zero stop of row 4 for the dif
ferential mechanism thereof. 

Fig. 20 is a facsimile of a portion of another 
type of analysis strip. 

Fig. 21 shows the automatic control of the dif
ferential of row 2 latch by the deduction keys of 
rows 3 and 4. 

Fig. 22 is a detail view of the contrOl lever of 
row 4 for'the automatic control of the row 2 latch. 

Fig. 23 is a. detail view of the automatic control 
of row 2 latch by the plus key in that row. 

Fig. 24 is a facsimile of one form of stub pay 
check, which may be printed by the machine. 

Fig. 25 is a facsimile of a ticket which may be 
printed by the machine, having thereon analysis 
figures printed when the operator is performing 
certain types of analytical operations. 
, Fig. 26 is a fa,cs,i~le of one form of pay en-

10 
velope which may be print'ed by the machine in 
place of the check if desirable.' 

Fig. 27 is a dlagrammaticview of the cross
footer or add and subtract shifting cams for the, 

a· add and subtract totalizer, indicating where the 
split in the totalizer is. " 

Fig. 28 is a facsimile of a payroll summary of 
one type which may be printed by the machine, 
showing the various data thereon Which is printed 

lQ when making out payrolls. 
Fig. 29 is a facsimile of a. portion of an earn

ings record card of an employee. 
Fig. 30 shows the printer drive control and the 

positive stop for the printer cam line under the 
16 control of the row 3 printer selection. 

Fig. 31 shows a detail of, a portion of the row 
4 printer selecting mechanism: 

Fig. 32 shows the total control plate for the 
printer selection. 

10 Fig. 33 is a detail view of the interlock between 
the key lock line (machine release line) and the 
consecutive number and date lever setting means. 

Fig. 34 shows the consecutive number and date 
setting means and the liner release mechanism 

115 for the same. 
Fig. 35 shows the consecutive number operating 

mechanism and the control for the same by the 
hand lever. 

Fig. 36 is a detan view of a date setting lever. 
30 Fig. 37 is a detail view of the consecutive num

ber and date lock operating means. 
Fig. 38 is a view showing a portion of the con

secutive number and feeding mechanism. 
Fig. 39 Is a plan view of a part of the payroll 

315 summary sheet printing control mechanism. 
Fig. 40 is a detail view of the selecting feeler 

shaft drive. 
Fig. 41 is a detail view of the mounting of the 

consecutive number and date setting unit. '0 Figs. 42-A and 42-B together constitute a 
plan view, in reduced scale, of the printer frame 
and shafts. 

Figs. 43-A and 43-B together constitute an 
elevation of the earnings record card printing 

45 mechanism. 
Figs. 44-A and 44-B together constitute a 

plan view of the earnings record card printing 
mechanism. 

Fig. 45 Is a fragmentary plan view of the pay-
50 roll summary printing hammers and table and 

shows the receptacle for the analysis paper roll 
and the hinged lid for said receptacle. 

Figs. 46-A and 46-B together constitute a 
plan view of the printer drive cam shaft and the 

tiii associated cam arm shafts. 
Fig. 47 is a detail view of the earnings record 

card and payroll summary alining mechanism. 
Fig. 48 is a detail of the selecting plate aliner 

mechanism. . 
60 Fig. 49 is a detail showing the earnings record 

card tension control. 
Figs. 50 to 54 inclusive show five earnings ham

mer selecting plates, which taken together in com
bination select the hammers 4 and 1& for print-

65 ing the employee's earnings on the payroll sum-
mary and the check. . 

Fig. 55 is the· basic payroll or work sheet platen 
feeding mechanism and the operating means 
therefor. 

70 Fig. 56 shows a detail of the feeding mechanism 
for this work sheet platen. ' 

Figs. 57-A and 57-B, taken together, consti
. tute a view showing the relationship of all select

ing plates and their associated feeling means, the 
75 latter being in diagrammatic relation thereto .. 
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Figs. 58-A and 58-B, taken together, show in 1ng the machine trom a pa1l'oll machine to an 
diagrammatic form the relationship of all groups analysis machine. 
of type wheels (indicated by rectangles) and Fig. 73 is a deta1l view of the train of mecha-
their hammers in front elevation. nism for controll1ng the' earnings record card 

Fig. 59 is a full-size view of the payroll sum- 6 tension device. 
mary and earnings record card feed and the Fig. 74 18 a detail view of the position atop 
summary control from the total row 1, shown in for the earnings record card. " 
the normal position. (There are two such mech- Fig. 75 18 a front view of the earnings record 
an15ms identically the same except for one of the card table and a portion of its associated mecha.,. 
control disks.> 10 Q1sm for moving the same. 

Fig. 60 is a full-size detail view of a portion of Fig. 76 is a detail view showlng the earn1ngs 
the mechanism of Fig. 59, showing the control record card position stop removing means. 
from row 2in the moved position. Fig. 77 is a detail View, partly broken away. 

Fig. 61 is a full-size detail view of the control showing the alining bar for the earnings record 
of the payroll summary and earnings record card I;i card table. 
feed from row 2. Pig. 78 is a plan view of the mechanism of 

Fig. 62 is a full-size view of the consecutive Pig. 74, shOWing the position stop for the earn-
number feed control of the payroll summary. ings record card. 

Fig. 63 is a plan view of the mechanism shown Fig. 79 shows the check or envelope ejecting 
in Figs. 59, 60, and 62, except the cam and the 20 mechanism. 
cam arm associated therewith. Fig. 80 is a detail view of the check deftector. 

Figs. 64-A and 64-B together' constitute a Fig. 81 is a detail view of a portion of the 
chart of control or selecting plate groups, where check ejecting mechanism. 
there are four plates in a group, showing how the Fig. 82 is a detail view of the check ejecting 
control notches are cut in each of the plates for 2'; mechanism in the moved position. . 
the contr01l1ng of the various hammers, the con- Fig. 83 is a view of the check feeding mecha-
trol of the machine lock, the control of the payroll nism, showing the initial feed and a part of the 
summary line selection, the control of the earn- line-spacing mechanism in the position which 
ingS record card line selection, the cO:1trol of the this mechanism assumes at the end of the print-
consecutive number advance, and the control of 30 Ing of the hours and the earnings for the hours. 
several of the hammers for printing upon the . Fig. 84 shows a part of the check ejecting 
payroll summary and upon the earnings record mechanism control and a part of the check feed 
card; and also indicates by which cont.rol row of selector mechanism. 
control keys they are controlled, and further in:" Fig. 85 shows a part of the check ejection 
dicates where they are controlled by the payroll 3;) control mechanism. 
summary feeler, the earnings record card feeler, Fig. 86 is a view showing the check feeding 
and also the check feeler, there being special sym- mechanism~that ls, the initial feed-in Its nor-
boIs Indicated in the foot-note showing where mal position. 
these various feelers control. Fig. 87 ls a view of the check feeding mecha-

Fig. 65 ls a chart of the control or selecting 411 nism for the ln1tlal feed, showing the position 
plate groups, where there are three plates to the of the mechanism at the end of that feed; that 
group, showing how these groups of plates are Is, where the check has been fully drawn into 
notched out for control purposes. for controll1ng the machine. 
the spaCing of the payroll summary sheet; the I Fig. 88 ls a detail view of the check feeding 
feeding, both forward and backward, of the 45 mechanism, shoWing the line-spacing portion of 
check; the check ejection; the earnings record the check feed for feeding the check after the 
card release; and several hammers for printing printing of the hours and the amount of earn-
upon the check, the payroll summary, and the ingS for regular hours and also overtime hours.' 
earnings record card; and shows which l'OWS of Fig. 89 Is a detail view of the check feeding 
control keys control the various plates and also 50 mechanism, showing that part of the mechanism 
indicates where these plates are controlled by which feeds the check back to line 1 printing po-
the payroll summary feeler, the check feeler, and sltlon; that ls, in the posltion for receiving the 
also the earnings record card feeler. printing of the ftrst deduction. 

Fig. 66 Is a general view 1lIustrating a part of Fig. 90 shows the feeler mechanism for the 
the check ejecting mechanism. ljfi check or envelope, for the payroll summary, and 

Fig. 67 Is a general view of the check feeding also for the earnings record card. (There are 
mechanism. three such mechanisms in the machine, and they 

Fig. 68 Is a general view of the payroll sum- are all Identically the same.> 
mary sheet control and shows the supply roll for Fig. 91 Is a detail view of a part of the check -, 
the analysis strip and the receptacle therefor, 60 feeler mechanism in Its normal position. 
which strip may be used to be printed upon in Fig. 92 is a detail view of a part of the check 
place of the payroll summary when the machine feeler mechanism in the moved position. 
is used for analytical purpose& instead of when Fig. 93 shows the clutch drive for the check 
It is being used for the issuing of payroll checks. feeler cams and the check ejector cams. 

Fig. 69 is a detail view showing the hand feed 65 Fig. 94 is an edge view showing the check feed 
for the payroll summary and also shows the pay- cams, the check ejector cams, and also the cam 
roll summary tension control feed. Which controls the tension rolls for the check: 

Fig. 70 is a general view of the payroll sum- Fig. 95 shows the check feeding mechanism and 
mary feeding device. that part which controls the feed thereof to the 

Fig. 71 is a diagrammatic view showing the 70 fourth line or Net amount position after having 
various steps of feeding both forward and back, printed the various deductions so that the check 
and feeding to special positions of the check will always come back to this particular fourth 
which is printed during payroll runs. line to have the net amount printed on the stub 

Fig. 72 shows the analysis control mechanism; and also printed twice on the main body of the 
that Is, the mechanism which assists in convert- 76 check and always in the same line. 
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PIg. 98 is a detail View of a part of the ch~ lndicatedspUt control amounts tq be added Into 
feeding mechanism shown in Fig. 95.' 'the rlght.,.hand.slde of the spUt totaUzer. 
, Fig. 97 Is a detail view of a part of the mech- The earrililp record card Is printed at the 

anlsm, showing the hand machine lock releasing right-hand aide of the machine from ten ham-
mechanism when no check, payroll summary, or .. mers, the check is printed near the center of the 
earnJngs record card is present in the machine: . machine from eight hammers, and the payroll 
that is, when anyone of the recording mediums summary Is printed at the left of the machine 
is absent, the machine will not be released durin,w from eleven hammers. When the machine Is 
payroll run operations. used for analytical purposes and the analyzln&' 

Fig. 98 is a detail of the control of the feeler 10 strip is placed In the receptacle In the left of the -
for the machine locking Une under control of machine where the payroll summary Is ordinarll1 
the feeler mechanism. printed, then the ftrst four hammers of the group 

Fig. 99 Is a detail View of the hammer operat- of eleven hammers are used to print analysis data 
ing mechanism. (There are three such mecha- on the analyzing roll strip. 
nisms as this In the machine, all Identically the 1J The earnings card record at the right of the" 
umeJ machine is adapted to be fed or line-spaced ~y 

Fig. 100 is a detail view of the check back-spe.ee novelly constructed feeding mechaniEm undilr 
mechanism to the first line of printing to reCeive control of feeling deVIces and the cOntrol keys 
the print for the first deduction after the grOSS of the keyboard. 
amount of the employee's pay has been printed; IQ The check or envelope is adapted to be Ilne-

Fig. 101 is a detail View of a part of the check spaced and given forward and backward feed 
Une-spacing mechanism shown In Fig. 88 in Ita movements by novelly constructed feeding mech-
moved position. anism under' control of the control keys on the 

Fig. 102 Is a perspective View showing the eon- keyboard and also a so-called slip feeler device. 
trol for the check feeding mechanism. • The payroll summary is adapted to be fed by 

Fig. 103 is a detail View showing the check stop . a novelly constructed feeding mechanism under 
and the check tension mechanism in the position control of feelers and the control keys of the 
which it assumes after the first printing has been keyboard. 
made on the check. The four rows of control keys at the right side 
, Fig. 104 is a front View of the check ejecting ,0 of the keyboard control the selecting of the col-
mechanism. umns and the selection of the various line spaces.;:., 

Fig. 105 is a diagrammatic view of the source In those columns to receive the printed data' 
of control of the groups of control disks In Figs. , during the several operations of the machine ' 
50 to 54 and shown on the charts in Figs. 64-A,' . necessary ,to complete a payroll check writing and 
64-B, and 65. . , a6 issUing transaction. . The number of operations 

Fig. 106 is a View showing the time card box, . necessary varies with the number of types of 
a portion of which is brOken away to show the earnings to be credited to each employee and 
time cards and the mechanism for operating also varies with the number of deductions charge-
the time card ejecting means. able against the gross earnings of each employee. 

Fig. 107 Is a modified form of hand control of ~ The check ejecting mechanism is also controlled 
the check feeding mechanism. by certain of these keys, since it is necessary to 

Fig. 108 Is a detail view of a portion of the actuate said ejecting mechanism at variable 
mechanism of Fig. 107. times. That is to say, the ejecting mechanism 

Fig. 109 is a time chart shOwing when the van- mliLY be actuated after anywhere from one to an 
ous groups of mechanisms in the machine 45 indefinite number of operations during the proc
operate. eM of writing a payroll check, here again depend

Ing upon the number of types of earnings and 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION upon the number of deductions for each employee. 

There is also a novelly constructed control de-
Dilscribed in general terms, the machine em- IU vice for changing the machine from a payroll 

bodying the present invention is of the type gen- machine to an analysis machine with a minimum 
erally disclosed in the above-mentioned ShiPleyaJnount of effort and thought by the operator of 
and Goldberg patents. THese patents disclose a the machine. This means comprises, generally. 
plurality of totalizers into which may be distrlb- a hand-operated or hand-manipulated lever at 
uted various amounts, according to the busig 63 the left of the machine, which has three positions, 
ness system for which the machine Is bUilt. -and an analy.sis key on the keyboard. One po-

In the present instance. the totalizers are sition of the lever is an analysis position; that Is, 
adapted to receive the many and various Items a position whereby it has assisted in converting 
constituting individual transactions that are han~ the machine from a payroll machine into an 
died in the process of making out payroll checlts lilt analysis machine. In such position, the machine 
or payroll envelopes. can be used for analysis distribution of data, and 

The above-mentioned patents also disclose the consecutive number mechanism will be dis-
what are known in the art as add and subtract abled. In another analyzing poSition of this 
totalizers or "crossfooters," by which they have manipulative lever, ,the machine can be used for 
come to be known. from which balances may be CI5 analysis distribution of data, and the consecutive 
printed at any desired time. number mechanism will be operated. In the third 

To control the printing on the various print- position of this manipulative lever, the machine 
Ing mediums, the machine has four rows of COD- can be used for a payroll and dividend machine, 
trol keys and fifteen banks of amount keys, as When the machine has been converted from a 

'shown in Fig. 1 and diagrammatically in Fig. 2. ,70, payroll machine into an analysis machine. the 
Th~ amo~nt keyboard is what is known In .the ' hammers and feeding mechanism for the earn
art as a 'split keyboard. The first seven rows higs record card may be disabled, and the mech
Of amount keys on the left control amounts to be '. anism for feeding and ejecting the check' and 
added into the left-hand side of a split totalizer,. !'1so for printing upon the check may be disabled
and the eight banks of keys to the right of this 76 part of the time, but another part of the time 
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during analysis, these mechaniams which feed. 
eject, and print upon the check are used for feed
ing, ejecting, and printing upon a ticket having 
analysis data printed thereon under control of 
keys on the keyboard. Also, during the analysis. 
the payroll summary, as mentioned above, i~ not 
used, and the analysis made is used in place 
thereof, and consequently a portion of the ham
mers which normally print in certain columns 
Of the payroll summary are disabled. whereas 
other hammers which print upon the payroll 
summary are used to print upon the analysis strip. 
These controls are all effected under the control 
of the above-mentioned manipulatiVe lever at the 
left end of the machine in combination with an 
Analysis key on the keyboard. 

As above mentioned, there is also provided in 
the machine of the present invention the internal 
gear driving mechanism. such as that disclosed 

16 
the necessary items in connection with the print
ing of the payroll checks .and for clearing the 
various totalizers at the close of any day when it 
is desired to clear out the machine to render it 

a ready for business for the following day or for 
. any other following period. 

The total-taking row of keys is designated in 
the diagrammatic view in Fig. 2 as row 1; the 
right-hand control row of keys is designated as 

10 row 2; the middle row of control keys is desig
nated as row 3; and the left-hand row of control 
keys is designated as row 4. These designations
that is, row 1 to row 4--will be hereinafter used 
in connection with these keys when describing In 

11 detail the various feed and ejecting mechanisms 
and slip mechanisms and hammer niechanisms 
which they control. . 

in the above-mentioned Kreider patent. which is 10 

Dl:TAILED DESCRIPTION 

Framework 

for the purpose of simultaneously setting on The accounting machine herein disclosed is 
groups of devices amounts and data under con- divided into two main sections; namelY .. a ma-
trol of the keys so that printing can be readily chine section and a printer section. The ma-
accomplished on the payroll summary at the left chine section is mounted above the printer sec-
of the machine. on the check at the central part 16 tion. , 
of the machine. and upon the earnings record The mechanisms of the machine section are 
card at the extreme right of the machine; that supported in a framework mounted on a base, 
is, when the machine is being used for payroll which in tum is supported on a framework which 
pUTrPhoiSseSsam' e internal gear driving mec,hanism is ao supports the printer mechanism /of the printing 

section, Which framework is carned by a heavy also used for controll1ng and setting up the vari- base. . 
ous control plates for controll1ng other mecha- The relation of the side frame bases and special 
nisms, such as feeding mechanism. ejecting frames, and also the tie rods for the machine 
mechanism, and slip feeler devices, in addition 35 framework and the printer framework, are gen-
to the hammers. erally shown in Figs. 42-A and 42-B. The ma-

As has been pointed out earlier, the amounts chine side frames and base, and also the main 
which are printed on these various printing me- front tie bar, are also shown in Figs. 3, 5, and 30, 
diums, such as the payroll summary, the check, and the printer frames are also shown in Figs. 
and the earnings record, are set up under control 42-A, 42-B, 46-A, 46-B, 57-A, 57-:-B. 58-A, 
of the keys on the amount keyboard, which in (0 and 58-B and several other figures tq be herein-
the present instance has the dual function of after mentioned in connection with speCific mech-
being used for an analysis and payroll machine. anism which is supported by these frames. 
While the machine is being used for payroll pur- The machine framework will be first described 
poses, certain groups of keys are used for setting with particular reference to the figures above 
up prior earnings and the regular earnings, and 45 mentioned, showing the machine framework. 
at other times for deductions. These amounts This machine framework comprises a left side 
are set up on the right-hand side of the split of frame IZI and a right side frame 122 mounted on 
the keyboard, and the number of hours. both a machine base 121. An auxUiary frame I U fa 
regular and overtime hours. are set up on the secured to the side frame 122 by means not 
keys at the ·left-hand side of the split on the 50 shown, and is also supported by the base 121. A 
keyboard. tie bar 121 connects the side frames IZI and 122 

When the machine is used for analysis dis- across the front, and a back frame IZI ties the 
tribution, then the keys. both to the right and frames 121 and 122 together across the back. 
to the left of the split, are used for setting up These frames 121 and 122 support the main body 
various data numbers and amounts. 55 of the machine section of the accounting ma-

The totalizers used in connection with the ma- chine. 
chine are the same substantially as those dis- The printer section of the machine is all 
closed in the above-mentioned Shipley and Gold- mounted between the side frames III. lIZ, III. 
berg patents. lit. III, and 13&, supported by a printer base 111. 

As has been _previously mentioned, the ma- 60 Frames III and III are secured to the ends of a 
chine keyboard is arranged for taking care of tie bar III. which properly spaces these frames 
business systems in connection with organiza- apart. The side frames 13Z, III, 134, and III are 
tlons who wish to issue payroll checks and keep cut away, as shown in Figs. 66, 68, and 79. and 
very complete records of all the various transac- each is attached to the tie bar III to insure that 
tions which pertain to the issuance of any par- 65 they are always held in their proper lateral posi-
tlcular payroll check. The machine is, therefore. tions. 
provided with the amount keys, as above men- A tie bar 139 is spaced between the frames III 
tioned, of sumcient capacity to take care of such and 13& at the rear ends thereof, to maintain the 
types of business. proper distance between these two frames at their 

There are also three rows of what are known 70 rear ends. The frames 13Z, 133; 134, and III are 
in the art as "Control" keys, for. the purpose of cut a.way, as shown in Fig. 43-B, so that they 
selecting various totalizers for the distrIbution of may be attached to this tie bar 139 so that their 
the transactions entered in the machine. There rear. ends may be held in proper lateral positions. 
Is also a row of total-taking keys, which control Auxiliary frames 140 and 141 (Figs. 42-A and 
the machine for the purpose of taking totals of 71 42-B) are arranged between the frames 112 and 
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fU, and 113 and 13C, respectively, and are se
cured to the tie bars 138 and 119. Another aux
iliary frame lez to the right of the frame III is 
secured to the base 131. 

Near their front ends, the frames 131 and III 
are again tied together by a tie bar IC3, which 
is also secured to the extreme front end of the 
frame 132. A tie bar I CC is seCured between the 
front ends of the frames 133 and 13C to hold their 
front ends in proper position, and a tie bar I C5 
is secured to the frames IIC, 135, and 136 to hold 
the front ends of these frames in proper lateral 
pos1tions. 

The machine section of the accounting ma
chine and also the printing section thereof are 
enclosed in a suitable cabinet IC6 (Fig. 1) having 
the necessary hinged sections for access to cer
tain parts of the machine by the operator when
ever necessary. Certain of these sections will be 
descrIbed later in connection with specific mech
anisms with which they are directly associated. 
All of the hinged sections, wherever necessary, 
are provided with suitable locks to prevent un
authorized persons from having access to the 
inner parts of the machine. 

Operating mechanism 

18 
several operations of the "one-cycle" type and 
also several operations of the total-taking type, 
which consists of two· cycles. '. 

Near the end of each single-cycle operation 
15 and near the end of the second cycle of two-cycle 

operations, the key lock shaft I C9 is returned 
counter':clockwise to disengage the clutch mech
anism and simultaneously open the motor switch 
to the electric motor, thus caUsing the machine 

10 to stop when it reaches its home position. 
The timing ·for this key. lock shaft 148 is shown 

in line 2 of the time chart in Fig. 109 and shows 
that, before the cam shaft 150 begins to operate, 
the tripping of the key lock shaft 14if takes place, 

15 and that, near the end of the cycle, the key lock· 
shaft 149 is moved to its.normal position, as hail 
j~t been described. 

When the machine is manually operated by the 
u:e of a hand crank, the operating keys are used 

20 for releasing the machine in exactly the same 
manner as when the machine is electrically oper
ated. 

Printed recorcl8 

25 As has been previously stated, the machine 
herein, when making payroll runs, is adapted to 
print upon three printing mediums, and it is felt 
that it would be a good idea to describe them at 
this time, as they will be referred to all through-

. Normally the machine is electrically operated 
by a conventional type of motor such as that dis
closed in the Shipley patents referred to herein
before, and, in addition, a hand crank (not 
shown) is provided for operating the machine 
manually whenever necessary. The well-known 
electric starting bar used on previous machines 
has been omitted from this machine, and, in
stead, the machine is released for operation by de
pression of anyone of a plurality of so-called 
"motorized" or "operating" keys located in the
control rows of keys; that is, rows 1, 2, 3, and 4 
(Fig. 2). These keys will be explained more in 
detail later in the specification. 

30 out the specification, and particularly in connec
tion with the description of the keyboard and the 
printing mechanism. 

For illustrative purposes, the machine herein 
is adapted to print in 29 different columns on 

35 three different printing mediums during the oper,. 
ations involved in issuing pay checks to em
ployees. 

It is to be clearly understood that this num
ber of columns, 29, is for illustrative purPoses 

40 only, and that it may be increased or decreas~, 
depending upon the type of records which e.re 
desirable for any particulal; type of payroll post
ing which the customer desires. 

Dep!'ession of any of the operating keys re
leases a key lock shaft IC9 (Figs. 3, 5, and 30) to 
the action of a spring (not shown) which rocks 
said shaft a slight distance Clockwise to operate 
the clutch mechanism which connects the driv
ing motor to a main shaft 150 journaled in the 
machine side frames 121 and 122. The move
ment of this key lock shaft 149 simUltaneously 
operates the switch mechanism which closes the 
circuit to the motor, thus caUSing the motor to 
operate and drive the main drive shaft 150 .. 
. The machine herein is adapted to make two 
types of operations, one of which is an adding 
operation, consisting of one cycle, and the other 
of which is a total-taking operation, consisting 
of two cyCles. In this application, one complete 
rotation of the main drive shaft 150 is consid
ered "one cycle" of operation. 

As has been stated above, the machine is adapt
ed to be used for making out the payroll, which 
involves the issuing of checks 'having printed 
thereon various data, such as the employee's 
'gross earnings and his deductions and net earn
ingS, in addition to several other types of data 
which the machine is adapted to print. 

The setting up and registering of the gross pay, 
deductions, number of hours, etc., are one-cycle 
operations. The printing of the employee's net 
pay is a two-cycle or total-taking operation 
wherein the net pay is printed as the balance re
maining after the various deductions have been 
made from the employee's gross pay. 

Therefore, it can be seen that, in order to 
issue pay checks for one employee, it requires 

As shown herein, each of these columns is num-
45 bered from 1 to' 29, so that they can be quickly 

and easily identified in connection with data and 
particUlarly in corinection with the keyboard con
trols to be described hereinafter. 

At the left of the machine, a payroll summary 
50 151 (Figs. 1 and 28) is printed. Near the center 

of the machine, a pay check 152 (Figs. 1 and 24) 
is printed, and, at the right of the machine, an 
earnings record 153 (Figs. 1 and 29) is printed .. 

In the illustrated form, the payroll summary 
51) (Fig. 28) has three columns at the left, headed 

"Employee's name," "Rate," and "Remarks." In 
these three columns, data may be written either 
by hand or by typewriter, relative to the em
ployee whose name is in the space. This payroll 

flO summary may be of a length desired by the com
pany issuing the payroll to cover certain size 
departments or any certain number of payroll 
checks, such as fifty. If it is for fifty, then there 
are fifty spaces for the names of fifty employees. 

6:i To the right of these three columns are eleven 
columns, in which printed data by the machine 
may be made. These columns are numbered 1 to 
11. In column I, headed "Number," is prlD.ted the 
consecutive number. In column 2, headed "Gross 

70 pay" and "Net pay," the machine prints the gross 
pay and the net pay of the employee, the gross 
pay always being printed in the top line or sec
tion of the space allotted to the employee-for 
example, as shown, "John Doe"-and in the sec-

75 ond line or· space is th,e net pay. In column 3, 
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headed Key "RU and Key "T," there Is printed As has been preViously stated, when the Dla-
a sYJDbol designating the key "R" and the number chine is converted from a payroll run machine 
of regular hours the employee worked, and a or payroll writing machine into an analysis ma-
symbol "T," designating overtime hours.. Column chine, the earnings record III is not printed upon, 
01 is headed Key "R" and Key "T," and in this I nor is the check 152 or the pay envelope IIC 
column are printed the symbol "R" and the printed upon, nor is the ,paYroll summary '111 
amount of mO.ney earned for regular hours work- printed upon. In place of the payroll summary 
ing, and a symbol "T" and the amount of money III, an analysis strip III (Figs. 13 and 20) may 
earned for {)vertime hours worked. Column & be printed upon to record the distribution of var-
is headed Key "s" and Key "X" These keys are 10 ious analytical data which is being distributed. 
set aside for the registration of additional'money in the machine. This data is printed in positions 
earned by the employee, such as premiums or corresponding to columns 1 to 4 of the payroll 
bonuses, and key "S" may be for premiums, and summary, and therefore these columns have been 
in that event this amount will be printed in the so indicated on the analysis strips. 
top Une of the space and the bonuses will be 11 At the end of the type one analysis, the OP-
printed in the bottom line. The next six columns, erator takes a total of several amounts and data 
numbered 6 to 11. are set aside for deductions which have been distributed, and this total fa 
which may be made from the employee's gross printed on the analysis strip III, and it may also 
pay, each column and the top and bottom spaces be printed on a ticket 118 (Fig. 25). which hal 
in each column being definitely controlled 1>7 10 indicated thereon columns 12 to 17. AlJ noted· 
the keys. whose symbols are indicated at the top in Figs. 13 and 20. there is nothing printed in 
of each of the respective columns. The amounts, column 2 on the analysis strip III, and on the 
of course,in the various columns are set up on the ticket 118 (Fig. 25) there is nothing' printed in 
amount keys of the keyboard, to be described columns 101 and' 15; however, the amount printed 
later. II in column 12 is the same as the amount printed 

On the oheck 112, shown in Pig. 201. columns in column 3 of the analysis strip, the amount 
12 to 19 have been indicated. In column 12 is in column 13 is the same as that printed in col-
printed the number of regular and overtime umn 4 of the analysis strip, and the number in 
hours. In column' 13 is Printed the amount of column 1 on the analysis strip is printed in 
earnings of the employee; namell, the amount 10 column 16 on the ticket. The date, Which is 
of regular earnings and overtlme hour earn1nP Printed in column 17 on the ticket, is not printed 
and the gross amount. In column 101 are shown on the analysis striP. 
symbols and several amounts representinl various The mechanisms for feeding the payroll sum-
deductions which are chargeabl~ against the em- mary, the earnings record card, the check, the 
Ployee's gross pay. In column 15 is printed the II enVelope, and the analysis strip will be herein-
net pay. In column 16, which is the ftrst column after described in detail in connection with the 
on the main portion of the check, is printed the printing section of the machine, and the means 
consecutive number; in column 17 is printed the for printing the data upon these record mediunia 
date; in column 18 is printed the net pay; and Will also be later described in detail. 
in column 19 the net pay is printed. to 

The earnings record III (Fig. 29) is set aside Keyboard 

for indiVidual employees; in other words, a com- The keyboard of the machine is shown in dia-
plete record of his earnings for a period of 13 grammatic form in Fig. 2 and is also indicated in 
weeks, for example, is shown on his earnings the perspective View of the machine shown in 
record. In the left-hand column are the line 45 Pig. 1. . 
numbers 1 to 13 in the illustrated form. The Referring now particularly to the diagram-
columns on this earnings record have been num- matic view of the keyboard as shown in PlI. 2, 
bered 20 to 29. In the columns 20 to 28 there is there are seven rows or banks of amount keyS 
printed data identical with that printed in col- 50 ... to the left of a permanent "spUt," indicated 
umns 2 to 10 of the payroll summary III. In by a dotted line, and to the right of this aplit 
column 29. which is headed "Gross pay" and there are eight rows or banks of amount keya 
"Earnings to aate," there is one line opposite the III. This gives a registering and accumulatinl 
heading marked "BF," which is Balance forward. capacity of seven banks to the left of the split 
which is picked up from an ~arnings. record which 55 and eight banks to th:e right. of the split for the 
has the full 13 lines completed; in other words, totalizers in the machlDe, which are split accord-
this might be the second period of 13 weeks for ing to the permanent split between the keys II. 
this particular employee, and, therefore, his earn- and 181 in ,a manner well known in the art. 
ings to date would be picked up from the preVious To the right of the amount keys II. and III 
earnings record card and inserted in this column there are four rows of control keys designated 
by hand. 60 "Row 1," "Row 2," "Row 3," and "Row 4." The 

In the top section of line 1 is printed the em- first three keys 182 of row 1 are operating keys; 
Ployee's' gross pay, and in the bottom section of that is, they release the machine for actuation 
line 1 is printed the sum of his prior earnings plus when depressed and are used only when the ma-
his gross pay, which amounts to his earnings to 815 chine is being. used for writing payroll checks. 
date. The printing of this earnings-to-date is a The top three keys 181 of row 1 are non-operatina 
total-taking operation which will be described keys and are used to select the totalizers corre-
hereinafter. In case the company wishes to issUe sponding to the keys of rows 2. 3 and 01 dUl'ina 
I)&y envelopes and pay in cash instead of paying clearing operations. The "Net pay" key liZ 
by check, a pay enevelope 114 (Fig. 26) may be causes the clearing of the crossfooter and 'trans-
printed in place of the check 112. On this en- 10 fers the amount cleared therefrom into a total-
velope, Which has indicated thereon columns 13 izer associated .with the "To~l net pay" key in 
to 18, is printed data similar to the data that is row 4. This "'Net pay" key In also selecta,J1ne 
printed on the check; in fact, it is identical ex- 2 in the printing space of column 2 of the pay-
cept that there is nothing printed in column 16 7 roll summary and selects line 4 of column 
and there is nothing printed in column 19. 15 15 on the check to cause the net pay to be printed 
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in line 2 of column 2 of the payroll su,mmary 'lif amount are set up on the keys 'SO and t8t, resJ)e~-
and' in line 4 of columns 15, 18, and 19 on the tively. The key "S" is used when adding into the 
check 1112 (Fig. 24), It also causes the check crossfooterspecial earnings, made by the em .. 
ejecting mechanism to be released and the con- ployee, such as premiums, and the key "X-ISS" 
secutive number to be advanced, and causes the may be used to release the machine when other 
consecutive number to be printed in column 1 on IS special earnings, such as bonuses, are to be added 
the payroll summary I & I and in column 16, line into the crossfooter to make up the employee's 
I, on the check 152. gross pay. 

The "Earnings to date"key 162 clears the earn- In connection with the amount keys 160 to the 
ingS to date group total 3 and causes it to be 10 left' of the split, when the machine is used as a 
transferred into group total 4. It selects line 2 payroll writing machine, the number of regular 
in column 29 of' the earnings record ~ lli3 and hours and overtime hours are set up on the four 
causes release of the earnings record card after this right-hand banks of keys 160, the three left-hand 
printing has taken place. The "G~oss" key 162 banks being used for overfiow banks. When the 
causes a reading· operation of the crossfooter to 16 machine is used as an analysis machine, then the 
be made and selects line 1 of column 2 of the five left-hand rows of keys 160 are usually used 
payroll summary 151, causing the gross pay to to set up data, there being a "spllt and normal" 
be printed in this line, and selects llne 1 of column between the fifth and sixth banks of keys ISO; 
29 of the earnings record I &3 to cause the gross that is, it is not a permanent split, and, unless 
pay to be printed in this position. It also selects 20 their figures run in higher denominations than 
the proper line of the check in column 13 to have five digits, they usually'use the five left-hand 
the gross pay printed in this line, and, after this banks of keys no. The same is true in connection 
operation, the check is caused to feed backward with the six left-hand banks of keys 161, when 
to the first line to receive the first deduction. the machine is being used as an analysis distrib-

The "Clear row 2" key IS3 is used to select the 26 uting machine. However, when the machine is 
totalizer corresponding to the positions of'the used in setting up payroll and writing payroll 
keys in row 2 when clearing the same. The checks, the prior earnings of the employee and 
"Clear row 3" key is used to select ,the totalizers his regular and overtime earnings, also special 
corresponding to the positions of the keys in earnings and deductions, are set up by the first 
rows 3 to clear the same, and the "Clear row 4" 30 six right-hand banks of keys lSI. The other three 
key 162 is used likewise in connection with the banks of keys lSI to the left are used for accumu-
totalizers corresponding to the positions of the lating only. 
several keys in row 4. The totalizers and their various arrangements, 

These keys 163 are used during analysis opera- inCluding the crossfooters, will be discussed later 
tions for other functions, which will be described 35 under the heading "Totalizers." However, it 
in detail in connection with the description of might be well to state here that' the manner in 
the machine as an analysis machine. whiCh the control rows of keys 162 to 166 inclusive 

The keys of row 2 are designated 164 the keys control the selection of the different totalizers 
of row 3 are designated 165, and the keys of row 4 and the manner in which these keys control the 
are designated 166. The three lower keys in row 2 40 engaging and disengaging movement of the dif-
are Jacked out during all payroll-writing opera- ferent totalizer lines are fully explained in the 
tions, as is the "Analysis" key in row 2. However, Shipley patents previously referred to, and also 
when this Analysis key in row 2 is depressed, and in the Goodbar patent. Therefore, in view of the 
it is a non-operating key, it releases the three above patents, only' a general description will be 
lower keys in rOw 2 for depression, and these keys 45 given of the totalizers under that heading, as it 
then become operating keys; however, they are is believed that the complete illustrations and 
not used during the writing of payrolls but are detailed descriptions of the totalizers in the above-
used during the analysis operations of the machine mentioned patents will be suffiCient for all pur-
only. poses herein. 

The "Release" key 164 is used to release the GO A description of the control keys of rows 2, 3, 
"Analysis" key when it is depressed, and the posi- and 4, and the total row of keys 162 and 163, in 
tion opposite the "Release" key is used as an auto- connection with their general functions, will now 
matlc position for the keys A to J 165 in row 3 be given in a general way; that Is, the manner 
and the N to K keys 166 in row 4. The plus and of setting up the various operations through 
minus keys 164 are used for making corrections; 55 which the machine must be put in order to com-
that is, the minus key is used to subtract an plete the writing of a payroll check and the com-
amount which has been erroneously added into plete registration of all the data necessary to be 
the crossfooter, and the plus key is used to add printed upon the payroll summary and the earn-
an amount which has been erroneously sub- ings records in connection with the writing of"this 
tracted from the crossfooter. The "Prior earn- 60 payroll check. ' " 
ings" key is an operating key and is used when First, the employee's prior earnings are set 
setting up the employee's prior earnings. up on the keys 161 and the Prior earni~gs:>key 

All of the keys A to J 165 of row 3 are set aside Hl4 is depressed. This amount goes into the 
for various types of deductions, which have been prior earnings totalizer "G. T. 2" in row 2, and 
mentioned previously, such as insurance, income 65 it also goes into the "G. T. 3" totalizer in the zero 
tax,withholdings, social security, bond deduction, position in row 3. Just prior to the operation 
interest, and any number of other types of deduc- of the picking up of the prior earnings, the oper-
tions which the company may allow against an ator inserts the payroll summary 151 into posi-
employee's gross earnings. The keys N to K 166 tion in the machine, and also the earnings record 
of row 4 are also used for deductions. The key 70' card 153, which goes at the right-hand side of 
"R" is use,d to release the machine when the the machine. 
employee's regular amount of hours and the regu,. The operator next sets up the number of regU'-
lar amount of his pay are set up on the keys 160 lar hours worked on the "Hours" keys 160 and 
and 161, respectively. The key 166 "T" is used the amount of earnings for those hours on the 
when the employee's overtime hours and overtime 15 earnings keys 161, and then depresses the "R" 
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key 166 in row 4. These hours and amounts are of net pay is printed in the second line ofibi 
ad.ded into the hours and amount totalizers on space in column 2 on the payroll summary ill 
each side of the split in the position corresponding in the fourth line of column 15 on the check add 
to the "R" key. These amounts of hours and also is printed in columns 18 and 19 on the check. 
earnings for the regular hours are also added 6 The above constitutes a complete transacUon 
into the "G. T. 3" totalizer on each side of the required in the writing 'of a. payroll check. and, 
split of this totaliZer, the number of hours goIng after the depression of the "Net pay" key lit, 
on the left side of the split total and the amount which, as above stated, clears the crossfooter j the 
of" earnings on the right-hand side of the split machine is ready for the operator to pick up the 
total. The operator next sets up the amount of 10 prior earnings of the next employee, for the pur-
overtime hours on the keys 160 and the amount pose of registering all of the data in conne~lon 
of overti-me earnings on the key 161 and then with his pay, to print a pay check for the amount 
depresses the "T" key 166 of row 4. These over- which he has coming to him. 
time hours and amount are added into both sides A consecutive number is printed in column 18 
of the split totalizer associated with the "T" key' US on the check, and the date is printed in column 17 
and also are accumulated into the "G. T. 3" of the check, which date is. set up by mechanism 
totalizer. This "G. T. 3" totalizer on the right to be described hereinafter. The consecutive 
side of the split 'now becomes the earnings to number mechanism will also ·be described her.~ 
date, because it has an accumulation of the prior inafter. 
earnings plus the amount of regular earnings and 
amount of overtime earnings. . 20 Amount banks and th~r associated differential 

If there are any other earnings, such as pre- mechanisms 
miums, these amotmts are set up on the earnings 
keys 161 and the "s" key is depressed, thus caus
ing that amount to go, into the "8" totalizer 
and also into the "G. T. 3". totalizer. For any 
such amounts as bonuses, the amount thereof is 
set up on the keys 161 and the "X" key is de
pressed, whereupon the amount of bonuses is 
added into the "X" totalizer and also into the 
"G. T. 3" totalizer. . 

It might be well to state here that the totalizer 
on the upper line to the left of the split is a 
s.traight adding totalizer and those on the upper 
Une to the right of the split constitute a cross
footer or add and subtract totalizer and also the 
"G. T. 2" totalizer. All of the earnings of regu
lar hours and the earnings for overtime hours, 
and also any special earnings, such as premiums 
and bonuses, are accumulated into the plus side 

. of the crossfooter, and, as above stated, prior 
earnings gO into the "G. T. 2" totalizer on the 
right-hand side of the split. This split is indi
cated in Fig. 27, where are shown in diagrammatic 
form the totalizers on both sides of the split and 
the select1n~ cam for these totalizers. 

After the earnings have been all accumulated 
into the plus side of the crossfooter, the operator 
then depresses the "Gross" key 162 in row 1 to 
read the plus side of the crossfooter and print 
the gross pay in column 2 on the payroll summary 
151, in colUmn 13 of the check 152, and in column 
29 on the earnings record 153. 

The operator then proceeds to set up the vari
ous amounts of the several deductions, which 
may be chargeable against the employee's pay, 
and, as indicated on the check Ili2 in Fig. 24, 
there are six deductions listed after the symbols 
A to E and ,J. Each of these deductions requires 
a separate operation in which the amount of the 
deduction is set up on the keys 161 and subtracted 
from the crossfooter. Each of these deductions 
also is accumulated into totalizers associated with 
their respective keys. . 

After listing all of the several deductions, the 
operator then depresses the "Earnings to date" 
key 162 in row I, which clears tl).e "G. T. 3" 
totalizer and transfers this amount into the 
"G. T; 4" total!zer, and this amount, Earnings 
to date, is printed in column 29 of the earnings 
record 153 (Fig. 29), The next operation is the 
depression of the "Net pay" key 162 in row 1, 
which clears the crossfooter, which at this time 
has in it the employee's net pay, and transfers 
that net pay to a totalizer associated with the 

. "Total net pay'" key 16& in row 4. This amount 

As previously descrllbed, the macl$le of this 
invention has seven amount banks of keys liD to 

25 the left of this split and eight banks of amount 
keys 161 to the right of the split, whiCh may be 
used in some instances to set up amounts and 
in other inst&nces to set up hours and various 
other types of data which are to 'be used when 

30 the machine is 'being used as an analysis ma.
chine. 

However, as all of the rows or ,banks of IcejI 
I &0 and I G I and their associated d11ferenttal 
mechaniSms are similar in every respect, it 1$ be-

35 Heved that a description of one of these rows of 
keys and its differential mechanism wiD be 8uf~ 
ficient. 

FJg. 3 is a transverse sectional view of the ma.
chine taken just to the right of one of the amount 

40 banks, showing said bank and its associated dif
ferential mechanism, which will be considered 
as representative of all of the amount·banks.The 
key bank as chosen will be one of those under tile 

45 "Earnings" (Fig. 2) amount keys III. The 
amount keys 160, it will be understood, 8d't! 
mounted identically the same as the keys III. 
and the differential mechanisms therefor aTe the 
same. 

50 The amount keys I & I (Fig. 3) are mounted in a 
key frame 110 supported by rods ill and t12 
extending between and supported b:f the- ma1rl 
·frames 121 and 122 of the machine section of tbe 
accounting machine. Depression of one of tru! 

55 keys I & I rocks a zero stop pawl I TI for this par. 
ticular denomination counter-clockwise out of 
the path of a reset spider 114 free on a hub of au 
amount differential actuator 1111 rotatably suP';' 
ported by a hub 116 extending betWeen two 
similar amount differential support plates 1-11 

60 (only one shown here) in turn supported by rods 
118 and 119 extending between and supported ~ 
the machine side frames 121 and 122. There Is a 
pair of support plates 111 ·for each amount dif-

65 ferential. and a tie rod 180 extends through the 
holes in the center of the hubs 116 to secure all 
of the amount differentials in a compact unit. 

A slot in the forward end of the reset spider 
114 engages a stud 181 in a la,tch dlsenga;g1ng arm 
192 pivoted on an extension on the actuator In. 

70 The arm 182 and a companion arm. 113 support 
a differential latch 184 for horizontal shifting 
movement. A spring 185 urges the arms 182 awl 
183 . and the latch 184 rearwardly to normally. 

75 hold a foot liS of said latch in engagement with. 
a shoulder 181 on a differential drWing sesmeo.& 
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'88 rotatably supported on ~he hub of the dif
ferential actuator 115. A 11nk 189 pivotally con
nects the driving segment 188 to a cam lever 190 
pivoted on a .stud 191 in the left-hand one of the 
plates In, and said lever 190 carries rollers 192 
and 193, which cooperate, respectively, with the 
peripheries of companion plate cams 194 and 195 
secured to the main drive shaft 150. Depression 
or one of the amount keys 181 moves the lower 
end thereof into the path of a. rounded surface 
198 on an extension of the arm '82. 

In adding operations, which, as explained 
earlier in this specification, consist of one cycle 
or one rotation of the cam shaft 150, the cams 
194 and 195 make one clockwise rotation, caus
ing the lever 190 to rock the driving segnient 188 
first clockwise and then counterclockwise !back 
to its normal position. During this clockwise 
movement, the segment 188, by means of the 
shoulder 181 in cooperation with the foot 188 
of the latch I B4, carries said latch and the amount 
actuator 115 clockwise in unison therewith until 
the rounded surface 196 contacts the stem of the 
depressed key 161. When this occurs, the latch 
arm 182 and its companion arm 183 are rocked 
counter-clockwise to disengage the foot 188 from 
the shoulder 181 to interrupt the clockwise move
ment of the actuator 115 and to arrest said ac
tuator after it has moved an extent commensu
rate with the value of the key 161 which has 
been depressed. This engaging movement of the 
latch 184 moves a rounded extension 191 thereof 
into engagement with the corresponding one of a 
series of locating notches 198 on a plate 199 se
cured between the rod 118 and an upward exten
sion of the left-hand support plate In. 

After the latch 184 is disengaged from the 
shOUlder 181 of the segment 188, said segment 
continues its clockwise movement without inter
ruption, causing an arcuate surface 200 thereof, 
in cooperation with the sole of the foot 186, to 
lock the extension 191 of the latch 184 in the notch 
198 corresponding to the value of the depressed 
amount key 161. When the lever 190 and the 
segment 188 reach the termini of their initial 
movement clockwise, a roller 20 I carried by the 
lever 190 engages an arcuate surface 202 on. the 
under side of an amount beam 203 pivoted at 204 
to the actuator 115 and forces an arcuate surface 
on the upper edge of said beam 203 to contact 
the hub of said actuator 115 to pOSition the beam 
203 in proportion to the value of the depressed 
amount key 161. The beam 203 has a slot 205, 
which engages a stud 206 in a link 261, the upper 
end of which is pivotally connected to an alining 
segment 208 mounted on one of a series of nested 
tubes 209 supported by a shaft 210 journaled in 
the side frames 121 and 122. . 

The lower end of the link 201 is pivotally con
nected to a segment 211 freely mounted on a shaft 
212 journaled in the side frames 121 and 122. The 
segment 211 carries a stud 213, which engages a 
camming slot in a zero elimination cam plate 214 
pivotally mounted on a stud 215 in a segmental 
gear 2 16 free on a shaft 211 also j ournaled in the 
side frames 121 and 122. The teeth of the seg
mental gear 2 16 mesh with the external teeth 
of an externaI-internal ring gear 218, the internal 
teeth of which mesh with a pinion 219, which 
drives a square shaft 220.' The square shaft in 
turn drives similar pinions meshing with the in
ternal teeth of the gears similar to the gear 218, 
the external teeth of which gears are adapted to 
mesh with and drive corresponding denomina
tional type wheels 221 in each row of the cQlumn 
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printing mechanism, which column printing 
mechanism in the present case is for the purpose 
of prInting on the payroll summary 151, the check 
152, and the earnings record 153, as has been pre-

6 viously described. 
This method of driving the type wheels of the 

column printing accounting machine is fully ex
plained In the previously mentioned Arnold Pat
ent No. 2,141,332 and embodies an appUcatlon 

10 of the well-known Kreider principle of driving 
mechanism disclosed in the above-mentioned 
Kreider Patent No. 1,693,279. 

For the purpose of properly alinlng the crurer
ential mechanism and the type wheels set there-

16 by, there is provided on each of the segments 208 
a series of notches 222 engaged by an aUner 221 
secured to a shaft 224. 

The aliner 221 is disengaged from the notches 
122 during the differential setting of the type 

20 wheels 221, and, after they have/been set under 
the control of the keys 161 through the differen
tial mechanism, the aliner 223 is again moved into 
engagement with the notches 222, thus positively 
alining the type wheels 221 during printing. 

25 The amounts set up on the type wheels 22. are 
Indicated through an opening 225 (Figs. 1 and 2) 
by indicators 226 set up from the gears 218 (Fig. 
3) by means of gears 221, which operate pin10ns 
and square shafts, not shown, but like the pln-

30 ions 219 and the shafts 220. 
The zero eUmlnation mechanism above men

tioned, which is for the purpose of contro1Iing 
the printing of zeros and which is controlled 
by the above-mentioned zero eUmination cam 

35 plate 214, is not directly involved in the inven
tion In the present application, and therefore 
no further reference to the zero elimination 
mechanism will be given herein. Such type of 
zero eUmination mechanism is 11lustrated and de-

40 scribed in the above-mentioned Arnold Patent No. 
2,141,332. 

TotalIZers 

The machine shown in this appUcation has the 
45 usual three lines of totalizers, numebered 1, 2, and 

3.in Fig. 3. As before stated, totaUzers on each of 
these Unes are sPIlt between the keys 160 and III 
(Fig. 2); that is, there is no transfer mechanism 
between the first left-hand group of keys 160 and 

50 the first right-hand group of keys 161 in connec
tion with their respective differential mechaniSms, 
which are shown in Fig. 3. The No.1 totaUzer line 
is also shown in the diagrammatic view (Pig. 27). 
This line of totalizers is controlled by the keys 
164· of row 2. This No. 1 line has on the right-

55 hand side of the spIlt a balance totaUzer or cross
footer, and also one straight adding totaUzer. On 
the left of the split, the totalizer line has two 
adding totalizers on it, as shown in Fig. 27. 

The No.3 or front totalizer line, which is con-
60 trolled by the keys 165 of row 3, has nine totalizers 

on each side of the split, one for each of the keys 
A to J and one in the zero position, herein called 
the "G. T. 3" totalizer. 

The rear or No. 2 totalizer Une has nine add-
65 ing totaUzers on each side of the spUt, one for each 

of the keys R, S, T, X, N, M, L, and K and one 
for the Net pay key, and also one In the zero posi
tion called the "G. T. 4" totalizer. 

The No. 1 or upper totalizer line has crossfoot-
70 ers and also regular adding totaUzers there

on, as above mentioned. Such construction is 
illustrated in the co-pending application of Pascal 
Spurlino, WllIiam M. Carroll, Arthur R. Colley. 
and Alfred G. Kibler, Serial No. 376,670, rued 

715 January 30, 1941, for Accounting machines, which 
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issued into Patent No. 2,375,594 on May 8, 1945. 
If any further information is needed or d.esired 
with reference to such totalizer Unes having cross
footers and straight adding totalizers thereon, 
reference may be had to that patent. 

of the machine, through the beam mechanism, 
which is old and well known in the art and is 
often referred to as the "m1n1mum movement d.e
vice." The usual transfer mechanism 1s provIded" 

Ii for entering one unit in the next higher order 
of the totalizers when the lower order total1zer, 
wheel passes through zero, in either :positive or 
negative direction. 

The crossfooter on the upper or No. 1 Une, 
which crossfooter is at the right of the split, is 
indicated by the reference number ZlO, and the 
straight adding totalizer on the right of the 
spUt of this Une 1s 211. The two totalizers on this )(I Totalizer enuaging and duenuauing mechanum, 
No'. 1 Une at the left of the sput are numbered After the several totalizers on :the varloua lines 
212 and 211. have been selected for operation by means under 
' The totalizers on the No. 2 or back Une are control of the keys in rows 2, 3, and 4, by means 
showil only in Fig. 3 and are numbered 214. This to be described hereinaJter, the totalizers are 
number applies to the totalizers on both sides l.j moved into engagement with and out of engage-
of the split. The ,totalizers on the front or No. 3 ment from their actuators during adding time, 
Une are nUJDl)ered 211, and this number likewise during totaling time, and during total-transfer-
applies to the totalizers on both sides of the spUt. ring time, which w11l now be described. During 

Tota11t.ers of this type are old and well known adding time, the actuators are tlrst set and then 
in the &It and are known as interspersed total- ~n the totalizers are engaged therewith, after which 
izers and are fully 11lustrated and described in the actuators are restored to their normal posi-
the previouslY mentioned Shipley patents, and tions, during which time the amounts set up un-
therefore no further description of the construc- der control of the amount keys III and III are 
tion of th~tota11zers is feit necessary herein. added into or subtracted from the crossfooter' 
" As is u.sual in machines of this type, the actu- 2.j and are added into the selected totalizer in ,the 
&tors III ,are divided into three tooth sections front line No.3 or the back Une No.2. 
Nos. 211, 211, and 218 (Fig. 3). The section 211 During reading operations, the totalizers are 
~tuates the crossfooter and also the regular to- engaged with the actuators before the actuators 
talizers on the No. 1 or upper totalizer line, the are moved in a clockwise direction, and the 
section 211 actuates the totalizers 214 on the No. ;)0 amount on the totalizers is taken therefrom and 
2 or rear line, and the tooth section 218 actu- set up on the actuators and from there set up 
ates the totalizers 211 on the front or No.3 Une. on the printing wheels, after which the actuators 

In addini operations, the wheels of the selected are restored to their normal positions and the 
totalizer or totalizers, as the case may be, are totalizers are permitted to remain in engagement 
engaled with their respectiVe sets of actuating !l.j therewith, so that the amount which was taken 
tooth sections 211, 211, and 218 of the actuators therefrom is put back into that totalizer. When 
Ill, after said actuators have completed their the totalizer' is cleared, the totalizer is engaged 
setting movements in a clockwise d1rect1oo. under with the actuator and the actuator is moved 
the control of the amount keys III and Itl. clockwise a distance depending upon the amount, 
, Return movement counter-Clockwise of the ac- 40 which is in !l;hetotalizer, after which the totalizer 
tuators 111, as explained above, rot&tes the cor- is disengaged from that actuator, and then the 
responding wheels of the selected and engared actuator is restored .to its normal position, leav-
totalizer or totalizers, in proportion to the villue Ing the totalizer at zero. 
of the depressed amount keys III and III, to During the transfer of totals from one totaUzer 
enter imo,said totalizers the amounts correspond- 4J line to another-for example,' from the cross-
ing to the keys which have been depressed. footer on the top line of totalizers to a selected 

In subtract operations, the corresponding sub- totalizer on the back or No.2 totalizer line--4;he 
tract wheels of the crossfooter 218 are engaged crossfooter is tlrst engaged with the actuators 
with the teeth 211 of the actuator 111 exactly the prior to their clockwise 'm.ovement, so that, dur-
same as in adding operations, and the return 60 ing such clockwise movement,the amount on the 
movement, of the actuator reversely rotates the crossfooter is taken therefrom and put upon the 

, adding wheels 211 of the crossfooter through the actuators, after which the selected totalizer on ' 
reverse gearing shown in Fig. 3, which is well the rear or No.2 line is engaged with those actu-
known In the art and shown in several of the ators and the crossfooter is disengaged there-
above-mentioned Shipley patents and also in the 6~ "from, so that, when the actuators are restored 
last-mentioned co-pending appUcation of Spur- counter-clockwise to their normal positions, the 
lino, Carroll, Colley, and Kibler, now Patent No. amount which was taken from the crossfooter 
2,375,594. will be transferre!1 into the selected ,totalizer on 
, If no amount key III is depressed, the zero the No. 2l1ne. ' 
stop pawl 111 remaJns in the path of the spider 10 The mechanism for accompl1slhng the engag-
114 -upon the initial movement of the actuator ing and disengaging of the totalizers under the 
111 and engages said spider and disengages the conditions just above mentioned wlll now be de-
latch 18., from the driver IS8 to arrest said ac- scribed. 
tuator 111 in the zero position. After the actu- The cross footer on the top totalizer and the 
ator 111 is positioned at zero, the roller 211 :POSi- II other totalizer on this line, and all the totalizers 
tlons the beam 211, the link 211, and the segments on the rear Une, and all totalizers on the front 
218 and 211 in proportion thereto, as shown in Une, are each supported in a shiftable framework 
Pig. J. '241 (Pig. 3) , which in turn are supported between 

At the end of any type of operation, the actu- the'main frames 121 and 122 of the machine 
ator 111 is always returned to home pOSition, as 70 sections. 
shown in Pig. 3. However, the links 211 and the The shiftable framework 241 for the upper to-
printing mechanisms controlled thereby remain talizer line, which carries the crossfooter, in-
in set pOlJ1t1bns at the end Of machine operations eludes a shaft 241 (F1gs~ 3 and 7) having mounted 
'aDd are mOved directly from thes'e positions to on opposite ends, thereof rollers' 242. which en-
their newpOS1tions in, the succeeding operatlom 71 raJe slmUar slots 241 in cam plates 244 secured 
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to the machine side frames 121 alid 122. These crossfooter or to engage the other totalizer· on 
Blots 241 are radial with the center of the tie this upper totalizer line with the· actuators 111. 
rod II. of the differential mechanism. This type As previously explained, in adding and sub-
of construction is clearly shown in the above- tracting operations, the engaging of the selected 
mentioned Shipley Patent No. 1,619,796. lj set of wheels with the actuators occurs after 

Also secured near the opposite ends of the the actuators have been positioned under. con-
shaft 241 are similar cranks 245 having rollers trol of the depressed amount keys II. or III, and 
241, which engage similar cam slots 247 in the return movement counter-clockwise of said ac-
cam plates 244. The righthand crank 2411, as tuators 1111 rotates said selected wheels in pro-
shown in Fig. 7, has pivotally connected thereto 10 portion to the value of the keys depressed, to 
one end of an engaging link 241 having a stud enter therein the amount set up on the keyboard. 
24', which cooperates with a corresponding hook After the actuators III have completed their 
211 of a spider 2111 rotatably supported by a sta- return movement counter-clockwise, the cam 
tionary stud 2112. Movement is imparted to the 271 returns the slide 2113 forwardly to return 
engaging spider 2111 by a totalizer engaging slide 1'; the spider 2111 counter-clockwise to disengage 
211 having a slot in a forward extension thereof the wheels of the engaged totalizer from the 
which engages a stud 2114 of a cam plate 2115 amount actuators 1711. 
pivoted on a stationary stud 2111. The cam plate In sub-total taking operations, the movement 
21111 has a slot 2117, Which is connected by a stud of the total control plate 2&& away from adding 
211 to a substantially vertical slot 259 in one arm 20 position to sub-total position, whenever the 
of a yoke 2&8 also rotatably supported on the stud "gross" key 1&2 is depressed, imparts an initial 
21.. The stud 211. is secured to a link 211, which clockwise movement to the shaft 2&3 and sets up 
is pivotally connected to a crank 282 secured on a condition which causes added clockwise move-
a shaft 283 supported by the side frames 121 and ment to be imparted to said shaft 263 later in the 
122. Another arm of the yoke 260 carries a stud 2'} sub-total taking operation. Initial movement 
214, which engages a camming slot in a total clockwise of this shaft 263 shifts the stud 2111 
control plate 2&1 (Fig. 32), which is differentially downwardly in relation to the slots 257 and 2119; 
positioned under control of the keys 162 and 163 however, this downward movement of the stud 
of row I (Fig. 2) in a manner fully Ulustrated 258 is COnfined to the straight portion of the slot 
and described in the above-mentioned Shipley :,ll 259, and consequently the notch 272 in the slide 
and Goldberg patents. 253 remains in engagement with the stud 273 of 

The manner in which the control plate 266 the spider 2111, as shown here. 
controls the movement of the yoke 260 and the It will be recalled that, in sub-total and total-
manner in which the shaft 263 controls the move- taking operations, the main shaft 150 and the 
ment of the crank 212 to in turn control engag- :J'} cams secured thereon receive two clockwise rota-
ing of the slide 253 with the spider 25 I are also tions instead of one, as in adding and subtract-
fully described in the above-mentioned Shipley ing operations: During the first rotation of the 
and Goldberg patents, and therefore only a gen- cam 27 I, the lever 270 moves the slide 253 rear-
eral description of this mechanism will be given wardly to engage the selected totalizer wheels 
herein. 4U with the actuators 115 prior to their initial move-

A rearward extension of the slide 253 is pivoted ment clockwise, as said actuators are retained in 
to the upper end of a cam lever no, only a por- their zero positions during the first cycle of a 
tion of which is shown in Fig. 7. This lever 270 SUb-total or total-printing operation. 
is operated by a box cam 27 I secured to the main. The first cycle of a sub-total or total-taking 
drive shaft 150. The cam race for this box cam 45 operation is utilized to shift the totalizer lines 
.is not shown, as this mechanism is old and well laterally to select the desired set of totalizer 
known in the art, and is of such a shape as to wheels thereon for reading or resetting, as the 
cause the slide 253 to be moved first to the right case may be. During the second cycle of a sub-
(Fig. 7) in the direction of its length, and then total or total-taking operation, the actuators ITII, 
restored back to the position shown in Fig. 7 dur- 50 in their initiai movement clockwise, reversely 
ing each rotation of the shaft 150. rotate the wheels of the selected totalizer until 

The shifting of the link 248 to control the en- the long teeth on said wheels locate said wheels 
gaging of the stud 249 with the hook 250 of the in their zero positions to position the amount 
spider 211 I is controlled in adding operations by actuators 175 in proportion to the amounts on 
the usual and well-known notched control disks, 55 said totalizer wheels. After the amount actu-
which are in turn controlled by the keys of rows ators 175 are thus positioned in proportion to the 
2, 3, and 4 (Fig. 2), and the engaging movement amount standing on the wheels of the selected 
of said link is controlled in said total and total- totalizer, the roller 201 (Fig. 3) engages the beam 
taking operatiOns by a slot in the total control 203 to position the segment and the printing 
plate 21& (Fig. 32) in a well-known manner. 60 mechanism in proportion to the amount on the 

When the total control plate 26& is in adding totalizer wheels, or, in other words, to set up 
position, a notch 272 in the slide 253 is in en- the amount which was taken from the tot81Izer 
gagement with a stud 273 in the spider 251, as wheels. 
shown in Fig. 7, and, when the stud 249 is en- In SUb-total taking operations, after the slide 
gaged with the hook 250 of the spider 251, the 65 253 has completed its initial movement rear-
lever 278, under influence of the cam race in the wardly to engage the selected totalizer wheels 
cam 21 I, shifts the slide 253 rearwardly or to with the amount actuators, additional movement 
the right, as viewed in Fig. 7, to impart a clock- is imparted to the shaft 263 to cause the stud 258, 
wise movement to the spider 251. Such clock- in cooperation with the cam slot 257 and the slot 
wise movement of the spider 251, through the 70 259, to impart a clockwise movement to the plate 
link 248, rocks the crank 245 and the shaft 241 255, to disengage the notch 272 from the stud 273 
counter-clockwise, causing the rollers 246, in so that the wheels of the selected totalizer will 
cooperation with the cam slot 247, to shift the not be disengaged from the amount actuators 
shaft 241 and the totalizer framework 240 (Fig. 115. 
3) to engage the selected set of wheels on the 75 In SUb-total taking operations, the notch 272 
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remains thus disengaged from the stud 211 untn . 
near the end of the second cycle of operation of 
the shaft liD, and consequently the selected 
totalizer wheels remain in engagement with the 
amount actuators 111 during their return move-. G 
ments counter-clockwise, and, as a result, said 
totalizer wheels are restored to their, original. 
gositions. After the totalizer wheels have been 
returned to their Original positions, and' near the 
end of the second cycle of operation, the shaft 10 
2&1 is returned counter-clockwise to engage the 
notch 212 with the stud 211, so that return move'" 
ment forwardly of the slide 211 near the end of 
the second cycle of operation wlll impart return 
movement counter-clockwise to the engaging 16 
spider 251 to disengage the wheels of the selected 
totalizer from the amount actuators 111. . 

32' 
ations, there are provided aligners 280 and 211' 
connected by a pin-and-slot connection 212. A 
link 281, pivoted to the aligner 280, is operated 
by a cam (not shown) secured to the main drive. 
shaft 110 to cause the aligner 280 to cooperate 
with the stud 211 on the spider 211 and also to: 
cause the aligner 211 to cooperate with a stud 
284 on the end of the slide 211 to insure that· 
the slide 213 will properly engage the stud 211 
or 215, as the case may be. 

The No.2 or back totalizer line (Fig. 3) has 
the full complement of totalizers thereon; that 
is, it has ten totalizers, one in the zero pOSition 
and one in each of the other nine positions. The 
"G. T. 4" totalizer in the zero position and the' 
"Total net pay" totalizer in the No. 9 position' 

In total-taking or clearing operations, the 
movement of the total control plate 266 from 
adding position to total or clearing positioh im
parts initial movement clockwise to the shaft 263, 
exactly as in sub-total taking operations, and, 

are adapted to be automatically selected during 
certain types of operations, ,as has been men
tioned above, to have amounts transferred into 

20' those totalizers when such amounts are cleared 
from other totalizers. 

in addition, said total control plate 266, in com
bination with the stud 264, rocks the yoke 260 
and the plate 251 clockwise, which, through the 25 
stud 254, rocks the slide 211 counter-Clockwise 
to disengage the notch 212 therein from the stud 
213. Near the end of the first cycle of the total
taking operation, and after the slide 253 has been 
shifted rearwardly under the infiuence of the 3U 
cam 211, additional clockwise movement of the 
shaft 263 causes the stud 258, in cooperation with 
the slots 251 and 219, to rock the plate 255 a 
further distance clockwise to engage a notch 214 
in the slide with a stud 211 in the spider 251. 35 

Immediately after the notch 214 is engaged 
with the stud 215, return movement of the lever 
210 shifts the slide 253 forwardly to impart clock
wise movement to the engaging spider 251 to 
cause the wheels of the selected totalizer to be 40 
engaged with the amount actuators 115 at the 
end of the first cycle of movement of the shaft 
150. In the second cycle, the amount actuators 
115 turn said wheels to zero in exactly the same 
manner as in sub-total or reading operations. 45 
While the selected totalizer wheels are thus 
standing at zero, and prior to the return move
ment counter-clockwise of the amount actuators 
115 (Fig. 3), initial movement of the cam .211 in 
the second cycle of operation of the shaft 150 50 
shifts the slide 253 rearwardly to impart counter
clockwise disengaging movement to the spider 
251, to disengage the wheels of the selected total
izer from the amount actuators, thus leaving said 
wheels in a zeroized condition. After the spider 55 
251 has thus been returned counter-clockwise to 
normal position, and prior to return movement. 
forwardly of the slide 2&1, the shaft 263 is 
partially returned counter-Clockwise to cause the 
stud 258 to return the cam plate 255 to disen- 60 
gage the notch 214 from the stud 215. While the 
slide 253 is thus disengaged from the spider 251, 
the cam 211 returns said slide forwardly to nor-· 
mal position, after which return movement of. the 65 
yoke 260 and the plate 255 counter-clockwise en
gages the notch 212 with the stud 213, as shown 
in Fig. 7. 

A pawl 216 (Fig. 7), which is actuated by a 
cam slot 211 in the cam plate 251, engages notches 
218 and 219 in the spider 211 in sub-total and 70 
total-taking operations to hold said spider against. 
displacement while the slide 211 is disengaged 
from the studs 213 and 215. . 

Further to align the spider Zli and the slide. 
2n at certain times duririg the machine oper- 75 

In other words, when the Earnings to date key 
162 (Fig. 2) is operated, the amounts on the 
"G. T. 3" totalizer in the zero position in row I' 
are cleared from this totalizer and transferred 
into the "G. T. 4" totalizer in the zero position' 
on the back line. Also, as has been stated above, 
when the Net pay key 162 is operated, the cross
footer in the No.1 or top totalizer line' is cleared, 
and the amount taken therefrom is automatically 
transferred into the "Total net pay" totalizer on 
the back totalizer line. 

Transfer total mechanism 

Inasmuch as it is desirable to transfer amounts 
from the crossfooter or balance totalizer on the 
top line into the total net pay totalizer in the 
back line, and also from the "G. T. 3" totalizer 
in the front line to the "G. T. 4" totalizer in the 
back line, it is necessary to provide means dif
ferent from the regular totalizer line engaging 
mechanism to control the engaging and <lisen-. 
gaging movement of the No. 2 or back, totalizer' 
line. 

Such mechanism is illustrated particularly in 
Figs. 6 to 9 inclusive. 

The No.2 or rear totalizer line is mounted in 
the shiftable frame 240, which is similar in every 
respect to the frame 240 for the upper totalizer. 
line. This particular framework for the back 
totalizer includes a shaft 300 having mounted on 
each end thereof rollers 10 I (only one shown 
here), which cooperate with guide slots 102 in 
totalizer engaging cam plates 303 mounted on 
the inside of the side frames 121 and 122. On 
each end of the shaft 300 are engaging cranks' 
304 carrying rollers 101, which cooperate with. 
cam slots 306 in the cam plates 103. 

The crank arm 304 on the right-hand end of 
the shaft 300, as shown in Fig. 7, is connected 
by a hub 301 to an arm 1D8 having a slot a ••• 
through which extends a stud 110 carried by a 
shifting plate 311, which is bifurcated to em~ 
brace a hub 312 on the shaft 300. This stud a .. ,. 
which is carried by the plate 3", extends through 
the other side of the plate and has mounted 
thereon a roUer 313, which is normally main
tained in engagement with a notch 114 of a 
plate 31 5 by a spring 316 stretched between a· 
stud on the plate 311 and a stud on the arm 
308. This plate 315 is secured to the hub In 
and, therefore pivots about the center of the 
shaft 300 •. Pivoted to the plate a I 5 is a 1iDJri 
311, which carries afiattened stud 311 adapted 
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to cooperate with a hook II. of the engaging 
spider 251. 
- The link S 11 for _ the No. 2 or back totalizer 

line is controlled in exactly the same manner 
as the link 248 for the No.1 or upper totalizer 
line in adding and subtracting operatiOns, by 
means of selecting disks, which in turn are con-

-.- -trolled by the keys of rows -1, 2, and 3, and in 
sub-total and total-taking operations by the total 
control plate 288 to control the engagement of 
the stud 318 with the hook III of the engaging 
spider 251. 

Under normal condition, the roller 113 remains 
in engagement with the notch 114 of the plate 
315; thus connecting said -plate to the arm 308, 
which in turn is connected with the crank 304 
and the shaft 300, and under these conditions 
the No. 2 or rear totalizer line receives its en
gaging and disengagIng movements under conttol 
of the engaging spIder 251 in exactly the same 
manner as described above .for the No.1 or upper 
totalizer line. However, when it Is desired to 
clear the crossfooter and transfer the amount 
cleared therefrom, which is the net pay and which 
occurs when the Net pay key 112 is depressed, 
-into the Total net pay totalizer on the No. 2 or 
back line, it is necessary to have other means 
for shifting the control of the engaging and dis
engaging movement of the No. 2 or back total
izer line so as to cause the No. 2 line to be en
gaged with and disengaged from the actuators 
in adding time, which, it will be rec8Jled, is neces
sary in order to have the amount transferred_ 
into the selected totalizer on this line. 

The means provided for such shifting- will now 
be described. The stud 310, Which is carried by 
the plate 311. projects into a forked arm 320 (Figs. 

34 
shaft 121, which arm is moved in a. clockwise 
direction by a spring 339 at the proper time dur
ing the operation of the machine, to draw the 
finger 326 into the notch 331. When this occurs, 

6 the shaft 32' is rocked clockwise, thus rocking 
the arm 320 clockwise and moving the stUd 110 
downwardly into the slot 309 of the arm 308. This 
downward movement of the stud 31.0 causes a. 
roller 340 (Fig. 6) carried thereby to be moved 

10 -into a. U-block 14' secured to an arm 342 pivoted 
on the shaft 300. Pivoted to the arm 342 is a. 
link 343, which is also pivoted to a. lever 344 
mounted on a stud 345 carried by the auxiliary 
frame 124. This lever 344 carries rollers 346 and 

16 341, which cooperate with companion cams 348 
and 349, respectively, _mounted on a shaft 350, 
.which is in axial alignment with the main cam 
shaft '50 and which shaft 350 is driven from the 
main shaft '50 through a clutch mechanism to 

20 be described hereinafter, so that the latter shaft 
350 will not be operated during the first cycle of 
a two-cycle totaling or transfer total operation. 
However, during the second cycle thereof, the 
cams 348 and 349, through the lever 344 and the 

26 link 343, rock the arm 342 counterclockwise, and, 
since the roller 340 isin engagement with the U
block 341, this roller 340 and the stud 3 f 0 will be 
carried counter-clockwise around the shaft 300 
with the arm 342. Since the stud 310 projects 

30 through the slot 309 of the arm 308, this arm 308 
will be rocked counter-clockwise and the crank. 
304 will be rocked likewise, whereupon the cam 
slot 306 (Fig. 8) will cause the totalizer line to 
be engaged with the actuators 115 to have the 

35 amount which was taken from the upper totalizer 
line No. 1 transferred to the selected totalizer on 
this back totalizer line No_ 2. -

In order to free the finger 326 from the pe_ 
riphery of the segmental arm 321, to permit the 

7 and 8) secured to a shaft 321 supported by thil 
right-hand machine frame 122 and the auxiliary 
frame 124. Secured to the shaft 321 is an arm 
322 having pivoted thereto a link 323, which is 
also pivoted to a crank 124 mounted on a rod 325 
supported by the side frame 122 and the aUXiliary 
frame 124. The crank :24 has a finger 326 ex
tending at right angles thereto, which cooperates 
with a segmental- arm 121 pivoted on the shaft 
212. This arm 121 is secured to a segment 328, 
which meshes with a. segment 329 secured to a 
sleeve sao mounted on a shaft 331 supported by 
the right side frames 122 and the auxiliary frame 
124. Also secured to the sleeve 330 is a segment 
332 (Fig. 32), which meshes with a segment 334 
pivoted on the shaft 282. The segment 334 is se
cured to an arm a3l, to which is pivoted a link 336 
also connected to the total control plate 266. It 
Will be recalled that the total control plate 266 is 
moved difierentially under control of the keys 162 
and 163 of row 1 (Fig. 2), and therefore the dif
ferential movement of the total control plate 266 
through the train Of mechanism just described 
differentially positions the segmental arm 327 
(Fig. 7) according to the position of the key 162 
or 163 which is depressed. As shown in Fig. 7, 
the finger 126 on the crank 124 cooperates with 
the true periphery of the segmental arm 321 in 
the zero position. Adjacent this position, the 
segmental arm 121 is provided with a notch 331, 
which corresponds to the positions of the Net pay -
key 162 and the Earnings to date key '62. Con
sequently, whenever either one of these keys is 
depressed, the notch 111 is presented to the finger 
326, thus aUowing the crank 124 to be rocked 
clockwise, whereupon the 1inger 128 is moved into 
the notch 331; The means for rocking the crank 
324 clockwise includes an ann 118 secured to the 

(0 latter to be moved freely by the control plate 266, 
a cam 351, secured to a shaft 352 carried by the 
side frame 122 and the auxiliary frame 124, con
tacts a roller 353 on the arm 338, rocking the arm 
slightly in a counter-clockwise direction against 

45 the tension of- the spring 339, to move the finger 
, 326 away from the periphery of the segmental 

arm 321 so that it can be moved differentially 
under control of the keys 162 and 163 in row 1. 
This shaft 352 is driven each operation of the 

50 main cam shaft 150 by means of a gear 354 (Fig. 
30), which is secured to the main cam shaft 150. 
This gear 354 meshes with a gear 355 secured to 
the shaft 352. Consequently the shaft 352 is given 
two counter-clockwise rotations during each 

55 reading operation, totaling operation, and trans
fer total operation by the shaft 150. The cam 351 
is so timed that, during the first operation of the 
shaft 352, the arm 338 will be moved slightly 
counter-clockwise and then allowed to rock clock-

60 wise when the high part of the cam 351 passes the 
roller 353 and finally be restored by the cam to 
its normal position. However., during the sec
ond cycle, after the high portion of the cam 351 
has passed the roller, then the spring 339 wlIl 

65 again actuate the arm 338 and the Shaft 321 in 
the manner described above, to move the stud 310 
and its roller 340 into a coupled position whereby 
the back totalizer line No.2 w1Il be engaged with 
the actuators 115 by means of the cams 348 and 

70 349, which are secured to the shaft 350 and which 
operate only during the second cycle of a total 
or transfer totaling operation. 

The means for driving the shaft 350 (Figs. 7 
and 30) from the main cam shaft 150, so that the 

76 shaft 350 will be disl!obled during the first cycle 
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of all two-cycle operations-or, in other words, always stopped in their exact home positions. 
of all reading operations, total-taking operations, This mechanism Is controlled by the previously 
and transfer total operations-will now be de- described key lock line or shaft I... It will be 
scribed. Rigidly secured to the previously de- recalled that this shaft, when the machine is 
scribed gear 3U, which is fast to the main drive 15 released, is given a clockwise movement, and that 
shaft ISO, is a plate 380 (FIg. 30). which lece1ves it is restored counter-clockwise to normal near 
two complete rotations during every total-taking the end of each operation of the machine. This 
operation. This plate 380 has secured thereto, shaft 141 has secured thereto an arm 313 con-
between itself and the hub of the gear 314, a nected by a link 114 to a bell crank Ill, which in 
collar 3& I. The shaft 3110 Is supported adjacent 10 turn is connected by a link 311 to an arm Ill. 
the right end thereof in the auxUiary frame 124, The arm 311 has an integral arm 111 cooperating. 
and, since the shaft 350 is in axial alignment . with a stud 311 secured to the gear II •. 
with the shaft 150, the other end of the shaft In Fig. 30, the parts are in their normal posi-
350 extends about midway into the collar III, tions, with the arm nl immediately underneath 
through the plate 380. The shaft 110 also ex- 15 the stud 11. on the gear II •. When the machine 
tends about midway into the collar 311. Carried Is released, the shaft 14. and the arm nl are 
by the plate 380 Is a driving pawl 313 adapted to given their clockwise mpvement, and, through 
cooperate with a shouldered collar 314 securely the linkages just described, the arm 311 is moved 
fastened to the shaft 3SO. The plate 380 carrIes from beneath the stud 11. to allow the gear II. 
another pawl 365, which cooperates wIth another 20 and the shaft n. to be drIven in a clockwise 
shoulder on the collar 364 to prevent any back- direction. However, before this shaft nl com-
ward movement of the collar 364 and conse- pletes its cycle of movement, the key lock shaft 
quently of the shaft 350. A spring holds the 14. is restored counter-clockwise to its normal 
pawls 363 and 365 normally in contact With the position, thus reversing the direction of move-
opposite shoulders of the collar 384. As the gear 25 ment of the linkage just described, whereupon 
314 is driven clockwise, as viewed in Fig. 30, the the arm nl will again be moved into the posItion 
plate 380 Is driven likewise, whereupon the pawl shown in Fig. 30, so that, when the shaft 11. 
3&3 drives the collar 384 and consequently the reaches its home or normal position, the stud 
shaft 350 clockwise in the same direction simul- n. will contact the top of the arm and prevent 
taneously with the movement of the shaft III. 30 any further mbvement of the shaft nl. Through 
Secured Dear the end of the shaft 311 is a gear the gearing drive between the shaft n. and the 
36& meshing with an intermediate gear 181 shaft 311, the shaft 310 is likewise stopped in its 
mounted on a stud 381 supported by the auxUiary normal positIon, as is also the main cam shaft III. 
frame 124. The gear 381 drives a gear 31S, which 
is secured to a main drive shaft n. for the 
prInter. 

. Tramacticm keJ/8, total keJ/8, their dilJeren-
35 tiala, and drive mechanilm to the printer and 

indicator From the above deSCription, it will be clear 
that, when the shaft 1110 of the machine is driven As hereinbefore stated, the present machine 
clockwise one rotation during adding operations, has three rows of transaction keys Nos. II., III, 
the auxiliary aligned shaft 3111 will be given a 40 and III. These transaction ,banks of keys are 
movement of like extent by means of the plate numbered or designated rows 2, 3, and , in the 
3&0, the pawl 313, and the collar 314, and, through diagrammatic view of the keyboard in PIg. 2. 
the gearing descrIbed s.bove, the printer drive Since all of the functions of the keys 114, III, 
shaft 310 will receive one complete clockwise and III have been previously stated, It remains 
::uovement during each adding_operation of the ~ only to describe the general mountings for the 
machine. keys, the differential mechanisms associated 

During the first cycle of a total-taking opera- therewith, and the drive from those differential 
tion, a sub-total taking operation, or a total mechanisms to the printer and indicator. 
transfer operation, it is necessary that the shaft Since all of the di1ferential mechanisms as-
310 be moved a very short distance, approXi- 60 sociated with these three rows of keyS are sub-
mately 40 degrees, but during such operations the stantially Identical, only one has been illustrated, 
shaft 150 receives two rotations 10 a well-known and therefore the description of this one will 
manner. In order to arrest the shaft nl after suftlce for all. 
such short rotation and quring the very first part The one illustrated in Fig. 5 is the differential 
of the first cycle of any two-cycle operation, an 65 mechanism associated with row 2, or, in other 
arm 311 Is moved into the path of travel of a words, keys 114. In Fig. 5 are shown part of the 
finger 312 on the pawl 381 and causes said pawl keys 184 ·of row 2 and part of the keys 1111 of 
to be disengaged from the collar 314, and there- row 3. The keys of all three rows-that is, keys 
fore the shaft 3110 remains idle during the re- 114, III, and III-are all carried by individual 
mainder of the first rotatIon of all sub-total, GO key frames 3'1 mounted on the rods 111 and 112, 
total, and transfer total operations. which are supported by the side frames 121 and 

The means for moving the arm n I, as de- 122. Since the construction of practically all of 
scribed above, Is fully illustrated and described the keys is the same as those shown in the patents 
in the above-mentioned Shipley Patent No. mentioned at the beginning of this specification, 
1,619,796 and is occasioned by the first short 65 it is not necessary to go into a general description 
movement of the shaft 283 (Fig. 5) under control of the keys and all of their characteristics herein. 
of the total control plate 288. However, during Referring particularly to the diagrammatic view 
the second rotation of any total-taking or two- of the key stems as shown in Pig. 12, all of the 
cycle operation, the pawl 383 is again permitted· keys 182 of the total row have pins 312, each of 
to contact the shoulder 364 and drive the shaft 70 the keys III has a pin III, the keys 184 have pins 
350, and consequently the shaft 310 completes 394, the keys III have pins III, and the keys III 
one rotation during the second cycle of all total- have pins 3'1. . 
taking operations. Various control bars and control levers are 

There is a means provided to insure that the shown associated with these four rows of keJs, 
shaft 310 and also the shafts 1110 and liD are 75 and wherever a pin of a particUlar key cooperates 
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,with one of the particular bars either in ,its own 
row or in an adjacent row, an X, or, in other 
,words, cross-lines, are drawn across the pins, 
directly over the control bar or control lever with 
which it cooperates. Several of these levers are 
used in connection with an automatic mechanism 
to be hereinafter described. Referring now 
particularly to row 2, or in other words, the keys 
164 (Fig. 12), that is, the pins 394 of the keys 
164 cooperate with the usual locking detent or 
bar 400, the usual control bar 401, and the well
known overdraft lock release bar 402. The key 
pins 395 of the keys 165 of row 3 cooperate with 
the usual locking detent or bar 403 and also a 
regular control bar 404. The key pins 318 of 
the keys 166 also cooperate with the usual lock
ing detent or bar 405 and also the usual control 
bar 406. The movements of these bars just de
scribed by the keys, and to lock the keys are 
very old and well known in the art, and fully 
describEd and illustrated in the above-mentioned 
Shipley Patent No. 1,619,796, and therefore it is 
not felt that it is necessary to go into any further 
description of these locking and control bars at 
this time. . 

As shown in Fig. 5, the row 2 keys 164 do not 
have' any zero stop pawls associated therewith, 
but the "Account No." key 164 has a special off
set foot 401 thereon to stop the differential in 
this bank in the zero position whenever this key 
is depressed in the manner to be described here-
inafter. -

As has been stated above, the keys 162 to 168, 
through their differential mechanisms, control 
various sections of the printer through what is 
known in the art as a control line'to be nerein
after described to control the hammers for print
ing upon the payroll summary 151. the check 
152. and the earnings card, 153. They also con
trol the feeding of the payroll summary and of 
the earnings record and of the check. and con
trol the back feed of the check and also control 
the ejection of the check. This control line is 
of the Kreider type of construction mentioned 
in the above-mentioned Kreider patent and w1ll 
be specifically described later on in connection 
with the printing mechanism. However. under 
the present heading. the drives from the various 
differentials down to the control line. over to 
the type line and also to the indicators. Will be 
described. 

Referring paJ;'ticularly to Fig. 5, the drive shaft 
150 carries a pair of cams 410 for operating a 
lever 41 f connected by a Unk 412 to the usual 
driving segment 413. The driving segment 413 
and other parts of the differential mechanism 
are supported ,by the rod 180. The segment 413. 
through the usual latch 415 carried by a differ
entially adjustable arm 416 supported by the rod 
180. rocks the arm 416 clockwise untU the for
ward end of the latch 415 contacts whichever 
one of the keys 164 is depressed. at which time 
the latch is separated from the driving segment 
413. permitting the arm 416 to remain in the 
position to which it has been driven under control 
of the depressed key 164. 

It might be stated here that there are other 
conditions Which w1ll be explained hereinafter 
and which are known as the automatic control 
for the differential from keys in other banks 
which control this differential breaking or dis
connection of the latch 415 from the driVing 
segment 413 so that the differential arm 416 will 
be stopped in a position depending not upon the 

'key 164 but upon the automatic mechanism con-

38 
, trolled either by a key In this Same bank or by 

keys of other banks, so that the differential will 
be stopped in other positions. 

The di1ferentlal arm. 418 carries the USual 
15 m1n1mum movement beam 411. connected to a 

link 418. which at Its upper end is connected to 
an aligning segment 411 pivoted on the Shaft 
210. The lower end of the link 418 is pivoted to 
an arm. 421 secured to the shaft 212. This' arm 

10 421 is connected by a link 422 to a segment 423 ' 
pivoted on the shaft 211. The segment .. 23 
meshes with the external teeth of an external
internal gear 424. the internal teeth of which 
drive 0. pinion 4211 on a square shaft 426 to set 

15 up type 421 in various columns to print data 
under control of the keys 184 on the payroll sum
mary 1111, the check 1112. and the earnings record 
1111. 

The gear 424 also drives a gear 428, and a 
20 square shaft 421 of the usual internal gear drive 

mechanism of the Kreider type, to Indicate 
through the opening 2211 (F.\g. 2). 

Also secured to the shaft 2 I 2 is 0. gear segment 
430 meshing with 0. pinion 431 secured to a gear 

25 432. both of which are pivoted on the stud 433 
carried by the base 121. The gear 432 meshes 
with a gear 434 of the internal-external type to 
drive 0. pinion -4311 on 0. Square shaft 436 (Figs. 
5 and 105) to control various printer functions. 

30 as above stated. from the keys 164 of row 2. 
The differential' mechanism associated with 

the keys 165 of row 3 is substantially identical 
with that just described in connection with row 
2, and this differential. through its beam mecha-

35 nism (not shown). sets a link 438 (Fig. 30). 
which is pivoted to an arm 439 pivoted on the 
shaft 212. The arm 411 is connected by a link 
440 to a segment 441 meshing with the external 
teeth of an internal-external gear 442. which in 

40 turn drives a pinion 443 on a square shaft 4U to 
set up type UII under control of the keys 165 of 
row 3. The above-mentioned segment 441 is se
cured to the shaft 211. and there is also secured 
to this shaft a gear segment 446 meshing with 

U a pinion 441 fast to 0. gear U8. which meshes 
with an internal-external gear 449. which drives 
a pinion 450 on 0. square shaft 451 so that the 
differential positioning of the gear 449 under 
control of the keys 165 of row 3 may be set in 

1$0 the several columns to control the printing of 
data on the payroll summaJ;y 1111, the check 152. 
and the earnings record 153. 

The gear 442 drives 0. gear 4152 to drive a square 
shaft 453 to set indicators for row 3 to indicate 

55 through the opening 2211 (Fig. 2). 
The keys 166 of row 4 (Fig. 2) also control a 

differential mechanism which is substantially like 
that shown and described in Fig. 5 for the keys 
164. This differential sets a link 460 (Fig. 31>. 

GO which is pivoted to an arm 481 pivoted on the 
shaft 212. A link 482 connects the arm 461 with 
a segment 463 pivoted on the shaft 211. This 
segment 463 meshes with the external teeth of 
an Internal-external gear 414, which drives the 

GI5 pinion 4611 on the square shaft 466 to set type 
wheels 481 to control the printing of data in the 
selected columns on the payroll summary 151. 
the check 112. and the earnings record 153. 

The gear 464 drives 0. gear 458 and a square 
70 shaft 459 to set Indicators for row 4 to'indicate 

through the opening 2211 of Fig. 2. 
Rigidly connected to the arm 461 is a segment 

468 meshing with a segment 469, which' is se
cured to the previously described shaft 331. 

75 Also secured to this shaft is 0. segment 410 mesh-
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ing with the external teeth of an external-clockwise movement upon the release of the mQ-
internal gear 411. the Intern~l teeth of which chine. the arms 118 and 102 are rocked counter-
drive a p1nion 412 on a square shalt nat which clockwise to move the pin III from in front of 
is for the purpose of controlling various tunc- the arm ID4 to allow a spring III to rock the lever 
tions of the printing mechanism to be described 5 414 clockwise until the finger 411 thereon strikes 
hereinafter. the pin 114 of the depressed "Prior earnings" key 

The differential mechanism associated with the 184. This short movement of the lever 494 is 
keys 182 and III is of the same substantial prin- communicated to the link 418, the arm 491, the 
ciple as that disclosed in the above-mentloned bail 411, and the arm I.D, to position said arm 
Goldberg Patent No. 2,175,346, except that the 10 .11 directly in the path of the lug 493 on the 
add position for the differential mechanism in plate 412, consequently causing this plate 492 
the present application-that is, the position to stop when the lug 411 strikes the arm 500 
which the differential assumes when no keys are as the differential. arm 418 is moved upwardly, 
depressed-is one position below the "Net pay" thus causing the latch 411 to be disengaged from 
key, as indicated in Fig. 12, whereas, in the dif- 115 the driving segment 4 i 3 and set the beam 411 and 
ferential mechanism of the Goldberg patent. the ' the lint 411 in accordance. with the position of 
normal or adding position of the differential is the lug 413. which is the automatic position, or, 
midway between the keys of the bank in that in other words, position 1 in row 2, which cor-
patent. responds to the "Account No." position, which 

The differential mechanism under control of 20 selects the "G. T. 2" totalizer in row 2 to have 
these keys 182 and 18a also effects a control of the prior earnings accumulated therein. At the 
the control line through the f01lowing mecha- same time, this prior earnings is accumulated in 
nism. It will t;e remembered that the control the "G. T. 3" totalizer, which is in the zero posi-
plate 288 operates a linIt 3,.. which is pivoted tion of row 3, due to the fact that the zero stop 
to an arm 331 loose on the shaft 212. ,Integral 25 pawl of row 3 is not moved out. and consequently 
with this arm 331 is an arm 414 connected by the differential for this row is stopPed in the zero 
a linIt 411 to a segment 418 meshing with the position, 110 that the prior earnings will be added 

, external teeth of an internal-external gear 411. into the "G. T. 3" totalizer on the front line No. 
which drives the pinion 411 on a square abaft 3 and &lao into the "G. T. 2" totalizer 'on the 
411 to set type 411 to print on the various print-, ao upper line No.1. 
ing'mediums which are used in this machine. It U a wrong deduction should be made, it is nec-
will also be recalled that the segment 334 is Be'"' esaary to add 'this amount back into the cross-
cured to the arm 331 and that this se(!;ment aac footer again. so that the net pay will be correct, 
meshes with a segment an secured to a sleeve and, in order to do this. the operator depresses 
33D on the shaft all. Also secured to this sleeve S5 the Plus key 114 of row 2. Associated with this 
33. is a segment 4" meshing with the external key is a lever I .. (Figs. 4, 12, and 23) having a 
teeth of an internal-external gear 4'2, whiCh ftnger III cooperating with the pin al4 of the 
drives a pinion 483 on a square shaft 4.4 to ef- Plus key 184. The arm III has an integral arm 
fect control of certain of the printing control 111 cooperating with a pin Iia on the arm 108, 
elements in the machine in a manner to be here- 40' which, It will be recalled, is operated by the 
inafter described in detaU. shaft 141. Pivoted to the uP6tanding arm 112 is 

The gear 411 drives a gear 4.1 and a SQuare a 1inlt III connected to an arm 118 pivoted on 
shaft .. 8 to set indicators to indicate through the shaft ..... The arm II. has a fiange III 
the opening 221 of PIg. 2. , secured to a yoke II. of an arm III, which coop-
Automatic control of differential of rOW 2 from 45 erates with a block 121 on the plate 412 (Fig. 21). 

the "Prior earning," keJ/ in row 2; the control This arm III and plate 120 are for the PUrPose 
of the differential of row 4 from the "Net paJl" of automatically selecting the minus side of the 
kell 162,· automatic control of the differential crossfooter 23D (Fig. 27) for the purpose of sub-
of row 2 from anJl and all of the keys 165 of 10 tracting the deductions from the employee's gross 
TOW 3 and the kells K, L, M, and N 166 of row 4 pay. 
The latch 411 associated with the row 2 keys However. since a correction is being made by 

184 (Fig. 5) carries a pin 490 projecting into an adding bact into the crosslooter the amount of 
arm 411 pivoted on the rod lID. Integral with an erroneous deduction, after the depression of 
the arm 411 is a plate 412 carrying a stop lug 85 the Amount keys 181 to set up the amount erro-
493. Also pivoted on the rod I •• and associated neously deducted, and then depressing the Plus 
with the keys 184 of row 2 is a lever 414 (PIgs. key 184. it is necessary to select the add Side of 
4, 12, and 14) having a finger 411 adapted to the crossfooter 230, and cons~uently the auto-
cooperate with the pin 314 of the "Prior eam- matic selection of the minus side must not func-
ings" key 184. Pivoted to the lever 414 is a Ilnk eo tion. Therefore the lever liD receives only a 
498, which is also pivoted to an arm 411, which short step of movement before the finger 511 
is loosely mounted on a shaft 41. carri.ed by the strikes the pin 314; consequently the arm 519 
side frames 121 and 122. The arm 481 has a bail is not moved Car enough to get into the path of 
411, .which is connected to an arm IDD, also piv- the block 12D, and so the differential for row 2 
oted on the shaft 411. The lever 414 is held in 15 will not be stopped in the fifth position according 
its normal position in Fig. 14 by means of a pin to block 121, but w1ll go on up to the ninth posi-
5D I on an arm 102 pivoted on a rod 103 supported tion to select the plus side of the crossfooter. 
by the frames 121 and 122. This pin 101 Iles in The pin III (Fig. 23) is moved downwardly away 
contact with an upstanding arm ID4 of the lever from the finished surface of the arm 112 by the 
414 and normally maintains the lever 414 in the 70 key lock shaft 141, as above described. and, when 
position shown in Fig. 14. A bar III is secured this occurs, a spring 121 rocks the lever liD clock-
to the base of the arm 102 and is also secured wise 'untU its finger III contacts the pin 394, as 
to an arm 108 (Fig. 5), to which is pivoted a lint just described, and. through the linItage III and 
111 connected to an arm 10. secured to the key the arm "8, the arm III is, as above mentioned, 
lock shaft 141, When this shaft receives its 71 moved only one-half step, or a short movement, 
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so that it is not positioned in· front of the block automatically select the totalizer in the top posi-
&20. tion of row 4, it Is necessary· to move the zero 

If an amount has been erroneously added to stop pawl in connection with that bank out of 
the employee's regular pay, such as a premium or position so that the differential for row 4 may gO 
dividend erroneously added, in order to correct " to the ninth position to select this totalizer to 
this, the operator resets the amount on the keys have the net· pay, which is"cleared from the cross-
161 which has been wrongly accumulated, and footer, transferred thereinto. 
then depresses the Subtract key or minus key I&C, The pin 392 of the Net pay key, therefore, 
whIch causes the differential of row 2 to. stop In operates on a finger &40 (Fig. 18) of a bar 541, 
the sixth position to select the minus side of the 10 which is supported at its lower end on a pivoted 
crossfooter 230, as shown in Fig. 27 by the dia- arm &42 carried by the key frame 390 for the 
gram. keys of row 1. Depression of the Net pay key 162 

Now, in order to select the minus side Of the causes its pin 392 to move the bar 541 downwardly, 
crossfooter 230, when anyone of the Deduction whereupon the arm &42 rocks a lever 543 counter-
keys of row 3 is depressed, or when any. of the 15 clockwise, which in turn rocks an arm 544 fast 
Deduction keys 166-that is, the K, L, M, or N on a shaft 545 carried by the frame 411 for the 
key of row 4-is depressed, there is an automatic total bank. Also secured to the shaft 545, adja-
means for setting the differential mechanism of cent the key frame 390 for row 4, is an arm 546 
row 2 into the fifth position in order to select the (Fig. 19), which cooperates with and rocks an 
subtract side of the crossfooter 230. This mech- 20 arm 541 counter-clockwise. This arm 541 is rig-
anism will now be described. idly connected to a zero stop pawl 548 associated 

Associated with row 3 Is a lever &22 (Figs. 4, 12, with the differential mechanism for row 4. 
and 21) having nine fingers 523, one for cooperat- Therefore, it can be seen that depression cif the 
ing with each of the pins 395 of the keys 155 of Net pay key 162 will move the zero stop pawl 
row 3. Secured to the lever &22 is a bar 524 (Figs. 25 648 for row 4 out of the path of the differential 
4, 12, and 22) having four fingers 525 to cooperate latch for this bank, so that the differential will 
with the pins 396 of the K, L, M, and N keys 166 go to the 9 position and select the Total net pay 
of row 4. The lever 522 has an upstanding arm totalizer, to have transferred thereto, by the 
526 cooperating with a pin 521 of an arm 528 mechanism previously described, the . amount 
pivoted on the rod 503 and connected to the pre- 30 which is cleared from the crossfooter. which is 
viously described bar 505, which is operated the employee's net pay. 
through the key lock shaft 149 in the manner In order to prevent depression of the Minus 
above described, to move the pin 521 away from key 164 of row 2 when the Net pay key 162 is de-
the finished surface of the upper part of the arm pressed, there is associated with the Net pay key 
526. When this occurs, a spring 529 rocks the 35 a lever 549 (F'ig. 16) having attached thereto a 
lever 522 clockwise until one of the fingers 523" spring 550, which normally holds a finger 551 
thereon strikes the pin 395 for the depressed key, against the under side of the pin 392 of the Net 
or until one of the fingers 525 (Fig. 22) strikes pay key. The lever 549 also has a finger 552, 
the pin 396 of one of the depressed four lower keys Which is adapted to be moved underneath the 
166 of row 4. This clockwise movement of the 40 pin 394 of the Minus key 164 when the Net pay 
lever 522, through a link 530 pivoted thereon and key is depressed, because the depression of this 
an arm 531, which is integral with the yoke &18, key, through its pin 392, will, through the finger 
rocks the arm 519 a full step of movement in a 551, rock the lever 549 counter-clockwise against 
clockwise' direction to position its left end in the tension of the spring 550 and position the fin-
front of the block 520 on the plate 492, thus caus- 45 ger 552 directly beneath the pin 394 of the Minus 
ing the differential mechanism associated with key 164. 
row 2 to stop in the "5" position, which auto- During analysis operations-that is, whenever 
matically selects the minus side of the crossfooter the Analysis key 164 is depressed-it unlocks the 
230 to have the deductions, designated by any of three keys 164 in the first, second, and third posi-
the keys 165 of row 3 or the four lower keys 166 50 tions of row 2, so that they may be used for dis-
of row 4, deducted from the gross pay, which is tribution during analysis operations. These keys 
in the crossfooter. . are normally locked in their undepressed posi-

Each of these amounts deducted is also accu- tions by fingers 555 of a plate 556, which is se-
mulated into a totalizer associated with the par- cured to the lever 549. The plate 556 also has a 
ticular key which is depressed. Due to the fact 55 cam finger 551, which cooperates with a pin 394 
that there is no zero stop pawl associated with of the Analysis key, so that, whenever this key 
the differential mechanism for the keys 164 of is depressed, it will move the fingers 555 from 
row 2, whenever any of the keys R, T, S, or X 166 beneath the pins 394 of the three lower keys in 
of row 4 is depressed to accumulate the amount of row 2, to release these keys, and at the same time 
earnings for regular hours, the amount for over- 60 will move the finger 552 beneath the pin 394 of 
time hours, or any premiums or bonuses, such the Minus key 154, so that it cannot be operated 
amounts, in addition to being added into totaliz- during analysis oIlerations. 
ers associated with those keys, are automatically 
added into the plus side of the crossfooter 230 PRINTER 
because of the fact that this differential of row 2 65 Consecutive number mechanism 
will go to the 9 position, which selects the plus 
side of the crossfooter, as shown by the chart in 
Fig. 27. . 

When the Net pay key 152 is depressed, the 
amount on the crossfooter-that is, the net 
amount, whiCh is the gross minus all of the de
ductions-is cleared from the crossfooter 230 and 
automatically transferred into the "Total net 
pay" totalizer associated with the Total net pay 

As has been previously described, the consecu
tive number is printed on the payroll summary 
151 and on the check 152 when the machine is 

70 being used for payroll work, and is also printed 
on the ticket 156 when the machine is being used 
for analysis distribution work. The consecutive 
number is also indicated through an opening 558 
(Figs. 1 and 2) in the cabinet 146 . 

. key 166 in the top position of row 4. In order to 75 The mechanism for operating the consecutive 
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numbering mechanism 18 shown in Figs. 35 and adapted to be moved by hand untU the desired 
38 and w1ll now be described. number 18 set up, after which the consecu~lve 

The main cam shaft III (Fig. 35) carries com- number w1ll advance in the usual manner by·the 
panion cams 110 and III, which cooperate with mechanism shown in Plg. ·35. The means for 
rollers 112 and III, respectively, on a lever 114 I utting the consecutive number by hand includes 
pivoted on the previously described shaft II I. a series of hand levers 1.1 secured to dir-ks 1i.I, 
The uPper end of the lever 114 has a bayonet slot Normally each disk Js locked by means of a pin 
III, Into which projects a pin III carried by •• 2 on an arm 1.1 secured to a shaft 1.4 supported 
& Unk: 1&1, which 18 pivoted at 181 to an adjust- by the machine frames. By means to be deEcribel 
able plate II. forked to surround a rod 110 car- . 10 hereinafter, the pins •• 2 are' moved out of the 
ried by & bracket (not shown) EUPpOrted by the notches in the disks I", to free them so that they 
machine side frame. The plate III Is also secured may be moved by their hand levers 1.1. Each 
to an arm '11 at pOint 112. There are tWQ arms disk carries a feedlilg pawl 1.1 (Plg. 38) spring-
'11, only one being shown. The arms III are pressed into contact with ratchets "1, whiCh in 
slotted to receive the ends of a rod Ill, which 11 turn are ucured to the indicators II. so that the 
18 carried by a palr of plates 11. (orilyone shown) , Indicators may be set to the proper number by 
which are mounted on & support plate for a the moving back and forth of the levers '.0 until 
multiple shaft di1rerentlal unit of the Kreider a desired consecutive number 18 indicated through 
type, as described in the Kreider patent men- the opening lill (Figs. 1 and 2). 
tioned at the beglnningof this specification. Plv- 10 In order to move the pins 1,2 (Plg. 38) out of 
oted on the rod 111 is & d11rerentially tined pawl the disk 1'1 so that the consecutive number may 
Ill, which cooperates with ratchets 118 and disks be set by hand, a lock In (Pl&'. 1) controls a bolt .n having deep notches arranged for the usual "1 (Fig. 34) to move the bolt out of a notched 
type of deep notch transfer mechanism in con- disk •••. 
nection with d11rerentially tined pawls, which Is U After the bolt I •• has been moved out of the 
very old and well known in the art. notch in the disk "', a hand lever I •• (Fj.g. 34) 

Since the ratchets 118 have thirty teeth there- drives an Internal pinion III, which meshes with 
in, there are three deep notches 118 in the disks the disk I •• and which also drives a pinion 102 
In, so that every ten steps a transfer will be to drive pinions 8" and II. (PIg. 37), which in 
made to the consecutive number of next higher It turn set plates I.' and •• 1 having cam slots co-
order in the usual manner. When the cams 110 operating with a pin 111 on an arm 808 secured 
and .11 are rotated, the pin III, having been to the shaft I... Prom the above It can be clearly 
previously moved upwardly Into the vertical sec,: seen that, when the lever II. 18 in the pOsition 
tion of the bayonet slot 1i15 by means to be de- shown, the pin 112 will be in the pOsition shown 
scribed hereinafter, rocks the arms 511 clockwise 35 In Fig. 38, and the pin III will be In the position 
by means of the link 1i61, whereupon the differ- shown In Fig. 37. When the lever lID Is moved 
entially tined pawl 515 functions to add one to to the "Consecutive numbe]:' locked position" 
the consecutive numbering ratchets III in the (Fig. 34), the plate I .. Is moved to cam the aESO-
usual and well-known manner. A spring 51. re- ciated pin lOT to move an arm ID., fast on a 
stores the parts to their normal pOsitions. A 40 shaft I I 0, which Is In axial allnement with the 
spring 180 maintains the differentially tined pawl shaft 5U. This movement of the lever 100 has 
In engagement with the ratchets Ill. Connected not moved the plate 1'1, and consequently the 
to the ratchets Ill, to be driven thereby through pin 601 in the arm II. has not been moved. How-
the square shafts shown in Fig. 35, are a series. ever, when the lever II. (Fig. 34) Is moved Into 
of gears 181 meshing with the external teeth of 41 the "Consecutive number unlocked pOsition," 
internal-external gears 582, which, through the then the plate 101 cams the pin 111 in the arm 
square shafts inside the gears 582 and the pinions· 108 and moves the shaft IU counter-clockwise a 
(not shown on those shafts), drive type wheels distance sufticient to bring the pin 182 out of the 
1.1 to print the consecutive number on the pay- notch in the disk III and releases the consecutive 
roll summary III and the check 1512 when the 10 number mechanism so that it may be set by hand. 
machine is being used for payroll work, and upon The plate 8 .. Is associated with the date mecha-
the ticket 151 when the machine is being used· nISD1- which will be described a little later, 
for analysis distribution. 

To indicate the consecutive· number through 
the opening 158 in the cabinet 141, there are pro- .. 
vided l1anges 584 (Fig. 2) , UpOn Which are carried 
digit numbers to indicate the consecutive num
ber. 

Data letting mechanflm 
The date Is indicated through an open:ing I II 

(Figs. 1 and 2) and Is printed on the check 152 
or on an envelope 114 (Pig. 26) and also on the 
ticket III when the machine Is used for analysis 
distribution. Through the square shafts and pinions shown 

in Fig. 35, the consecutive number may thereby 
be printed in the various columns on the printing 
mediums, as above mentioned. A series of re
taining pawls 185 (Fig. 35), only one of which is 
shown, are used to prevent any retrograde move
ment of the ratchets Ill. These pawls are held 
in engagement with the ratchets by means of 
springs 1181 connected between the ends of the 
pawls 1185 and a hook on a bracket 1181 mounted 
on the machine side frame. 

It may be desirable to start the consecutive 
number at certain definite positions; that is, for 
example, it might be desirable to start the con
secutive number advanCing from, say, the num
ber 500,000. If such is the case, the consecutive 
number indicators II •• and the ratchets &11 are 

00 To indicate the date, 11anges 112 (Fig. 2) are 
provided to show the date through the opening 
I II. The date Is set Up by means of hand levers 
III (Figs. 1 and 36) secured to a disk 81. having 
internal teeth which drive piniOns and square 

05 shafts of the Kreider type of mechanism, so that 
it may be printed In the various columns neces
sary and so that it may be Indicated through the 
opening III in the cabinet. The date is locked, 
when the lever lao is in the position shown in 

70 Fig. 34, by means of a pin III (FIg. 36) in an 
arm 811 fast on the shaft II.. There is one arm 
811 and pin III and disk 111 for each of the 
date indicating fianges 112, When the lever 100 
is in the position shown in PIg. 34, the pin 115, 

71 through· the d1sIt In, locks the date lever:113 so 



. G " that It cannot be moved. When the lever II. Is disks lea. The bail IC2 Is wIde enough to engage 
moved to the "Date unlocked" posItIon, the plate several of the disks lea, one for each of the date 
606 (Fig. 37) rocks the pIn In In the arm 101 wheels and one for each of the consecutive num-
to rock the shaft 110 counter-clockwise to re- ber wheels. If the serrated disks &CS-that Is, 
move the pIns 6111 from the disks In; When the I anyone of them-holds the allner 142 out-that 
lever 600 Is moved forward to the "Date un- Is, to the right from the position shown in Pig. 
locked" position, the pin lOT merely rides on the ll-the Integral arm IICI thereof will be up In 
true periphery of the plate lOll, thus allowing front of the toe &CO on the arm 138, and conse-
the pin 615 to stay out of the notch I n to leave quently the arm 131 cannot be moved clockwise 
the date unlocked. 10 thereby. The arm 133 (Pig. 34) w111 be locked by 

In other words, the lever 600 controls the con- the lug 631, and consequently the shaft lea can-
secutive number lock position and the date lock not be rocked clockwise to release the machine. 
position. In the first position to the left of that A spring ICC holds the aUning bail 642 against 
shown in Fig. 34, the consecutive number will be the serrated disks 6C1, and consequently the bail 
locked and the date will be unlocked, and, in the 16 IU merely ratchets over the disks &C3 when the 
second position forward of the lever 100, the con- consecutive number or the date Is being set by 
secutive number w111 be Unlocked and the date w111 hand or when the consecutive number Is being 
also be unlocked. operated by the mechanism of the machine 

The disks 61C, which are set by the levers III shown In Fig. 35. 
through the pinions and square shafts, set up 20 In order that the key lock shaft I C9 may be 
internal-external gears 118 (Pig. 34), which, restored at the proper time, it Is necessary to 
through internal-external gears 119 and the disengage the lug 636 (Fig. 11) from the shoulder 
square shaft, drive the date type wheels 620 so III of the arm 638, and this is accomplished by 
that the date, according to the setting of the lev- means of a cam 6C5 (Fig. 34) secured to the main 
ers 613, may be printed on the check or enve- 26 cam shaft 150. The cam 645 operates a pitman 
lope and also on the ticket. SC6 pivoted to a lever &CT mounted on a shaft 

All of the. sets of square shafts and internal 6CI supported by the side frames 121 and 122. 
and external drive pinions and gears shown in The lever 641 engages a stud 6ea in an arm 650 
Figs. 34 to 37 are carried by a series of brackets fast on a shaft 651 supported by the machine side 
621 (Fig. 41 and 42) that are secured to the tIe 10 frames. Also secured to the shaft 651 Is an arm 
bar 125 and the base 123. 612 adapted to contact a roller 653 carried by 

As shown In Fig. 41, the lower or right-hand the pawl 635 and rock the pawl 635 counterclock-
group of square shafts are carried by the plates wise about its pivot 63C to release the lug 136 
themselves, and, in order to take this unit out from the shoulder 637 of the arm 638 so that 
of the machine, the plates must come off. How- .. the shaft lea may be restored to its normal posi-
ever, the upper left-hand set of square shafts tion near the end of the operation of the machine. 
and pinions are mounted in special plates 122, The cam 6n Is also used to operate an alining 
there being one pair of plate for each of the mechanism for the internal-external gears 619 
brackets 621, sa that this upper left-hand unit and alsO for the type wheels 620. Fast on the 
may be removed from the machine without tak-' 40 shaft 11111 is a pair of arms 65C (only one shown) 
ing the brackets 621 off of the machine. carrying an aUner bar 655 adapted to contact 

There is a device used in connection with the and aline the gears 619 and other gears in aline-
date and consecutive number mechanisms which ment therewith after the type wheels have been 
will prevent the machine from being operated set. In order further to aline the type wheels,. 
unless the date levers 613 are in their proper .45 an aUner bail 656 is carried by a disk 651 having 
positions and also unless the consecutive num- . an arm 11118 normally contacting a Pin 659 in an 
ber levers 590 are in their proper positions. This arm 661 secured to the shaft 651. When the 
is effective through an aUner mechanism which shaft 6111 Is rocked counterclockwise by the pit-
will now be described. man SC6, the aUner 655 aUnes the gear 619, as 

Referring particularly to Figs. 33 and 34, the Ii~ above mentioned, and the pin 659 is moved to the 
key lock line or release shaft I C9 (Fig. 33) has . right, whereupon the aliner bail 656 engages the 
fastened thereto a plate 625 connected by a link type wheel 620, and the pin 659 then engages a 
626 to an arm 621 pivotally mounted on a shaft notch 662 in the arm 658. When the pitman 646 
628 supported by the machine side frames 121 restores the shaft 651 clockwise to its normal po-
and 122. Fast on the shaft 628 is an arm 629 Iili sitton, it raises the 'aliner bail 655 and rocks the 
having a stud 630, which is held against the arm 661 clockwise, whereupon the pin 659 cams 
arm 621 by a spring 631 connected between studs the arm 658 downwardly and rocks the disk 651 
on the arms 621 and 629. The arm 629 has a to raise the aliner 656 from the type wheel 620. 
stop finger 632 contacting the tie .bar 125 to hold All of the type wheels 421 associated with row 2, 
the parts in their normal positions. The shaft 60 the type wheels 445 associated with row 3, the type 
628 has secured thereto an arm 633 (Fig. 10) wheels 461 associated with row 4, the type wheels 
having pivoted at 634 a driving pawl 635. The 480 'associated with row 1, the consecutive number 
pawl 635 has a lateral lug 636 (Fig. 11) held un- type wheels 583, ,and the date type wheels 620, 
derneath a shoulder 637 of an arm 638 by a spring shown diagrammatically in Figs. 58-A and 58-B, 
639 (Fig. 10). The arm 638 is loose on the shaft ,65 are mounted on a shaft 665 supported by the 
628. brackets 621, which carry the internal drive 

When the shaft 149 is rocked clockwise upon mechanisms for setting the type wheels and the 
release of the machine, the link 626 rocks the indicators, which indicators are shown in Fig. 2. 

Hammers 

The hammers for printing on the payroll sum
mary 151. the check 152. and the earnings record 

. 153 are all shown diagrammatically in Figs. 58-A 
and 58-B and are numbered 101 to 129 inclUsive. 

arm 621 clockwise and, through the stud 630, 
rocks the shaft 628 clockwise. whereupon the 70 
arm 633 (Fig. 10) is moved in a clockwise direc
tion. and .the lug 636 will' at this time rock the 
arm 638 clockwise and move a toe 640 ther:eon 
above an arm 6C I. which is integral with an 
alining bail 642, which cooperates with serrated 76 The hammers 10 I to 1 II print in columns 1 to 11 
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on the payroll summary III; the hammers 112 wise and the 11DlaI1610wer the hammers to the 
to 111 print In columns 12 t9 19 on the payroll position shown in Plg. 99. ' 
check 112; and the hammers 121 to 121 print in H4mmer controls 
columns 20 to 29 on the earning record III. All 
of the hammers 111 to 111 inclusive are pivoted on 5 For the various operations which constitute a 
a shaft 111 (Plgs. 42-A. 42-B. and 99), and all complete transaction to print an employee's pay 
of the hammers 120 to 128 inclusive are pivotally check liZ. ,with all the data thereon, and print 
mounted on a shaft 111 (Fig. 4:2-B). The ahaft the proper data on the payroll summary III and 
110 is supported by the prInter frames III, 112, on the earnings record III. the dI1Ierent hammers 
lit. and 114. 'and the shaft 111 is supported by 10 111 to 128 inclualve (Figs. 58-A and 58-B) are 
the printer frames 1111 and III. controlled by various mechanisms In the machine. 

All hammers are driven by four sets of com- such as the control rows 1, 2, 3. and 4 (Fig .. 1) and 
panlon cams lIZ and 111. all identically the same feelIng mechanisms for the payroll summary for 
and all secured to the printer drive shaft Ill. the earnings record and for the check. 
shown In FIgs. 46-A. 46-B. and 99. The com- 15 The hammers 101 to 121, as has been previ-
panion cams lIZ and 111 cooperate with rollers ously mentioned. are adapted to prInt in their 
114 and 1111, respectively, of bell cranks 111. All respective columns 1 to 29, on the summary 1111. 
of these bell cranks 111 between the frames liZ the check 1112. and the record III. These ham-
and 114 are secured to a shaft 111, and all bell mers are controlled by the various rows of con-
cranks between the frames III and III are se- 20 trol keys 112 to III at di1Ierent times. some-
cured to a shaft UI in.x1al alInement with the times directly from the keys and other times 
shaft 131. Pivoted to each of the bell cranks 111 from the automatic positioning of the latch and 
isa link 111 to directly operate the hammers 101. its associated di1lerentlal mechanism of the par-
114. 111. and 121. Also secured to the shafts 111 ticular row that is controlled by keys in another 
and 118 are arms 141, which have pivoted thereto 25 row. 
links 111 identical with the link 118 shown in The feelers for the summary, the check and 
Fig. 99. All of these arms 140 and their pivoted the record. and the control rows of keys oper-
links 111 are directly associated to operate all of ate a control line composed of notched disks 
the other hammers from 10 I to 121 except the which are set by the well-known Kreider pinion 
hammers 101. 114. 111, and 121, which, as just ao and square shaft driving mechanism. 'fully 11-
above described. are operated directly from the lustrated and described in the' Kreider patent 
bell cranks 111. All of these links 111 are per- mentioned at the beginning of this specifica-
fectly fiat except the one associated with the ham- tion. 
mer 128, as shown in FIg. 46-B, and this par- This control line is shown diagrammatically in 
ticular link is 01lset slightly. Each of the links II Fig. 105, and the assembled line is shown in Figs. 
139 has a notch 141 cooperating with a pin 142 57-A and 57-B. The line-that is. aiLof the 
on a lever 141 pivoted on a rod 144 supported by plates and the mechanisms including the square 
the printer frames III to 114 Inclusive. These shafts and the internal 'pinions-is supported on 
levers 143 on the rod 144 cooperate wlith the ham- a large square shaft 1111, which is supported bf 
mers 101 to 111 inclusive. Supported by the "the printer frames III to III inclusive. 1\1, 
frames 115 and I,ll (Fig. 42-B) is another rod By referring to Fig. 105, several of the square 
145. in axial alinement with rod 144, upon Which shafts and their controls have already been de-
rod are pivoted the levers 141 associated with the scribed in connection with the di1lerentials of 
hammers 120 to 121 inclusive. rows 1, 2, 3, and 4, and the shafts controlled by 

PIvoted to each of the levers 141 to connect said .. said di1lerentlals are numbered 414, 411, 4111. 
levers to each of the hammers 101 to 128 is a link and 411. respectively. This control line also con-
146. In Fig. 99, the parts are shown in their nor- tains four other shafts, as follows: a shaft 151, 
mal poSitions. with the hammer down away from controlled by a printer control lever, to be de':' 
the type wheels and maintained in this position scribed hereinafter; a shaft 1112, controlled by 
by a finger 141 of the lever 141 contacting the tie 10 the record card.feeler; a shaft 1111, controlled by 
bar 138. the check feeler; and a shaft 114. controlled by 

As shown in Fig. 99, the link 111 is disengaged the payroll summary feeler. All of these feeler 
from the pin 142 in the normal position; however, mechanisms will be described hereinafter. 
the partIcular hammers 10 I to 121. which are to The above-mentioned selecting plates of the 
be operated for the various cycles of operation 151 control line, which are set under the control of 
which constitute a complete transaction of issuing the keys of rows 1, 2, 3, and 4:, and under the 
a pay check, are operated during di1lerent ones control of the summary. the check. and the rec-
of these p'articular operations. The links 118 as- ord feelers and also under control of the printer 
sociated with the hammers to be operated under control lev~r, are shown In groups in Figs. 57-A 
control of the keys and various other contr011ing eo and 57-B and instead of numbering each plate 
devices to be described hereinafter are rocked in each~roup: the groups which control the 
counter-clockwise about their right-hand ends to hammers 111 to 128 inclusive are numbered III 
cause the notches 141 to engage the pins 142. to 128 inclusive, to control the printings in col-
With the pins 142 engaged by the notches 141, umns 1 to 29 inclusive. Most of these groups 
when the shaft 110 is given its clockwise rotation, U of control plates are shown in chart form in 
the links 111 are moved to the right and to rock Pigs. 64-A and 64-B, and in Fig. 65. In Figs. 
the levers 143 counter-clockwise. whereupon the 64-A and 64-B. there are four plates to the 
toggle links 146 raise the hammers 111 to 121 in- grouP. with one exception. which is noted in the 
clusive (th'at Is, the selected ones of this 'group of chart. and in Pig. 65 there are three plates in 
hammers) to contact their associated groupa of 10 the group, with five exceptions, which are noted 
type wheels as shown in Pigs. 58-A and 58-B. in the chart. The hammer number and the plate 
This contact of the hammers with the type wheels group number are given in the chart so that they 
is made at the high point of the companion cam can be readily traced and followed in the draw--
132, and, immediately after the roller 11. passes IngsinPlgs.57-Aand57-B. " 
011 the high point, the levers lei are rocked clock- 16 All of the notches which are cut in the variO: 
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ous plates of all of the sroups are indicated in clockwise to move all of the arms 18. in a like 
the charts, and there is also indicated whether direction, whereupon the springS 188 (Fig. 99> 
the particular plate' in the groqp is controlled - wlll tend to rock all of the levers 111 in a counter
by the record feeler, the summary feeler, or the clockwise direction, depending upon whether or 
,check feeler, and also by which rows of control I not the upper fingers or the lower fingers of the 
keyS they are controlled. feeling blocks 161 cooperate with a single line of 

In addition to the hammer· number and the notches in the particular plate group 80 I to 821 
plate group number, there are also noted the inclusive with which they cooperate. -
functions accomplished by that hammer; for ex- When either the upper finger or the lower fin-
ample, in Fig. 65, in the space numbered 6'oft 10 ger of the block 161 finds notches in all of the 
shows hammer 102, plate group 102, which con- plates of its respective group, then the lever 181 
.trol the printing of the gross and net on the will be permitted to rock in a counter-ciockwise 

-summary III in column 2. direction by its spring 166, whereupon its link 18. 
In all cases, the plates of each group are num- will lower the link 139 and cause its notch 141 to 

bered plate I, plate 2, plate 3, etc., in the charts, IS-engage the pin 142 of the hammer operating 
and in all cases plate No: 1 is the right-hand lever 143, whereupon the hammer will be oper-
plate of each of the groups of control plates ated by the cams 132 and 133 in the manner de-
Shown in Figs. 57-A and 57-B. No.2 plate is scribed previously. _ 
the second from the right, No.3 the third from All of the hammers, beginning with 101 and 
the right, and so on. As has been previously 20 ending' with 129, will now be discussed in con-
mentioned, to operate the hammers 10 I to 129, nection with their operations linder control of 
(Figs. 58-A and 58-B) it is necessary to move tbeir associated and respective plate groups 811 
their aSSOCiated links 138 (Figs. 46-A, 46-B to 829 inclusive. 

- and 99) downwardly to engage. the pins 142 in , Considering now the consecutive number ham-
the operating levers 143. It was also stated that 2~ mer lillI, the plate group which controls the oper
thiS moVing of the links 119 is under contr.ol of ,atton of this hammer is 80 I (Fig. 57-A) and is 
the control rows of keys and also the feelers for shown in space 3 of the chart on Figs. 64-A and 
the summarY, the check, and the record. 64-B. This chart shows that plate No. 1 is con-

Each one of the links 139 has pivoted thereto _ . trolled by the summary feeler and that it has a 
a link 160, which in turn is pivoted to a lever 30 notch cut in the Arabic zero position. Plate No. 
111 journaled on a shaft 162. The lever 161 has 2 is controlled by the check feeler, and it has a 
a finger 163, held in contact with a stud 164, on notch in-both the Arabic and Roman zero posi-
an arm 165, by a spring 168. The arm 18& is - tions. Plate No.3 is controlled by the differen. 
secured to the shaft 162. tlal of row 2, and this plate has notches cut in 

, : . There is a lever 181 aSSOCiated with each of 35 the 2, 3, 4, and 9 Arabic pOSitions and in the II, 
the control plate groups 80 I. to 829 inclusive '. IV, and IX Roman positions, which means that, 
(Figs. 5'7-A and 57-B), and each one of these when the machine is being used for payroll runs, 
Jevers carries pivoted thereon a feeler block 161- since the differential for row 2 goes to the 9. pos!
haVing two sets of fingers, an upper set and a tion when the Net pay key 162 is depressed, there 
lower set, and each lever 161 has a finger shaped 40 must be a notch in the 9 position on both the 
iike the lower finger on block 181. all of which Arabtc and Roman positions on the plate. Plate 
fingers are arranged to cooperate with notches No. 4: is controlled by row 1, and on the Arabic 
'which are cut in the groups of plates according side there .is a notch in the zero posItion and 1ri 
to the charts shown in Figs. 64-A and 64-B, the sixth posItion, the zero position representing 
and in Fig. 65. ~~ the add position of the differential and the sixth 

To rock the shaft 162 in a counter-clockwise ,'- position representing the Clear row 4 position. 
direction so that the spring 166 for each of the On the Roman side, a notch Is in the I, IV. and 
arms 161 may rock those arms counter-clock- V positions, the No. I representing the Net pay 
wise, whereupon the fingers of the blocks 161 position, and the Nos. IV and V representing the 
may cooperate with the plate groups 80 B to 829 lif! Clear row 2 and Clear row 3 positions, respec-
inclusive, there are secUred to the shaft 182 :' tlvely. 
three arms 168 (Figs. 40, 57-A, and 57-B) 'The finger formed on the lever 161 (Fig.G9) 

The levers leil, the arms 165, and a single arm cooperating with the plate No. lis located in the 
188, which cooperates with the plate' groups 820 lower position, and therefore, it Is not nec,~ssary 
to 829 inclusive for the earnings record, and 55 to notch out any of the Roman positions on this 
which lie between printer frames 136 and 836, are plate NO.1. Therefore, from the above notch cut-
all mounted on a shaft 1&9 (shown only in Fig. tings, as shown in space 3 of this chart, it will be 
57-B), which is in axial allnement with the clear that the consecutive number hammer 10 I 
shaft 162. The levers 1&1 'are journaled on this will have its link US coupled to the operating 
shaft 169, and the arms 16& and the single arm 00 lever 143, due to the fact that, when the net 
168 are secured to this shaft. A link no is piVot. pay is printed on the check' under control of the 
ally connected to each of ·the three arms 168 Net pay key, the consecutIve number will be 
which are secured to the shaft 182, as Shown in prInted on the payroll summary 151 by the ham-
:Fig. 40, and each of' these links in turn 'Is pivoted mer 10!, because the upper fingers of the selecting 
to a bell crank n I (F~gs. 46-A and 46-B) , 61S block all find notches in· the 9 position for the 
which cooperates With companion cams 112 and plate No.3 controlled by row 2 and in the 1 posi-
113 secured to the printer cam shaft no. There tion for plate No.4 controlled by row 1. 'A check 
are an arm 168, a liDk 110, and a bell crank 111 152 and a summary sheet 151 must be in the ma-
like those in Fig. 40, which cooperate with the chine, as the feelers for them control the first two 
cams 112 and 11S, which are located on the shaft 70 plates in group 80 I to set notches oppoSite the 
aTO between the frames 135 and 138 (Fig. 46-B) . fingers of the block 161. 
This bell crank 111 is journaled on the shaft 138. Hammer No. 102 (Fig. 58-A) prints the gross 

When the shaft 310 is rotated clockwise, the and net pay of the employee in column 2 on the 
bell cranks 111 and the links 110 will rock the payroll summary 151. This hammer is controlled 
arms 168 and the shafts 182 and 189 countero n by plate group 802, as' shown in space 6 of the 

- -
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chart in Fig. 65, which chart also shows ~at the the regular hours and the amount ot pay tor the 
three plates are cut with notches so that the gross overtime hours are printed during the same time 
anu. net are printed only upon the operation of that the regular hours and the: overtime hours 
the Gross and Net keys 112, respectively, of Fig. 2. are printed in column 12 on the cheek, and the 

Hammer No. 111 (Fig. 58-A) is controlled by ~ notches are also cut so as to show that the ham-
plate group III, as shown in space' of the chart mer 111 prints the total earnings or gross upon 
(Figs. 64-A and 64-B), to print the regular the depression of the Gross key 112, which, it 
number of hours and the overtime hours, which will be recalled, takes a reading operation from 
are controlled by keys Rand T in the seventh the plus side of the crossfooter, which is in the 
and eighth positions of row' (Fig. 2). The earn- 10 ninth position of the dUferential associated with 
ings all go into the plus side of the crossfooter, the keys of row 2. 
which is in position 9 of row No.2, and during The notches cut in the plate group III in the 
this time the differential of row 1 must be in the Roman position are for the purpose of printing 
add position. Therefore the chart shows that the at the proper time in column 13 on the ticket 
notches are cut in the proper positions on the 15 III during analysis operations. 
Arabic Side to print the regular and overtime Hammer 114, which is controlled by plate group 
hours in column 3 of the payroll summary III. 114, as shown in space l' of the control chart 
The plate No.1 shows a notch in the zero position (Figs. 64-A and 64-B), shows that the plates 
as controlled by the summary feeler. The notches are cut to cause the hammer 114 to print deduc-
shown on the Roman positions for this group of 20 tions and are controlled by any of the keys of 
plates show that, during analysis totaling opera- row 3 or any of the ftr8t four keys at the bottom 
tions, the hammer 111' can be operated to print of row'. 
in column 3 on the analysis strip III. Hammer 111, Which prints the net pay in 

Hammer 114, which prints in column' of the column 15 of the check 112, is controlled by a 
payroll summary III, is controlled by the" plate 25 plate group III, as shown in space 8 of the control 
group 804, as shown in space 5 of the chart, Figs. chart in Fig. 65. The feeler plate No. 1 is cut 
64-A and 64-B, and is controlled to print the with a notch in the zero position, and the plates 
amount in exactly the same manner as the ham- Nos. 2 and 3 are cut with notches in the 9 and 1 
mer 103 is controlled to print the hours. As a positions, respectively, which positiOns are as-
matter of fact, the hours and the amounts for 30 sociated with the upper finger of the feeler block 
those hours are printed during one and the same 1&1 so that the net pay will be printed from the 
cycle of operation of the machine, the only differ- ninth position of row 2 when the Net pay key 
ence in the plate groups being that in group 804 162·in row 1 is depressed. 
the plate No. 1 is omitted, since it is not neces- Hammer No. 111, which prints the consecutive 
sary to have a feeler plate control for the amount, 35 number on the check in column 18, is controlled 
since there is one for the hours. by plate group III, as shown in space 9 of the 

The hammer 111, which prints in column 5 control chart of Fig. 65, which chart shows that 
on the payroll summary, is controlled by plate the plates are cut so that the consecutive number 
group 805, as shown in space 6 of the chart, and on the check is printed during the time that the 
the notches in the control plates are so cut that 40 prior earnings are set up on the keyboard to be 
the printing in column 5 will follow the printing put into the "G. T. 2" totalizer in the 1lrst posi-
in columns 3 and' on a separate operation when- tion of row 2, which, it will be recalled, is auto-
ever special earnings are made. matically selected by the differential of row 2 

Hammers 101 to 111 inclusiVe, which print upon the depression of the Prior earnings key 
in columns 7 to 11, respectively, on the payroll 45 1&4. ' 
summary, are controlled by plate groups In to Hammer 111, which prints the date in colllnUl 
811, respectively, to print the deductions on the 17 on the check,is controlled by plate group Ill, 
payroll summary, as shown in spaces 7 to 12 of as shown in space 10 of the control chart (Fig. 
the chart on Figs. 64-A and 64-B, which chart 65), which chart shows that the plates for this 
shows that the control plates 1 to 4 of these 50 hammer are cut so that the date is printed at 
groups above mentioned are so cut that the exactly the same time that the consecutive num-
deductions will be printed in the columns accord- ber is printed on the check, which is during the 
ing to the keys which are designated at the head time of the entry of the prior earnings in the 
of the respective columns. "G. T. 2" totalizer, which is selected as just above 

Hammer 112, which is controlled by plate ~~ described. 
group 812, shown in space 13 of the control chart Hammers 111 and 111, which print in colUJDqS 
(Figs. 64-A and 64-B, prints the regular and II . and lion the check, are controlled by tqe 
overtime hours on the check 112 at the same plate groups III and III, as shown in spaces 
time that the hours are printed in column 3 of 11 and 12 of the control chart of Pig. 85. This 
the payroll summary III, and the chart shows 60 chart shows that the plates are cut identically 
that the plates 1, 2, 3, and 4 are notched for such with the plates in group III, which control the 
printing. printing of the net pay on the stub portion of 

Hammer No. 111, which prints in column 13 the check, so that the two amounts of the net 
on the check 112, is controlled by plate group pay will be printed in columns 18 and 19 on the 
813 (Fig. 57-A>. This plate group 81,1 consists 65 main body of the check at the same time. 
of five plates, which are shown in Figs. 50 to 54 Hammers 121 and 121, which print hl',columns 
inclusive, and there is a note at the left of these 20 and 21, respectively, of the earnings record 
figures which reads as follows: hammer 113, III, are controlled by plate groups 121 and 121, 
plate group 813, column 13, to tie up these plates as shown by the control chart in Pigs. 64-Aand 
with the particular column of the check in which 70 64-B. This chart shows that the plates are cut 
they print. This hammer is also adapted to so that the hours, both regular and overtime, and 
print in column 13 of the ticket 118, shown in the earnings for those hours, both regular. and ' 
Fig. 125, during analysis operations. The plates overtime, are printed in columns 20 and 21 at. 
1 to 5 of this plate group 811 in Figs. 50 to 54, the same time that the hours and the amount 
inclusive, are all notched so that the amount for 76 for the hours are printed in columns 2 and 3 OQ 
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the payroll summary III, and In columns 12 and three positions of adjustment, which are dq-
13 on the check 112. nated 0, I, and 2, as follows: NO .. O, payroll and 

Hammer 122, which prints ~ column 22 of the diVidends, during which operations the consecu-
earnings record whenever there are allJ' spec1al tive number operating mechanism should oper-
earnings, such as premiums or bonuses, is COD- 1 ate upon the depression of the Prior earnings 
trolled by plate group 822,as shown in space 18 key 114, so that for the next check the proper 
of the control chart (Figs. 64-A and 64-B). consecutive number will be printed thereupcm 
The plates in this chart show that the special . and also upon the payroll summary III. The 1 
earnings are printed in column 22 whenever the position on the lever TIl is marked Analysis
keys S or X, 1&& (Fig. 2) are depressed to .release 10 Consecutive number, which means that the con-
the machine when such special earnings have secutlve number mechanism will operate when 
been set up on the keyboard. the lever TIl is in this pos:J.tion. The No. 2 po-

Hammers 723 to 728 inclusive control the print- sition is designated Analysis-No consecutive 
ing in columns 23· to 28 inclUSive of the earnings number and means that, when the lever is in 
record 1111 and are controlled by plate groups II this position, the consecutive number operating 
123 to 828 inclusive, as shown in spaces 19 to. 24 mechanism wUl be disabled. As shown in space 
inclusive of the control chart (Figs. 64-A and 26 of Figs. 64-A and 64-B,. this lever controls 
64-B) to print the employee's deductions in these plate No. 1 of group T81 and shows that the 
columns 23 to 28. and the control plates are cut, plate is notched in the No. 0 and No.1· Arabic 
according to this chart, so that these deductions 20 positions, which are the positions of the lever 
wiUbe printed whenever their respective deduc- which control the consecutive number operating 
tion keys ~n rows 3 and 4 are depressed, along mechanism to operate, assuming that the other 
with the amounts of the deductions set up on three control plates of this group, to be deSCribed 
the keyboard on the keys 1&1: now, are in their proper places. The second plate 

Hammer 729, which prints the gross and the 2fi of group 188 is controlled by the check feeler, 
earnings-to-date in column 29 on the earnings to be described hereinafter, and th:is plate No. ~ 
record 153 (Fig. 29), is controlled by plate group has notches in the zero Arabic position and also 
129, as shown in sPace 13 of the control chart in the zero Roman position. The plate No. 3 is 
of Fig. 65. which chart shows that the plates are controlled by the differential of .row 2 (Fig. 2) 
cut with notches so that the gross is printed, as 31l and shows that this plate is notched in the 2, 3, 
controlled by the crossfooter, by hammer 729 and 4 positions on the AraJbic slde, wh:ich takes 
during the operation with the Gross key 162 de- care.of the second, third, and fourth keys of this 
pressed, and the earnings-to-date:is printed dur- bank during analysis operatiOns, and that this 
ing the operation with the Eamings-to-date key plate 3 has notches in the Roman n, IV, and IX 
162 depressed, which earnings-to-date is printed :iii positions, the Roman n and IV pOSitions being 
from the total taken from the "G. T. 3" totalizer . ·for analysis and the Roman IX position being 
upon the depression of the Earnings-to-date key. the automa~c position of the row 2 differential 

To aline all of the plate groups 80 I to 829 whenever the Net pay key is pressed, so there-
inclusive, and also the other groups of selecting fore there must be a. notch in this position. 
plates to be described hereinafter, there is pro- .il The plate 4 has notches in the zero and 6 
vided at each end of the shaft 150, and arranged Arabic positions, which take care of the clearing 
to -be drlven by the shafts 4SC, 436, 450, 4T3, and of row 4 during analysis clearing operations, and 
151, a plu:rality of alining disks 180 (Figs. 57-A has notches in the Roman I, IV, and V positions, 
and 57-B), which are shown in Side elevation which take care of the Net pay key during payroll 
in Fig. 48. Cooperating with each grOUP of alin- 41\ wrJting operations by the Roman 1, the Roman 
ing disks 180 is an aliner T81 carried by a. lever IV and V positions taking care of the Clear row 2 
182 pivoted on a stud 183, one of wh:ich is carried and Clear row 3 keys to clear the totalizers of 
iby the frame 131 and the other by the frame III. rows 2 and 3 during total-clearing or analysis 
Each lever T82 carries a roller 184, held in con- operations. 
tact with a plate cam 185 by a spring 186. The 60 Cooperating with this plate group is the usual 
cams 185 are secured to the printer drive shaft block T&T carried by an arm 190 (Fig. 35), which 
310 and are so timed that, after the selecting arm has a lower finger cooperating with the 
plates have been differentially positioned under plate NO.1 of the group TI8, which finger is in 
control of the keys of rows .1. 2. 3, and 4 and also al:1nement with the usual lower finger of the 
by the printer control lever at the left of the 66 blocks T&l. Pivoted to the arm TID is a link 191, 
machine, the aliners 181 are moved into engage- which is also pivoted to an arm· 792 joumaled 
ment with the notched disks T80 and are held in on the shaft 738. This arm TI2 carries a roller 
engagement therew.ith until after the plates hav~ T93, which cooperates with a cam T94 secured to 
functioned to control the various parts of the the printer drive shaft 3TO. Also pivoted to the 
machine, such as the hammers, feeding mecha- GO lever 790 is a link 795, which Is guided near its 
niams, etc., which they are deSignated to control. upper end on a stud 796 on the aux1l1ary frame 

Consecutive number advance control 
The consecuti<ve number operating or advanc

ing mechanism to advance the consecutive num
ber 1 on certain types of operations of the ma
chine is controlled from a group of selecting con
trol plates, which group has been numbered T88, 
as shown in space 26 of the control chart (Figs. 
64-A and 64-B)' This plate group is also 
shown in Figs. 35 and 57-B. There are four 
plates in this group, and they are controlled from 
four sources. Plate No. 1 is controlled from a 
printer control lever 189 (Figs. 1 and 72), which 
will -be later described in detail but which has 

124 (Fig. 42-B). The upper end of the link T91 
has a slot T8T, through which projects the previ
ously described pin 568, which is carried by the 

Gil consecutive number operating link 567. 
A spring Tn, connected to the link T95, nor

mally holds the roller T93 against the cam 194. 
When this cam is rotated and the low portion 
thereof is presented to the roller 193, the spring 

70 79T will rock the arm T90 counter-clockwise, as
suming that there is a notch in the three plates 
Nos. 2, 3, and 4 of the groUP 188 opposite the 
upper finger of the block T81. Since there is no 
upper finger on the arm T90, it is not necessary 

71 that a notch be in the Roman 0 position on the 
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plate No. 1 of the group 111. If the arm 111 can 
be rocked counter-clockwise due to the proper 
loCation of the notches, as shown in space 26 of 
the control chart (F1p. 84-A 'and 64-B), the 
spring 111 will raise the link 111 and move the 
pin 1111 into the vertical portion of the bayonet 
slot IlIon the operating lever 114, so that. when 
this lever 114 operates. the consecutive number 
operating link 111 wm be moved to advanCe the 
consecutive number mechanism one step. The 
slot 181. in the upper part of the link 111 takes 
care of the movement of the pin 181 to the left 
and back to its normal position. During paYroll
run operations. these plates are set so that the 
consecutive number is advanced only during oper
ations in which the Prior earnings key 112 is 
depressed. 

If the lever 119 is moved to the No: 2 position, 
the plate No. 1 of group 111 is moved by means 
of a link 11. (Fig. 72) pivoted to a plate 111. 
which drives an internal pinion I .. on the square 
shaft 111. which. it will be recalled. is the shaft 
that operates the plate No. 1 of group 11.. as 
shown in Fig. 35. 

The lever 111 is pivoted on a plate •• 1 sup.. 
ported by three studs IU carried by the printed 
frame 13 I. as shown in Figs. 39 and 72. The lever 
111 carries a stud lea cooperating with a lever 
... pivoted on a stud I" on the plate .... The 
lever IU is gulded near its right end by a headed 
stud acl on the plate SCI. The lever I •• has three 
notches IU. lea. and .... with which the stud 
'U on the lever 119 is adapted to cooperate. A 
spring ISO normallY tends to rock the lever IC. 
counter-clockwise and the lever 119 counter
clockwise. The lever IC. in Fig. 72 is shown in 
the analysis consecutive number position with the 
stud SC3 engaging the notch IU. When payrolls
are being written. the lever 111 is moved to the 
left by its spring 851 when a ftngerpiece 1111 on 
the lever IU is depressed. which allows the 
spring 150 to draw the lever 111 counter-clock
wise until the stud SC3 is above the notch .... 
and then. when the ftngerpiece .11 is; released. 
the spring 850 will rock the lever 'U counter
clockwise and lock the lever 111 in the payroll 
and dividend position No. O. When the lever 111 
is in the Analysis-No consecutive number posi
tion No.2. the stud 8U cooperates with the notch 
IU, which locks the lever in that position under 
the influence of the spring III. 

There is also means provided for positively 
locking the lever 181 in any position to which it 
has been set by the operator, the ope-rator haVing 
the key for this purpose. whiCh key flts a lock 
.12 supported by the plate Ie.. The nose of the 
lock 8112 projects through the cabinet I... as 
shown in Fig. 39. A special bolt IU is provided 
to be moved beneath a ftange .... to prevent 
depression of the lever 'U by the operator ma
nipulating the flngerpiece '11. _ When the parts 
are in the positions shown in Fig. 72, it will be 
noticed that the bolt is beneath the flange .1 •. 
and consequently the lever 111 is positively locked 
in this position until the lock 112 has been oper
ated to remove the special bolt '13. 
Summarllfeeler. check feeler. record feeler, oper-

ating mechanum, and their controls 

When the machine is being used for payroll 
runs. the summary feeler controls mechanism to 
lock the machine if there is no payrol] summary 
III in the machine, and during analysis opera
tions. if there is no analYsis strip IIIC in the 
machine. the machine will be locked. DurinC 

sa 
panoll run operations, the check feeler will cause 
the machine to lock if there is no check in ita 
proper position to receive printing. and the earn
ings record feeler will cause the machine to lock 

6 if there is no earnings record III in the machine 
to receive the proper printing. 

In yj,ew of the above conditions being neces
sary. a summary feeler 811 (Fig. 39) to cooperate 
with the payroll summary III is pivoted on the 

10 shaft 130 (Fig. 90). a check feeler .11 is pivoted 
on the shaft 130 to cooPerate with the check 112, 
and an earnings record feeler .11 (Figs. 43-A 
and 43-B) is provided to cooperate- with the 
earnings record 1113. This feeler 811 is pivoted 

lion the shaft 131. -
The mechanisms for -causing the feelers to be 

moved upwardlY to cooperate with their respec
tive printing mediums are all identically the 
same. and therefore a description of one will 

20 suftlce for all. Referring particularly to Fig. 90, 
each of the feelers 811. 8118. and '11 has pivoted 
thereto a link 880 pivoted near its middle on a 
stud III carried by an arm 112 journaled on the 
shaft In. (The arm 882 for the earnmgs record 

21 feeler is journaled on the shaft 13 •• which, it will 
be recalled. is in axial alinement with the shaft 
131.) This link 880 extends to the right and bas 
a flange 813 normally engaging' the periphery of 
a cam II. (Fig. 91), which is secured to the 

30 printer drive shaft no. ID.tegral with the arm 
112 is another arm 8111 having a notch 811 for 
a purpose to be described later. The timing of 
the cam 8BC is shown in space 6 of the time chart 
(Fig. 109). and. immediately after the beginning 

35 of the operation of the shaft 310 in a clockwise 
direction. the periphery of the cam 8U is moved 
away from the flange 813. at which time a spring 
In. connected with the feeler 8118. rocks the 
feeler clockwise, and, if there is no check in the 

40 machine. this feeler 858 will continue its clock
wise movement under the action of the spring 
.n until the upper end of the feeler enters a hole 
in the cabinet 1.8 and also a hole in the check 
gulde 888. This movement of the feeler 8111 will 

45 move the link 880 and the arms 882 and 8811 from 
-the positions shown in Fig. 90 to that shown in 
Fig. 91, wherein a pawl 815 will be drawn by ita 
spring 818 into the notch 888 of the arm 811. 
This pawl 8111 is pivoted on a lever 811, which in 

50 turn is pivoted on the shaft 131. The lever .n 
carries a pin 818 engaged by a forked arm 811 
carrying- a roller 880 cooperating with a cam .11 
(space 8 of the time chart, Fig. 109) secured to 
the printer shaft 310. This arm 811 is mounted 

li5 on a rod 882 (the arm 818. Fig. 43-B. for the 
earnings record is mounted on a shaft lsa. which 
18 in axial alinement with the rod 812). As 
shown in Figs. 42-A and 42-B. the rod 812 is 
supported by the printer frames 132 to 13., and 

80 the shaft 883 is supported by the printer frames 
III and 138. A spring 81. tends at all times to 
hold the roller 880 against the surface of -the 
cam 881. 

ImmediatelY after the link .10 has been moved 
85 from the position shown in Fig. 90 to that shown 

in Fig. 91, the cam 811. acting on the roller 88D. 
rocks the arm 811 counter-clockwise. which rocks 
the lever 8n clockwise from the position shown 
in Fig. 90 to that shown in Fig. 92. This clock-

70 wise movement of the lever .11 causes the follow
Ing to happen. 

It will be remembered that the pawl 8111 engaged 
the notch 888 of the arm 885 when the link 881 
was moved to the left. due to the fact that there 

'II was no check 1112 on the cabinet I .. beneath the 
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check guide 888. . ThIs movement of the. pawl 
III Is sumcient to positIon the' upper end there
of beneath a shoulder 881 of a lever 888 pivoted 
on the shaft 131. Th1s lever II. bas a slot 
181, into which projects a roller 188 carried by 
a plate 889 having Internal gear teeth meshIng 
with a pinIon 891 on the shaft 111. 

From the above it can be clearly seen that, 
sinoe the pawl 811 Is 'beneath the shoulder 881 
of the lever 88&, this lever 88. will, as the lever 
811 is rocked clockwise by the cam 881, be rocked 
likewise from the position shown in Fig. 90 to 
that shown in Fig. 92, wherein the slot 881, 
through its cooperation with the roller 888, will 
rock the plate 889 counter-clockwise to drive the 
shaft 111, which shaft, as above described, sets 
the proper notched plate in the groups of plates 
ID I to 829 to prevent the operation of any of the 
hammers 112 to 119, which are adapted to print 
in columns 12 to 19 on the check. 

As the pawl 815 is moved upward by' the 
clockwise movement of the lever 811, this pawl, 
still being in engagement with the notch 86&, w11l 
rock the arm 865 and the integral arm 8&2 
clockwise from the position shown in Fig. 91 to 
that shown in Fig. 90, which brings the feeler 
858 counter-clockwise to its normal position, 
shown in Fig. 90. During this operation of the 
mechanism just described, the spring 884, be
ing attached to the arm 819 and to the lever 
88&, has been put under tenSion, which tension 
will assist In restoring these parts to their nor
mal pOSitions as the cam 881 nears its normal 
position. ThIs spring action Is also made posi
tive through the medium of a cam 892 secured 
to the printer shaft no, which contacts a roller 
893 on the lever nlto rock this lever counter
clockWise to its normal positIon, which, through 
the pin 818, will positively rock the arm 819 
clockWise to its normal position. The lever 811, 
as it is being restored to normal by its contact 
with a pin 894, will rock this lever 886 counter
clockwise to its normal position, whereupon the 
slot 881 will rock the plate 889 clockWise or back 
to the position shown- In Fig. 90, which will turn 
the feeler shaft 153 and all of the control disks 
thereon back to their normal positions. 

shown in Figs. 90 and 91, which Is not far enough 
to position the notch 8BB in front of the pawl 811, 
and therefore the pawl 811 is caused to ride upon 
a surface 899 of the arm 865 and Is not permitted 

• to fall beneath the shoulder 885 of the lever 886. 
Consequently, when tlie lever 811 is moved or 
operated by the cam 881 in the manner previously 
described, the arm 865 Is not moved but is allowed 
to remain in the position shown in Fig. 90, due 

10 to the fact that the nose of the pawl 815 rides 
. upon the surface 899 of the arm 865 in an idle 

manner until it picks up the arm 865 and restores 
it to its normal position, as shown in Fig. 90. 

The summary feeler 851 (Figs. 39 and 68) con .. 
16. troIs all of the hammers 10 I to 111 inclusive, to 

prevent operation of these hammers when there 
Is no payroll summary 151' between the gUide 
plates 898 (Figs. 68 and 70) to receive the printed 
data when a payroll check Is issued. 

!O The feeler 851 is controlled by a disk or plate 
90 I (Figs. 39, 57-A, and 68), which car_lies a roller 
902 cooperating with the lever 886, which operates 
the summary feeler. This plate 901 drives the 
summary feeler shaft 154, and, as has been de-

211 scribed previously, on this shaft is each of the 
plate groups 80 I to 8", as shown In space 6 of 
the control chart in Fig. 65, and spaces 3 to 12 In 
Figs. 64-A and 64-B of the control chart, and, 
as has been described previously, these plates 

30 positively control all of the hammers 10 I to 111 
inclusive, to prevent operation of anyone of them 
if there is no payroll summary 151 inserted be
tween the guide plates 898 to receive the printed 
impression during the time a check is being 

311 printed upon. 
In connection with the summary feeler mecha

nism, companion cams 903 and 904 (Fig. 46-A) 
operate the lever 811 and the arm 819 In the same 
manner that the cams 881 and 892 operate said 

4~ lever and arm for the check, except that the tim
ing is slightly different, as shown in space 7 of 
the time chart (Fig. 109) .. 

The feeler 859 (Figs. 43-A and 43-B) for the 
,~ earnings record controls all of the hammers 120 

to 129 inclusive, to prevent the operation of any 
one of them when there Is no earnings record 
153" in the machine to receive the. printed data 

Since the actuation of this mechanism is very 
rapid, the lever 88& Is provided with a stop finger 50 
895 (Fig. 92), which normally rests against a hub 

when a check and summary are being printed 
upon. The feeler operating mechanism, as has 
been described in connection with the check (Figs. 
90 and 92), cooperates with a control plate 906, 
which drives the shaft 152, which shaft, it will 
be recalled, has ·thereon, in each of the plate 
groups 820 to 829 inclusive, a control plate called 
for in spaces 16 to 24 of the control chart (Figs. 

of the cam 881. This lever 88& also has another 
stop shoulder 89& (Fig. 90), which contacts the 
same hub when the mechanism has been moved 
to its extreme position to shift or turn the shaft 55 
153 when there is no check 152 in the machine. 

From the above description it will be clear that, 
when the plate 889 (Fig. 90) Is moved, due to the 
fact that there is no check in the machine, said 
plate 889 will, through the shaft 153, operate all 60 
of the plates on said shaft which are in the plate 
groups 812 to 819 inclusive to prevent the opera
tion of all the hammers 112 to 119 inclusive when 
there Is no check-in the machine. 
. . These control plates just referred to for the 65 
groups 812 and a I" are shown in spaces 13 and 14 
of the control chart (FIgs. 64-A and 64-B). The 
control plate in plate groups 815 to 8111 inclusive 
are shown in spaces 8 to 12 Inclusive of the control 
chart in Fig. 65, and the plate In group 813 Is 70 
shown in Fig. 50. 

When, however, there is a check In the machine, 
the feeler 858 moves only until It contacts the 
bottom of the check 152, whereupon the link 860 
18 moved only part way between the positiOns ?~ .. . .~ 

64-A and 64-B) and in space 13 of the control 
chart in Fig. 65, to control each of the hammers 
120 to 129 inclusive when the feeler 859 finds no 
earnings record 153 between the earnings record 
guide plate 901 to receive printing. 

The lever 811 and the arm 819 associated with 
the earnings record feeler are operated by com
panion cams 909 and 910 (Figs. 43-B and 46-B) 
and are timed exactly like the cams 903 and 90 • 
for the summary, as shown in space 7 of the time 
chart (Fig. 109). 

Machine locked under control of the chec1c feeler, 
the summary feeler, ana the earnings record 
f~eler 

The mechanism about to be described locks up 
the machine if there is no summary 151, check 
152,· or earnings record 113 In the machine, for 
a subsequ.ent operation, to prevent a second oper-
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'at on 0 t e machine when anyone of said ~ds apling 821 win rock the arm 824 counter-clock-
has been omitted. . wise to lock the .lock arm 818 in theposlt1on 

When the machine is put through an operation shown in P'Jg. 97. . 
without anyone of those printing mediums in The shaft III fa adapted to be rocked clockwise 
the machine, as the machine locks to prevent a I to release the latch 121 from the lock arm 818 
aubsequent operation, the operator must release under control of tbtl summary feeler 81T, the 
the machine lock by a special hand release mech- check feeler III, the ea1'Ilings record feeler III, 
anlsm, to be described hereinafter, and then make and their associated control plate groups, the 
& correction operation, taking the amount out of flrst of which group 811 (FJg. 57-B), shown in 
the crossfooter, 80 that, when the check is finally 10 space 1& of the control chart (Figs. 64-A and 
Issued, the employee's net pay wUl be the right 64-B) , w1ll be described. There are ·four plates 
amount. in this group, the 1lrst of which is controlled 

If this correction operation were not made, the by the printer control lever 111, the second by 
cr068footer would have double the amount of the the feeler III, plate 3 by the di1rerential of row 
regular hours earnings in it, and consequently 15 2, and plate 4 by the di1rerential of row 1. This 
the gross pay and the net pay would both be control chart shows that plate No. 1 has a notch 
~ong. in the zero ·posItion of the lever 111, which is the 
, To lock the machine to prevent a subsequent payroll writing position of the lever. Plate No.2 

operation, as above mentioned, all that it is neces- has a notch cut in the Roman I position, which 
pry to do is to prevent the clockwise movement 20 plate is controlled by the check feeler and which, 
of the release or key lock shaft I... Referring it w1l1 be recalled, is given a slight movement by 
to Pigs. 33, 34 and 97, it w1llbe recalled that, when the check ,operating mechanism of Figs. 90, 91, 
the key lock shaft 149 is rocked clockwise, the and 92, whIch turns the plate No.2 to bring this 
shaft 621, through the link 828 and the arm In, notch in the Roman I position into alinement 
is given a clockwise movement at the same time. 25 with the Arabic zero position. Plate No.3, which 
Secured to this shaft 121 is an arm 911 having is controlled by the row 2 differential, has a notch 
pivoted thereto a link 918, which at its lower end in the 1 pOsition on the Arabic side, because this 
is pivoted to a lock lever 911 journaled on the type di1Ierential is stOPped in the 1 position when the 
shaft 861. The lever 811 has a right-angled finger Prior earnings key is depressed, which is the flrst 
III adapted to cooperate with the upper end of 30 operation involved in the writing of a payroll 
a lock arm 118 joumaled on a shaft 920 supported check and during which operation, it wlll be re-
by the printer frames lIS and 136, as shown in caIled, the consecutiVe number is printed upon, 
Fig. 42--B. A spring 921 pulls a finger 922 of the both the check and the summary, and plate No.4 
arm 911 underneath a latch 923 of an arm 114 has a notch in the zero ArabiC position, which is 
fast on a shaft 925 supported by the left printer H the add ·posltIon of the total row di1rerential, 
frame III and a bracket 926 carried by the tie which is row 1. Therefore, if there is no check 
bar III. A spring 921 holds the latch 921 on top in the machine, a feeler arm 911 and its feeler 
of the finger 922 of the lock arm t191

• block ltl wUl be permitted to rock counter-clock-
It wlll be recalled that, when the key lock shaft -wise (Fig. 97) under the infiuence of a spring 9n, 

149 is rocked clockwise, the shaft 621 is rocked' 40 which is attached to an arm 918 rigidly secured to 
clockwise, thus raiSing the link 911, which rocks the arm 936. Pivoted to the arm 931 is a link 
the lever 911 clockwise, and, when the parts are 939, Which is also pivoted to an arm 940 fast on 
in the positions shown in Fig. 97, such movement the shaft 921. 
of the lever 911 may be made. However, if there When the shaft 162 is rocked counter-clock-
is no summary 151 or check 112 or earnings ree- 45 wise in the manner previously described and the 
ord III in the machine, the lOCk arm 819, by arm 165 (Fig. 57-B) moves with it, the spring 
means to be described hereinafter, is released 9n w1l1 then be permitted to rock the arms III 
from the latch 923 by the clockwise movement and 936, whereupon the lower fingers of the arm 
of the shaft 925, whereupon the spring 921 moves 936 and of the feeler block 181 will ellter notches 
the arm 919 beneath the finger 911 of the lever 50 in all of the plates of the plate group 935 when 
Ill, thus ·preventing any movement of the shaft ,there is no check in the machine, consequently 
128 and the key lock shaft 149, consequently lock- moving the link 119 to the right and rocking the 
ing the machine against operation. shaft 925 clockwise to release its latch 923 from 

The above clOCkwise movement of ,the lock arm the finger 922 Of the lock arm 919, thus locking 
119 by its spring 921 is limited by a finger 121 65 the machine so that a subsequent operation can-
of the arm 919 contacting a stud 929 on a release not be performed without putting a cheCk into 
slide 930 supported on the shaft 920 and a stud, the machine. 
III carried by the ·printer frame III and held In other words, ,the lever. 119 must be in the 
in eon tact with the stud 911, as shown in Fig. 97, cheek writing position, the check feeler 858 must 
by a spring 912. 60 be operated and find no check, the Prior earnings 

When the machine is locked up for a subse- Jtey 164 must have been depressed and the row 2 
quent operation, as above mentioned, by the moy- di1rerential stOPped in the 1 'position, and, of 
ing of the arm 819 underneath the finger 911, course, the row 1 dUferential must be in the add 
it 'is necessary for the 'operator to release this 65 position, which is zero, as indicated in space 15 
lock so that the said subsequent operation may of the control chart. It is only when all of these 
be performed to correct, the crossfooter as above conditions prevail that the lOCk arm 919 w111 be 
mentioned. This release is occasioned by a move.. operated to lock the machine. 
ment of the release Slide 930 by the operator to The shaft 121 (Figs. 39 and 97) is also adapted 
the right, as viewed in Fig. 97, whereupon the to be moved to position the lock arm 911 beneath 
stud 929, through its contact with the finger 921, 70 the finger 911, if there is no earnings record 151 
rocks the arm 919 counter-clockwise, and the in the machine, which control is under the Con-
finger 9%2 w111 contact the front upper part of the trol of a plate group 941 (Fig. 39), which is 
latch 921 and cam the latch arm 124 clockwise charted and shown in space 1 of the chart in 
against the action of its spring In until the fin- Figs. 64-A and 64-B. Plate 1 of this group has ,er 922 is below the latch 121, after which the 75 a notch in the Roman I position, so that, when 
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the plate 1101 (Fig. 43-B) is rocked, plate 1 of . assoclated with the hammers 112 to 1111 (Plg. 
this group IIU wlll be rocked through the shaft 58-B)' This brings the rear edge of the check 
to present the notch in the Roman· I position on top of a pair of feed rollers ... and beneath a 
to the feeler finger. Plate No.2 is controlled by pair of tension rollers III, which are adapted to 
the differential of row 4, and therefore it has I be moved into contact with -the check, so that, 
notches in the 5, 6, 7, and 8 Arabic positions, when the feed rollers II .. are turned, the check 
which correspond to the Earnings keys 166, X, S, will be fed to _the various positions indicated in 
T, and R, respectively. Plate No.3 is controlled Fig. 71. Prom the inserted position, the check 
by the differential of row 2, which has a notch in first receives an initial movement to the posi-
the 9 position (automatic position to select the 10 .tion so designated. It is then fed backward to 
crossfooter), and plate No.4 is controlled by row the _ first print position to have the hours and -
1, which has a notch in the Arabic zero or add earnings printed thereon, after which it is fed 
poSition. Thus, if any of the keys X, S, T, or R one step forward for the overtime hours and 
is depressed to set up the amount, the differential overtime earnings for the second print. The 
of row 4 will be stopped in a corresponding posi- II next feed is to the third print position to receive 
tion and the differential of row 2 will be auto- the print of the gross amount of the employee's 
matically stopped in the 9 position, as described pay. If the employee has other special earnings, 
previously, and the differential of row 1 will be such as premiums or bonuses, the check woUld 
stopped in the zero or add position, and, if there be advanced one step to the right of the second 
is no earnings record in the machine, all four 20 print position for the premiUm and another step 
of the notches will line up with the lower feeler to the right for -the bonuses before the gross 
finger of a feeler lever 946 (Fig. 39), which is amount is printed on the check. However, in 
Identical with the feeler arm 936 of Fig. 97. Fig. 71, the next movement after the printing 
Rigidly secured to this feeler lever 946 is an of the gross amount is backward to the fourth 
arm 948 having a spring, not shown but like the 25 print position, which is for the first deduction. 
spring 931 attached thereto. Pivoted to this arm The deductions are now printed by successive 
148 is a link 949, which is pivoted to an arm operations of the machine, and each time the 
910 secured to the shaft 921. From the above it check 112 is fed forWard one step untn it finally 
can be seen that, when the notches of all of the reaches the eighth print· position, which, as 
control plates in group 945 aline with the lower 36 shown in Fig. 71, is for the fifth deduction. (The 
finger of the regular feeler block 161 and the number of deductions may vary from one to any 
finger on the lever 946, the spring, like the spring number which may be allowed by the company 
931, will rock the arm 948 and cause the link 939, where the employee is employed, so that, in-
through the arm 950, to rock the shaft 925 clock- stead of having five deductions as shown, there 
wise to release the lock arm 919 to the action Mlfiay be one or there may be seven or eight de-
of the spring 921 so that the arm will be posi- ductions.) After the last deduction, the check 
tioned beneath the finger 918 to prevent release 112 is fed (in the illustrated form in Fig. 71) to 
or movement of· the key lock shaft 149 if there the ninth priIit or net pay position, which, as 
is no earnings record in the machine when a . shown here, is a backward movement to this 
payroll cheCk is being printed by the machine. 40 net pay position. 

When there is no payroll summary 151 in the The means for feeding the check from the 
machine, the lock arm 919 is adapted to be moved hand-inserted position, shown in Fig. 71, until 
under the finger 918 by movement of the shaft it finally reaches its net plly position will now be 
1121 under control of a single control plate 955 described. 
(Figs. 39 and 98), which has a notch in the 43 The feed rollers 1184 are secured to a shaft 1118 
Roman I position, so that, when the shaft 114. which is supported by a boss 961 (Fig. 42-A) 
by which the plate 955 is driven by the plate 981 on the side of the printer frame 133 and by the 
(Fig. 68). the notch will be moved opposite a printer frame 134 (Fig. 42-B). 
finger on a feeler lever 956. which is drawn into The tension rollers 1181 (Figs. 67 and 103) are 
this notch by a. spring 951 connected to an arm 50 carried by a pair of arms 1181 yoked together and 
958 rigidly secured to the lever 956 when the journaled on a shaft 11811 carried by brackets 910 
regular arm 165. secured to the shaft 162. per- secured to the base 123. Secured to the shaft 
mits such movement upon the counter-clockwise III, adjacent each of the yoke arms 968. is an 
movement of the shaft 162. as has been previously arm III having a finger 112. against which a pin 
described. As the lever 956 moves counter- 63113 on the arm 1.1 is held by a torsion spring 
clockwise (Fig. 98). a link 959. pivoted to the 11 •. 
arm 958 and connected to an arm 960 fast on In Fig. 67, the tension rollers 965 are shown 
the shaft 925. rocks the arm 960 and the shaft in their normal poSitions. disengaged from the 
1125 clockwise to release the latch 923 from the feed rollers 1164. When the shaft 969 is rocked 
finger 922 of the lock arm 91'9. and thus its upper GO counter-clockwise. the rollers 965 are moved 
end will be pOSitioned beneath the finger 911 to downwardly into the positions shown in Figs. 87, 
prevent release of the machine if there is no pay- 88, and 103, to grip the check 152 so that. when 
roll summary III in the machine to receive the the feed rollers 964 are rotated by .means to be 
print during the time a check is being printed. U described hereinafter, the check 152 will be fed 

Check feeding mechanism 

The payroll check 152 is adapted to be inserted 
into the machine to receive the data in con. 
nection with an employee's pay betwen the side 
arms of a check guide 961 (Fig. 1) and under
neath a defiector 962 (Fig. 71) up against a 
stop 963°to the position shown in Fig. 71. This 
places the check on top of the bottom one of 
the check guides 868 and beneath the type wheels 

to the various print positions numbered 1 to 9 in 
Pig. 71 to receive the proper data in connection 
with an employee's earnings. To move the ten
sion rollers 9611 from the normal position shown 
In Fig. 66 to the gripping pOSition shown in Fig. 

70 103, a cam Ill, secured to a sleeve 916. which is 
drive~, by means to be described hereinafter, by 
the printer cam shaft 310, contacts a roller 911 on 
a bell crank III and rocks the bell crank clock
wise. This bell crank is pivoted on a stud 919 in 

18 tile printer frame 134 and is pivoted to a link 
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.11 havillg a pin 'If engaged bY'an arm •• 2 "~ the 'cam •••. The cam' III. 1a seeured to the 
cured to the tension operating shaft II', and sleeve n •. After the bar 'In begins to move to--
consequently, when the bell crank .11 Is rocked ward the left (FIg, 88), the pawl .. I. Is rocked 
clockwise from the position shown In Fig. 66 to clockwise by a spring '1'1, to Position It In the 
that shown In FIg. 103, the arm .12 and the shaft Ii path of the shoulder 'I" on the bar '1",80 that; 
,., are rocked counter-clockwise to move the as the cam ,.. permits a spring 'I" to draw 
tension rollers III Into engagement with the the rack 112 toward the right, the pawl 'I" wUl 
check, which has been placed on top of the feed be In the path of the shoulder ,aal and stop the' 
rollers 914. The bell crank nl has a fiattened rack 182 when the shoulder '001 contacts the' 
pin IU, which Is engaged by a latch II. secured 10 pawl ,aa., at which time the check 112 wlll have 
to a short shaft III carried by the printer frame been moved backward to the hours and earnings 
114 to hold the tension rollers ,as in feeding en'" 01' first print position, as shown In Fig. 71. How-
gagement untll they are released by the check ever, the bar ,aa, wlll be returned fully to the 
ejecting mechanism to be described hereinafter. position shown In Fig. 86, thus leaving a wider 

At the time the tension rollers I .. are moved 15 gap between the pawl ,aa2 and the block 1011 
into the position shown In Fig. 103, the stop IUls on the rack 192. However, the bar lall will not 
brought down out of the path of the check, so '0 back to the position shown in Fig. 88, and 
that It may be fed by the rollers II. and 181. The consequently there wlll be a gap between the cam 
stop is secured to an arm '" secured to a shaft I aa. and the roller on the arm I aI' at the end 
,n carried by the printer frames I II, 'ac, and 20 of this particular operation, as cle.arly shown In 
III (Figs. 42-A and 42-B) , Also secured <to the Fig. 83. : 
shaft In Is a crank 9.1 held in the position The bar I an is held in the position shown In 
shown in Fig. 66 against a pin 1.1 by a spring Figs. 83 and 85, which Is the first print position 
lIa. When the link tla is moved from the posI- for the check 112, by means of a pawl lal2 en'" 
tion shown In Fig. 66 to that shown in Fig. 103; 25 gaging a shoulder "" on the bottom side of the 

. the pin 1.1 rocks the crank I •• and the shaft 911 bar 1001. The pawl lal2 Is pivoted on a stud 
clockwise, thus rocking the arm '.8 and moving , 0 I. carried by the frame II. anei Is normally 
the stop III below the line of travel of the check urged clockwise by a spring 'III to hold the point 
112. of the pawl lal2 against the bottom surface of 

Just before the check Is to be ejected by the 30 the bar lOn, so that, as the bar Ian ls moved 
means to be described hereinafter, the latch ,.. to the left, as described above, the point of the 
Is rocked counter-clockwise to release It from the pawl I a 12 will engage to the right of the shoulder 
pin 9'3, whereupon the spring Ila wl1l move the 1013 when the bar Ian has been moved to the 
lInk tla to the left, as viewed in Fig. 103, to raise Position shown in Fig. 85. 
the tension rollers 181 off the feed rollers 18., so '3S The pawl Ian is normally urged clockwise by 
that the check can be ejected at the proper time: a spring lal6 (Fig. 86) until'the stud to which 

At the same time, the spring ,sa rocks the the spring is attached contacts the bottom sur-
crank I •• and the arm I •• counter-clockwise to face of the bar laal. The pawl lal2 also car-
position the stop 983 up Into the path of the ries a pin I a 11 normally contacting the top sur-
check 1112, which Is to be inserted by hand, to 40 face of an arm 1018 pivoted on a stud lal9,whlch 
stop it in the proper position. is also carried by the frame 13., to prevent the 

The feeding of the check 'IZ from the hand::' arm I 0 I. from being rocked counter-clockwise 
inserted position shown in Fig. 71 to the initial by a spring 1020. The pawl 1008 carries a pin 
movement position Is accomplished by mecha- . 1021 normally contacting a surface 1022 on the 
nism shown in Figs. 67, 83, 86, and 87, which wUI 45 bottom of the arm lall, but, as the pawl II •• 
now be described. .. is moved to the left by the bar I an, the sprlng 

Secured to the shaft 988 Is a gear 881 adapted laiD rocks the pawl IOa6 clockwise when the pin 
to be driven by a rack 882 slidably mounted on 1021 passes off the surface 1022 up into a relieved 
a stud 993 carried by the frame '3. and guided portion 1023 of the arm 10 I', so that the pawl 
near its right end between studs 88. also carried 50 la08 may be placed in the path of movement of 
bY the frame 13.. Secured to the sleeve '18, the shoulder 10ali on the bar I aoc. The spring 
which, it will be remembered, Is driven by the 102a holds a finger la24, on the arm ,all, nor-
shaft na, is a cam I" cooperating with a roller malIy in contact with a pin 10211 on an arm IIZI 
In on an arm '" pivoted on a stud II.: carrted.bt also pivoted on the stud 10'9. A spring lin 
the frame 114. A spring '" noririally holds the 55 holds the arm 1028 against a pin lIZ. carried by 
roller In against the cam .... The arm '" en':' the frame 133, and consequently the lever '"I 
gages a stud laaa on a bar IIi' mOunted to slide is held normally in the pOSition shown in Fig. 67. 
on the stud 983 and between' the studs II... It will be remembered that the pawl III., 
Pivoted to this bar I aD I Is a pawl II'Z adapted to . through its pin 1111 engaging the lower surface 
cooperate with a block lall carried by the rack GO 1822 of the arm lall, holds the pawl out of the 
992. When the cam 891 operates the arm ,", path of the shoulder I1II on the bar III •. 
the pawl I aoz, by its cooperation with the bloCk To prevent the pawl IIIZ from driving the rack 
I a03, moves the rack 192 from the position shown 112 and thus operating the feed rollers , •• dur-
in Fig. 86 to that shown in Fig. 87, whereupon the .' .... ing all operations following the initial movement 
check IIiZ Is moved from the hand-inserted posl':; 115 operation, when the bar laal Is moved back to 
tion to the initial movement position shown iii the right, to the position shown in Fig. 83, the 
Fig. 71. . pawl la02 and its pin lilT are in the position 

Secured to the rack 'IZ to move therewith is a shown in this figure. Prior to this time, how-
bar loa. having a Shoulder II .. adapted to·c9-. ever, the bar 1081, it will be recalled, is moved 
operate with a pawl laaa pivotally mounted on!, 70 to the left from the position shown in Fig. 88 
bar I DDT, which slides on the stud 883 and be; to the position shown in Fig. 83, and, when this 
tween the studs 88 •. This bar lIn. Is adapted to occurs, a cam surface 1128 on the bar 1111; 
be driven toward the left from the position shown through its contact with a stud I Dla on the arm. 
in Fig. 88 by a cam lIa. through an arm 'Ial at la28, rocks the arm IOZ8 counter-clockwJ.se, 
thesametlmetherack"Z1sdrivento,theleft"by 71 whereupon the spring laZI rocks the arm I'" 
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from the position shoWn. in Fig. 87 to the dot
and-dash line position shown in Fig. 83, and con
sequently, when the cam 995 moves the bar 1001 
to the left, which it does during each of the 
several operations which are required to print II 
all of the various data on the check 152, as shown ' 

66 
counter-clockwise movement of the lever 1041 
wlIl rock the pawl 1012 counter-clockwise and 
disengage its nose from the shoulder 1013 on 
the bar 1001, whereupon a spring 1045, connected 
to the operating arm 1009 (Fig. 1CJ1) will move 
the bar 1001 toward the right from the position 

in Fig. 71, the pin 1011 on ,the pawl 1002 wlIl shown in Fig. a5 until it is stopped by the nose 
strike the camming surface 1031 on the arm 1018 of a pawl 1048 (Figs. 85 and 102) contacting a 
and rock the pawl coUnter-clockwise so that it shoulder 1041 of the bar 1001. . 
will be moved out of the path of the block 1003 10 Now, when the bar 1001 is in this position, the 
on the rack 992. Consequently the rack 992 will nose of the pawl 1008 is in engagement with the 
not be moved during the several operations of left-hand one of the teeth 1032 on the bar 1004, 
the cam 995 during the printing of certain data so that, when the cam 1008 rotates during the 
on the check 152. cycle of operation in which the first print occurs, 

The camming of the arm 1026 takes place be- 15. the cam moves the-bar 1001 to the left and the 
fore the bar 1001 reaches its returned right-hand pawl 1006 drives the bar 1004 and the rack 992 
position, as shown in Fig. 83, and, during the one step, to turn the feed rollers 964 clockwise 
time this bar is traveling, the pin 11111, of course, to feed the check 152 from the first print pOSition 
rides along the top surface of the arm 1018, and to the second print position. 
the spring 1020 is merely stretched. However, as 20 This same movement of the .parts occurs dui-
soon as the pin 1011 passes the right end of the ing the operation of the printing of the overtime 
lever, then the spring 1020 can do its work and hours and overtime earnings, which is the second 
move the arm 1018 up into the dot-and-dash print, thus feeding the check 152 to the third 
line position shown in Fig. 83. print position so that the gross pay can be printed 

It will be remembered that, during this move- 25 during the operation designated as third print. 
ment of the bar 100 I to the right and the rack As the check 152 is fed up to the second print 
992 back to the pOSition shown in Fig. 87, where position, the rack 992 is retained in that second 
the shoulder 1005 on the bar 1004 contacts the print position by the nose of a pawl 1048 pivoted 
pawl 1006, it leaves the check 152 in first print on the stud 1014 engaging retaining teeth 1049 
position (Fig_ 71). Now the hours and earnings 30 iIi the bottom of the rack 992. A spring 1050 
are printed on the first line of the check in holds the nose of the pawl 1048 against the teeth 
column 12 thereof. The next two operations, to 1049 on the rack 992. It might be well to state 
feed the check 152 to the second print position, here that the pawl 1046 is rigidly secured to the 
and the third print position, are effected by the pawl 1048, as shown In Fig. 102. 
pawl 1006 in cooperation with a series of teeth 35 The timing for permitting the counter-clock-
1032 on the bar 1004 in a manner now to be wise movement of the lever 1041 (Fig. 85) under 
described. - - the infiuence of its spring 1042 is controlled by 

It will be recalled that the bar 1001 is stopped companion cams 1051 and 1052 (Fig. 84, and 
In the position shown in Fig_ 85 by the pawl 1012 shown in space 15 of the time chart, Fig. 109), 
engaging the shoulder 1013 when the check 152 40 which cooperate with a bell crank 1053 journaled 
has been fed backward from the initial movement on the shaft 131. Secured -to the bell crank 1053 
position to the first print position. From hereon is an arm 1054 carrying a stud engaged by a 
to the various second and third print positions, forked arm 1055, which is secured to a shaft 1058 
the feeding is controlled by a group of selecting carried by the printer frames 131 to 134 inclusive, 
plates, one of which is shown in Fig. 85 and which 45 shown in Figs. 42--A and 42-B. Also secured 
are designated in space 3 of the control chart to this shaft 1058 is an arm (051 having a pin 
(Fig. 65) imd are numbered plate group IDCO. 1058 cooperating with a lever 1059 pivoted on a 
These plates are also shown in Fig. 57-B. There stud 1060 mounted on the printer frame 134 .. A 
are only two plates in this group, plate No. 1 link I 061. connects the lever 1059 with the lever 
being omitted. Plate No. 2 Is controlled by the 50 1041 . ... . 
row 2 differential, and plate No_ 3 is controlled D~rin~'Hi~,timethe cam 995 allows the check 
by the row 1 differential. 152 to be 'backed· UP from the initial position, 

It will be recalled that the plate No.2, accord- shown in FIg; 7"i: to the first print position, the 
ing to the control chart In space 3 of Fig. 65, and cams 1051 and 1052 function to allow the feeler 
also as shown in Fig. 85, has notches in the 55 lever 1041 to be rocked counter-clockwise to feel 
Roma.n 0, V, VI, VIU, and IX positions. This for the notches in the plate group 1040 by rock-
means that, whenever the differential of row 2 ing the bell crank. 1053 and the arm 1054 clock-
stops in anyone of those positions, the notch wise, which, through the arm 1055, rocks the 
will be presented to the upper feeler of the feeler shaft 1058 and the arm 1051 -counter-clockwise, 
block 161, which is carried by a feeler lever 1041 60 whereupon the pin 1058 is moved away from the 
pivoted on the shaft 162 and having a spring lower pari of the lever 1059, thus allowing the 
1042 connected thereto normally urging the lever spring 1042 to rock the lever 1041 counter::'clock-
1041 in a counter-clockwise direction. The plate wise to feel for the notches In the plate group 
No. 3 of this plate, group 1040 has a notch in the 1040 to control the pawl 1012 in the manner 
Roman 0 position, which is the add position for 66 previously described. 
the differential in'row 1. Therefore, in adding After the first print is made, the cams 1051 
operations, whenever the row 2 differential stops and 1052 function again during this first print 
in any of the positions designated in space 3, the operation, to allow the feeler lever 1041 to func-
lever lOCI can be rocked counter-clockwise be- tion to lower the pawl 1012 so that the bar 1001 
cause the upper finger of the feeler block 161 70 may be moved to the right to bring the pawl 1006 
will find notches and thus permit such counter- into cooperation with the left-hand one of the 
clockwise rockIng of the lever lOCI by the sprIng teeth 1032, so that the check may be fed to the 
1042. Pivoted to the lever 1041'is a link 1043 second print position by the pawl 1006 upon op-
forked at Its lower end to engage a stud t 044 eration of the cam 1008. 
carried by the pawl 1012.· Therefore, the 76 After the second print, the same thing happens 
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again. and the check 152 is fed to the third print 
position so that the gross may be printed. 

After the gross is printed., it will be noted in 
Fig. 71 that the check 152 is backed up to the 
first deduction or fourth print posUion. The 
means for backing the check up to the fourth 
print po~ltion for first line deduction will now 
be described. 

68 
has a finger 1111 held in cOl;ltact With a stud 10.1 
on the frame ,Ie by a spr1ne 'II'. 

During the flrst part of the operation which 
prints the first dedUction, the bar 1001, when 

I it is moved to the left,. will cause the pawl 1001 
to engage the shoulder 1101 on the bar 100C 
and mOVe it slightly to the left, which w1l1 cause 
the rack 112 to be moved slightly to the left to 
positively aline the check '12 in the first de
duction or fourth print position, which is exactly 
the same position that it occupied for the first 
print when the hours and earnings were printed. 

After the printing of the first deduction, the 
check '12 again gets surcessive feeds by means 

This mechanism is shown particularly in Fig. 
100 and Is controlled by notched plates under 10 
control of the row land row 2 differentIals. 
These nlates have been given plate gronp num
ber 11111 and are shown in the control chart in 
soace 2, Fig. 65, in Fig. 100, and also in Fig. 
57-A. 11 of the pawl 'Oil and the bar IIDC to print the 

second, third, fourth, and fifth deductions by 
moving the check '12 to the fifth, sixth, seventh, 
and eighth print positions, as shown in Fig. 71. 

CompanIon cams '011 and 1011, which are 
shown in space 18 of the time chart, coooerate 
with a bell crank 101. pivoted on the shaft 131. 
This bell crank is connectoo by a link '019 to 
a lever 1110 pivoted at '811 on a feeler lever 
,on pivoted on the shaft 162 and having a soring 
'111 tending to rock the lever counter-clockwise. 
The lever 1112 has the regular feeler block 161 
secured thereto, to cooperate with the plate 
group '081. As shown in space 20f Fig. 65, the 
plate No. 2 has notches in the 0 to the 8 posi
tions, leaving a high snot in the No. 9 Arabic 
position only. On the Roman positions. all high 
spots are cut off. In connection with this par
ticular plate grOUP, it is the high points that 
control rather than the notches, and conse
quently, when the row 2 differential goes to 
the 9 position and finds a high snot, the lever 
1112 (Fig. 100) will not be rocked counter
clockwise when the cams '088 and 1061 are oper
ated because the lower finger of the feeler block 
111 w11l contact a high sPOt In the ninth pOSi
tion of plate No.2, which is the position where 
the row 2 differential stops automatically when 
the Gross key '82 is operated to select the plus 
side of the cro~~footer to print the employee's 
gross pay on the check. The Gross key in row 
1 being in the third position, the plate No. 3 has 
notches in all positions except this 3 position, as 
shown by the chart, and consequently this plate 
also will be contacted by the lower feeler of the 
block 161 in the third position, which again 
prevents movement of the lever 1012 counter
clockwise. Since the lever 1012 cannot move 
counter-clockwise, the lever 1110 will pivot 
around the pivot pin 101 I and, by its engage
ment with a stud 1014 on an arm 1015 journaled 
on the rod 744, will rock this arm IOT5 counter
clockwise, which, through a pin 1016, will rock 
an arm Ion and a shaft IOT8, to which it Is 
fastened, in a clockwise direction. Also fast to 
the shaft 1018 is an arm 1019 having a pin 1080 
engaged by a slide 1081, which slides on the stud 
993 and a stud 1082 (FIg. 89) carried by the 
bar lOOT. This clockwise movement of the arm 
lOT 9 moves the slide 1081 to the right (Fig. 89), 
whereupon a finger 1083 thereof, by its contact 
with a roller 1084 carried by the pawl IOC8, rocks 
said pawl IOC8 counter-clockwise to disengage 
its nose from the teeth 10ca on the rack 192. 
At the same time, another finger 1085 on the 
slide 1081 contacts a pin I Dill on the pawl 1006 
and rocks said pawl counter-clockwise and dis
engages it from the bar I ~OC, at which time, since 
both pawls r006,and 1048 are disengaged from 
the bar I DOC and the teeth 1049, the spring 1011 
moves the rack from wherever it is sitting to the 
right untll its right-hand end contacts an arm 
'.81 secured to the shaft 'OSI. This arm 1081 

After the printing of the last dedUction, the 
20 operator is then ready to strike the Net pay key 

'62 to print the net pay of the· employee on 
the check, which will, as has been previously 
described, be the difference between his gross pay 
and the deductio~s. The net pay, as shown in 

23 Fig. 24, which shows a facs1m1le of the check, 
is always printed in the same position on the 
check, which happens to be opposite the fourth 
deduction, which has been designated the ninth 
print position in Fig. 71, and it can be seen 

30 that the check is in alinement with the fourth 
deduction or seventh print position. . 

The means for feeding the check to this ninth 
print or net pay position will now be described, 
with particular reference to Figs. 65, 95 and 

315 96. ' 
The feed of the check 112 to the ninth print 

or net pay position is also under the control of 
selecting plates which have been numbered plate 
group No. 1095. These are shown in FIg. 57-A 

40 in space 7 of the control chart (Fig. 65), and 
partly in Fig. 95. Se<;ured to the feed shaft 966 
is a gear 10111 (Fig. 95), which is adapted to be 
driven by a rack Ion slidably mounted on a 

45 stud 1018 at its left end and between studs 1099, 
all of which are carried by the printer frame 
'13. Mounted adjacent the rack lOll on the 
stud '018 and between the studs '011 is a bar 
'100 having a stud 110' engaged by an arm '102 

50 pivoted on a stud 'III ca.rried by the printer 
frame '31. The arm 1112 has a roller 1I0C 
held by a spring r I II in contact With a cam 
I '01, Which is secured to the printer drive shaft 
310. The bs.r 1111 ca.rries a pivoted pawl 1107 

55 having a stud ' .. I held by a spring '101 in con
tact with a foot I' II of an arm "" secured to 
a hub 1112, which in turn has fastened to it a 
feeler lever "II, which carries the regular feeler 
block 111 and has attached thereto a spring IIIC 

60 tending to rock the lever 'I' a and the arm IIII 
in a counter-Clockwise direction. The lever 1113 
is held in contact with a stud "II on an arm 
1111, which is secured to the shaft 112, which, 
it will be recalled, is given a counter-Clockwise 

65 movement and then a return clockwise movement 
to normal position once during each operation of 
the machine. 

When this shaft 112 is rocked counter-clock
wise, the arm "" is rocked and moves the stud 
11111 away from the lever I' II, whereupon the 

70 spring I' IC will rock the feeler lever I' 'I coUnter
clockwise, and the lower fingers of the lever and 
of the block 111, if they 1bld notches in all of 
the' plates of the plate group 1It1, will be rocked 

75 far enough to raise the arm '1'1, whereupon the 
sprIng III. wUI rock the pawl 1111 clockwise, 
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placing its left end in the path of a shoulder 1111 
on the rack 1091. 

By referring to Fig. 65 and space 7 thereof, it 
will be noted that plate No.1, which is controlled 
by the check feeler, has a notch in the zero Arabic a 
position, which is opposite the lower finger of 
the lever 8 113. The plate No. 2 has a notch in 
the ninth Arllibic position, and, since this plate 
is controlled by the row 2 differential, which dur

70 
from the shoulder 1121 of the sleeve 1120, and 
consequently this sleeve 1120 will not be driven 
wIth the shaft 310 during operations of the ma
chine in which there is no check 152 present to 
receive printing, and consequently none of the 
cams 811, 9111, 1008, or 8 119 will be operated dur
Ing such operations. 

Check ejector mechanism 

ing this Net pay operation is moved to its ninth 10 After the net pay has been printed on the check 
position, the lower finger of the block 181 will liZ, the check is ejected and inverted during the 
be opposite the notch in this plate No.2. The ejection operation, so that the checks will be 
plate No.3 has a notch in the 1 position, which stacked in their proper numerical order. The 
is the Net pay position of row 1, and consequently stack of checks rests on a shelf 1130 (Fig. 1) near 
the feeler block 161 and the feeler lever 1113 115 the center part of the machine underneath the 
will find notches, thus permitting the spring 1114 check gUide 96 I. . 
to raise the arm 1111, whereupon the pawl 1101 This check ejector mechanism is shown in Figs. 
will be moved into the path of the shoulder 1111 66, 67, 79 to 82, and 104. . With the defiector 
on the rack ! 091. After this happens, the cam 862 in the normal position, shown in Figs. 67 
1106 rocks the arm 1102 and moves the bar 1100 20 and 71, and also 79, the operator inserts the check 
to the left, whereupon the pawl 1101 will pick· I&Z up against the stop 963, as shown. This in-
up the shoulder 1111 and move the rack iOn to sertlon, of course, is made underneath the de-
the Net payor ninth print position, as shown llector -962. After this insertion, the feed rollers 
in Fig. 71. This is assuming, of course, that the 984 are rotated to feed the check 152 to receive 
rack 1091 is sitting in the position shown in Fig. 23 the several prints as indicated in Fig. 71, by the 
96. However, this rack may be in a position a means which has been described previously. Dur-
considerable amount to the left of that shown ing the printing of the last two or three deduc':' 
in Fig. 96, and, if such is the case, then the pawl tions, the check .52 will be fed into the position 
1101 will simply move idly to the left upon move- shown in Fig. 82, the deflector 962 having been 
ment of the bar liDO, and, when the rack &92 is :so moved from the position shown in Fig. 79 down 
released to the action of its spring 10 II, a spring . to the position shown in Fig. 82 prior to this time, 
1118, secured to the rack lOn, will move the and then, after the operation of the Net pay 
rack 1091 along with the rack 992, and, since key· and during the time the net pay is printed, 
they are geared together through their gears 1091 or immediately thereafter, the check 152 still re-
and 991, they will always assume the same post- , 33 mains in substantially the position shown in Fig. 
tion, and, if the rack 1091 is being moved to the 82, where it is then ready to be ejected from the 
right by its spring 1118, it will move until the machine by the ejecting mechanism and at the 
shoulder 1111 contaCts the pawl IIOT, which is same time automatically inverted so as to main-
being moved toward the left by the cam 1108 to tain the proper sequential numerical or alpha-
a definite position, which definite position is the. (Obetical order of the checks as they are stacked 
Net payor ninth print position, as shown in on the shelf 1130. 
Fig. 71. The dellector 962 is secured to a shaft 1132, 

The means for operating or driving the tension which is carried by the check gUide 961. Also 
roll cam 915, the check feed cam 995, the check fastened to the shaft 1132 is an arm 1133 car-
feed cam 1008, and a check ejector cam 11.1, all (5 rying a phi engaged by an arm 1134, which is 
of which are secured to the sleeve 918 (Figs. pivoted on a shaft 1135 carried by brackets 1136 
46-B and 94), will now be described. secured to the tie bar 138. The arm 1134 has a 

The sleeve 916, as previously stated, is journal- finger 1131 held in contact with a stud 1138 on a 
led on the printer drive shaft 310. Secured to lever 1145 by a spring 1139 stretched between a 
this sleeve 916 is another sleeve 1120 having an 50 stud on the arm 1134 and the stud 1138. 
integral shOUlder 1121. Secured to the printer The lever 114& is also pivotally mounted upon 
drive shaft adjacent the shoulder 1121 of the the shaft 1135 and has a finger 1140 normally 
sleeve 1120 is a plate 1122 (Figs. 93 and 94) held in contact with a stud 1141 on the frame 
carrying a driving pawl 1123 held by a spring 114 by a spring 1142. Secured to the shaft 1131 
1124 in contact with the shoulder 1121, and con- 55 is an operating arm 1143, shown in the normal' 
sequently, when the shaft 310 is rotated clock- position in Fig. 80. 
wise, as long as the pawl 1123 is in engagement The shaft 1131 is adapted, by means to be de-
with the shoulder 1121, all of the cams 915, 995, scribed hereinafter, to be given first a clockwise 
1008, and 1119 will be driven along with the movement and then a counter-clockwise move-
shaft 310. A retaining pawl 1125 prevents any 60ment back to its normal position. Upon the 
retrograde movement of the shoulder 112 I and clockwise movement of the shaft 1135, the arm 
cams. 1143 engages a stud 1144 carried by the lever 

Referring to Figs. 90 and 91, it will be recalled '1141 and rocks said lever clockwise, whereupon 
that, whenever there is no check 152 in the ma- the spring 1139 causes the finger 1131 to remain 
chine, the feeler 858 will cause the lever 888 to 65 in contact with the stud 1138 of the lever 1145 
be rocked clockwise, and, when this occurs, a and consequently rocks the arm 1134 clockwise, 
stud 1126 thereon will rock an arm 1121 counter- thus rocking ,the arm 1133 and the dellector 862 
clockwise, as viewed in Fig. 91. This arm 1121 counter-clockwise from the position shown in 
is secured to the rod 882, which also has secured Figs. 79 and 80 to that shown in Fig. 82. 
thereto an arm 1128, which, when the rod 882 70·· The means for rOCking the shaft 1131 and hold-
is moved counter-clockwise, is placed in the path ing it will now be described. Secured to the shaft 
of a tail 1129 on the pawl 1123. Consequently, 1135 is a· pinion 1150 (Figs. 66, 79, and 104) , 
when the plate 1122 is driven clockwise by the meshing with a rack 1151 slidably supported on 
shaft 310 when the tail 1129 of the pawll1Z3 con- a 'stUd 1152 carried by the frame 134 and the 
tacts the arm 1128, said pawl will ,be disengaged 71S shaft 131. This, r.ack 1151 has a spring 1111 at-

. ~ , 
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tached thereto. normally ureing the rack toward Up 1111. to which ill secured an' arcuate-shaped 
the right. as viewed In PIg. 79. The, rack 1111 ftnger 1111. with which cooperatea a gripping 
carries a small rack 1114 meshing with a plnlon ftriger 1111 of a lever 1114 .plvoted on a pin 1111 
Ilis journaled on the shaft 111. Secured to the carried by the plate Ill •• 
pinion 11111s i. smaller pinion 1111 meshing with I In the normal positions of the parts. as shown 
a gear segment 1111 pivoted on a stud III. car- In Pigs. 79 and 81. a spring 1111. 'connected to a 
ried by the printer frames I S4 and III. Secured stud. 1111 on the lever I n 4 and to a stdd 1111 
to the segment 1111 ill an arm 1111 carrying a on the plate 111', urges the gripping finger 
roller III. cooperatinlwith the previously men- 1111 towards the inner side of the flnger 1112, but, 
tioned cam 1111, which, it wlll be remembered. Is 10 the finger 1111 Is held away from the flngp.r 1112 
fast to the sleeve '111 and Is driven through the by means to be later described. The lever 1114 
clutch drive me¢han1sm shown in PIgs. 93 and H. also carries a pin III. (Flg. 82) for cooperating 

To assist in holding the segment 1111 In the with a driving arm 1111, which also cooperates 
normal position shown In Pig. 79, the segment with a pin 1112 carried by the plate 1110. 
has an integral arm 1111 engaged by a pin 1112 15 The lever 1114 (FIg. 81) carries a roller II1I 
on a spring-drawn arm 1111 pivoted on a stud projecting through an opening 1111 In the plate 
1184 carried by the frame III. ThIs arm 1111 1110 to cooperate with a cam 1111, which is an-
lies between the cam 111 and the cam 11I1 and guIarlY adjustable around the shaft 1111. For 
Is adapted to be actuated by a roller 1111 sup- this purpose of adjustment. the plate 1111 has a 
ported by the cams 111 and 1111. . !O pair of studs 1111, which project through concen-

The timing for the cam II Ills shown In sp&ce trlc slots III. In the bracket 1111. By means of 
16 of the time chart (Flg. 109) and shows that the slots III. and the studs 1111. the cam plate 
the deflector Is closed, beginning at 60 degrees 1111 can be angularly adjusted around the shaft 
and ending at 160 degrees, which occurs during 1111 to bring Its control surface 11.0 into the de-
the initial movement operation of the check in- 25 sired position to cooperate with the roller 1111 of 
dicated in Flg. 71. At this time, thl! cam 1111. the lever 1114. After the control surface lila has 
through the arm 1111. the segment 1111, the rack been' adjusted to the proper position. the cam 
1154, and the gears 115S and '1111, moves the plate 1111 Is locked In this adjusted position by 
rack 1111 from the position shown In Fig. 79 to- means of nuts 1111. In the normal position (Flg. 
ward the left until a notch 1111 of the rack 1111 ao 8ll. the cam surface III', by its contact with the 
is positioned beneath a block 1111 on a crank roller 1111, holds the gripPing finger 1111 away 
arm 1168 (Fig. 66) pivoted on the stud Ill. ThIs from the finger 1112 and against the tension of 
crank arm 1118 is forked t" engage a stud III. the spring 1111. 
on the previously described tenSion roll retaining DurIng the 1n1t1al movement of the check. the 
latch 984.. 35 rack 1111 Is moved to the left In the manner de-

When this latch .14 Is moved from the position scribed above. DurIng this movement of the rack 
shown in FIg. 66 to· that shown in Flg. 103, it to the left, which rotates the shaft 1115 clock-
rocks the arm II .. counter-clockwise after the wise, ·the operating arms. 1111 are, of course, 
notch 111& has been moved beneath the block moved clockwise, and the floating or loosely 
1161, and consequently this block w1ll then en- '0 mounted plates I 110 move clockwise. keeping the 
ter the notch 1111 and retain the rack 1151 In Pins 1112 against the arm II a I due to the fact 
its left-hand position, thus holding the spring that most of the weight of the plates 1110 Is in 
1153 under tension. ThIs position of the rack the normal position on the right-hand side of the 
1151 Is maintained, as above mentioned. untll it shaft 1111. 
is time to eject the check during the net pay op- 45 During the first part of the clockwise move-
eration. ment of the plates 1111, the surfaces 1190 of the 

The high part of the cam 1111 causes a sUght stationary cams 1181 hold the fingers 1113 away 
clearance between the left edge of the block from the fingers 1112. Then. as the rollers 1185 
1161 and the left side of the notch 11.1.80 that. leave the surfaces IlIa, the springs I ill rock the 
when it is time for the latch .14 to be released 50 levers 1114 clockwise on their pins 1111 until the 
from the pin III; which Is occasioned by means fingers 1111 contact the fingers 1112. At this 
to be described hereinafter. under control of a time. there Is no check between the fingers 1112 
group of control plates. such mechanism w1ll not and I 113. 
have to overcome the full power of the stretched However. as the arms I!II continue their clock-
spring 1111. . 55 wise movement, the gap between the arms and the 

When this release of the latch 1.4 from the pin pins III. on the gripping levers 1114 will be 
983 occurs, the arm 1,.1 wlll be rocked clockwise, closed. and the arms IIII continue to carry the 
and conSeqUently the rack 1111 w1ll be released plates 1110 clockwise until the parts reach the 
to the action of the tension spring 1111. which position shown In Plg. 82. 
wlll very rapidly draw the rack IIII to the right. 60 When the plates 1110 have reached this posi-
to rapidly rotate the shaft 1135 through the pln- tion, a stud 1114 on each plate contacts a square 
ion 1150 in a counter-clockwise direction to eject stud 1195 on each stationary bracket 1116, thus 
and invert the check liZ, which has been placed stopPing the clockwise movement of the plates 
in the position shown In Flg. 82. I Ill. After this. the shaft 113S and the arms 

During the ejecting movement, In order to per- 65 1111 have stlll a slight clockwise movement to go 
mit the feed bar 1104 (Figs. 83,85, and 89) to re- to reach the maximum position of their clockwise 
turn to its home position, the pawl •• " Is dis- rotation, during which time the arms 1181, 
engaged from the teeth 1112 by contact of the through their engagement with the pins 1180, 
tail of the pawl 1001 with a cam stud 1111 on rock the levers 1114 counter-clockwise around 
the frame 114. 70 their pivot pins I Ill, thus opening the gripping 

The means for so ejecting and inverting the fingers I Ill. or. In other words, moving these 
check wiil now be described. ThIs ejecting and fingers 1111 away from the inside of the fingers 
inverting mechanism includes a pair of substan- I 112, so that the check 152 may be fed between 
tia1ly circular plates 1111 freely mounted on the.. the fingers 1112 and the fingers 1111, as shown 
shaft 1111. Each plate· 1111 has a right-angled 75 in Fig. 82. In this figure, the check 152 is shown 
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as just entering the space between the fingers 
1112 and lila. and during the net pay operation 

printed upon during analysis operations. and the 
o and 6 notcheS in plate No. 3 on the Arabic 
side are used In combination with the notches 
2, 3, and 4 of plate 2 during the analysis opera-

it will be fed farther on to the.left, just prior to 
the time that the ejecting and inverting take 
place. 5 tion. The plate No. 2 also has notches in the 

Roman n, IV. and IX positions.· the n and IV 
positions of which are for analysis, and the plate 
No. 3 has notches in the 0, IV, and V Roman po-

After all of the printing has taken place on the 
check 152 during the net payor ninth print 
operation, according to Fig. 71, the arm 984, 
uncier control of means to be described herein
after, releases the block 1181 from the notch IIII 10 
in the rack III t. 

Upon the release of the block 1161 from the 
notch 1166, the tensioned spring II &J very rapidly 
moves the rack 1111 I to the right to rapidly rotate 
the shaft 1135 and the arms 1181 in a counter- 15 
clockwise direction to their normal positiqns. 
During the very first part of this counter-clock
wise movement of the arms 1181. they move away 
from the pins 1180 and contact the pins 1182 on 
the plates 1110. As the arms 1111 leave the pins 20 
1180 on the levers 1114, the springs 1116 rock the 
levers 1114, thus causing the fingers 1113 to firmly 
grip the check 1112 between themselves and the 
inner side of the fingers 1112. 

sitiOns. which are also used during analysiS. 
Plate No. 2 has a notch in the Roman IX posi
tion, which corresponds to the 9 position of the 
row 2 differential, which is selected during the 
net pay operation in order to obtain the em
ployee's net pay from the crossfooter, and the 
Roman I pOSition is notched in plate 3 because 
this is the position which corresponds to the Net 
pay key 162. In other words, the plate 2 must 
be in the 9 position and the plate 3 must be In 
the 1 position in order that the feeler mechanism 
may be operated properly to control the release 
of the latch 984 from the pin 983 to effect an 
operation of the check ejecting mechanism which 
has just been described. . 

Referring now particularly to Figs. 66, 67. and 
84, there is a feeler lever 1201, piVoted on the 
shaft 162, which has a spring 1202 tending to 
rock this lever counter-clockwise. Pivoted to 
the lever 120 I is a link 1203, which is also pivoted 
to an arm 1204 mounted on the stud f 060 and 

Now the further counter-clockwise rotation of 25 
the arms 1181 by their engagement with the pins 
1182 rocks the plates 1118 counter-clockwise, 
whereupon the fingers 1112 and I 113 eject the 
check 152 from the machine. During this ejec
tion of the check, it is inverted, and its leading 
edge eventually comes into contact with the edges 

30 drawn by the spring 1202 against a stud 1205 
in an arm 1206, which is fast to the shaft 10116. 

It will be remembered that the shaft r8&6· is 
first rocked clockwise and then counter-clockwise 
by the cams 1051 and 1052 of Fig. 84. During' 

of the brackets 1136. However, just prior to the 
contact of the leading edge of the check 152 with 
the brackets 1136, the rollers 1185 of the levers 
1114 have contacted the high surfaces 1190 of the 
cams 1181, thus rocking the levers i 114 counter
clockwise against the action of the springs 1116, 
thereby opening up the fingers 1113 and 1112 or, 
in other words, removing the fingers sa 13 from 
the check 152, thus leaving the check free to drop 
upon the shelf fl3o. 

35 the clockwise movement of the shaft 1056, the 
stud 1205 is moved awaY from the arm 1204. 
whereupon the spring 1202 causes the lower end 
of the arm 1204 to follow the stud 1205 and 
move the link 1203 to the left to rock the lever 

40 120 I counter-clockwise, assuming that the plate 
No.2 has been set in the 9 position and the plate 
No. 1 In the 1 pOSition, whereupon the upper 
finger of the feeler block 161, carried by the 

Now, upon the further counter-clockwise move
ment of the plates 1110 to their normal posi
tions, since the leading edge of the check is con
tacting the edge of the brackets 113&, the check 45 
cannot move any farther, and cOIJ,Sequently the 
open fingers 1113 and 1112 will be moved past 
the edges of the check 152, whereupon it will fall 
onto the shelf 113a, shown In Figs. 1 and 79. 
. It might be stated here that, at the time the 50 

plates 1110 are being rocked clockwise, the rollers 
1185 of the levers 1114 contact the high surfaces 
1190 of the stationary cams 1181 and open the 
fingers 1112 and 1113, but during tIPs time, since 
there is no check or statement between the 55 
fingers, this movement is merely an idle one, and, 
as soon as the rollers 11811 pass off tIle upper sides 
of the high surfaces 1190, the springs 111& rock 
the levers I 114 into a position whereby the fingers 
1113 again contact the inside of the fingers 1112. 60 

The means for releasing the latch 984 (Figs. 
66 and 103) from the pin 983 on· the tension 
roller bell crank 911 is under control of a group 
of selector plates; whic~ are desJBnated plate 
group 1200 and are shown in Figs. 57-B and 84 65 
and in space 4 of the chart diagram (Fig. 65). 
There are only two plates In this group, plate 
No. 2 being controlled by the differential of row 

lever 120 I, will enter the notches in the two 
plates Nos. 2 and 3 of plate group 1200. The 
link 1203 carries a pin 1201, which, when the 
link 1203 is moved to the left, contacts an arm 
1208 fast on the shaft 985 and rocks said shaft 
counter-clockwise, thus releasing the latch 984 
from the pin 983 to release the block 1161 from 
the notch 1166 of the rack 1151, whereupon the 
spring 1153 actuates the check ejector mecha
nism in the manner just described. 

However, before this check ejector mechanism 
can be actuated, it is necessary that the pawl 
1048 (Fig. 84) be disengaged from the teeth 1049 
of the rack 992 and that the pawl 1012 be dis
engaged from the shoulder I 0 13 of the bar 1001 
and that the pawl 1046 be moved out of the path 
of the shOUlder 1041 on the bar 1001. 

In other words, in order for these pawls to be 
disengaged, it is therefore necessary that the 
upper feeler of the block 161 on the lever 120 I 
find notches in the Roman IX position of plate 
2 and in the Roman I pOSition of plate No.3. 
which are controlled by the differentials of rows 
2 and I, respectively. When this occurs, then, 
as above mentioned, the lever 120 I will be rocked 
counter-clockwise by its spring 1202, whereupon 2 and plate No. 3 being controlled by the differ

ential of row 1. The control chart in Fig. 65 
shows that plate No. 2 has notcheS in the 2, 3, 
and 4 Arabic positions and that the plate No. 3 
has notches in the 0 and 6 Arabic pOSitions. The 
notches 2, 3, and 4 of plate 2 are to cause the 
ejection of the ticket III (Fig. 25). which Is 

70 a link 1209, pivoted to the lever 120 I, will .be 
moved downwardly. This link is forked to sur
round a stud 1210 of an arm 1211 pivoted on the 
stud 1014. The outer end of the stud 1210 is 
cut· in a half-round, as shown in Figs. 84 and 

75 102, which half-round overlies the half-round 
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section of another stud 1212, carried by the pawl 
1048. 
. Consequently, when the link 1201 is lowered, 
the arm 1211 is rocked counter"'clockwise and the 
half-round section of the stud 1210, through its 
engagement with the half-round section of the 
stud 1212, rocks the pawl lOCI counter-clockwise, 
thus disengaging its operating nose from the 
teeth I 041 on the rack 812. Since the pawl 1011 
is rigiclly secured to the pawl 10ea, the nose of 
this pawl 10ca will be moved downwardly out of 
the path of the shoulder IOU on the bar Ian. 
The arm 1211 is integral with a bail !213, which 
is secured to an arm 1214 also pivoted on the 
stUd 1014, which arm overlies the stud 1044 of 
the pawl 1012; consequently, when the arm 1211 
is rocked counter-clockwise by the link 1208, the 
bail 1213 and the arm 1214 are rocked. likewise, 
whereupon the pawl 1012 is moved counter
clockwise to disengage its operating nose from 
the shoulder 10 13 of the bar Ian. 

By the mechanism just described, all of the 
printer feeding mechanism is restored to its 
normal position, and the tension rollers 861i are 
moved upwardly by the clockWise rocking of the 
shaft 969 under the action of the spring 18. 
when the arm 184 was released from "the pin III 
of the bell crank 818. 

In order to insure that the check 11i2 is fully 
free from the rollers IIIi and 1&4 above the stop 
963 and to prevent the stop 9&3 from striking 
the paper, the return of the stops 163 to their 
normal positions is slightly delayed by the fol-· 
lowing. mechanism. 

Pivoted on the stud 1152 is a crank arm 1215, 
which is moved into the position shown in Fig. 
103 by a stud 1216 on the rack 1151 as the rack 
is moved from the position shown in FIg. 79 te 
the left to the position shown in Fig. 103. This. 
through a link 1211, which is pivoted to the crank 
988, rocks the crank 988 into the position shown 
in Fig. 103, wherein it is beneath the pin 189 on 
the link 980, which holds the stops 963 down into 
the position shown in Fig. 103. When the rack 
1151 is moved to the right by the spring 1153 to 
eject the check 152, an arm 1211, integral with 
the crank 1215, is held in the position shown in 
Fig. 103 until after the stud 1216 passes from be
neath this arm 1218, which gives the check sum
cient time and makes it positively rure that the 
check is out from between the rollers 965, which 
have been raised in the manner previously de
scribed upon the release of the arm 984 from 
the pin 983 so that the spring 910 can move the 
crank 988 and consequently the shaft 181 and 
the arm 986 counter-clockwise when the pin 98. 
is moved to the left off of the projecting finger 
of the crank 988, so that, under the action of 
the spring 990, the fingers or stops 963 will be 
moved UP into their normal positions, ready to 
stop a second hand-inserted check 152 in the 
poSition shown in Fig. 71. 

SUmmaTlI feed and space and line selection 

It will be recalled that the payroll summary 
151 (Fig. 28) carries the names of several em
ployees, the number depending upon the particu
lar system which the company uses that writes 
payroll checks on the machine shown in this in
vention. 

As shown in Fig. 28, there is a space allotted 
to each employee, and in this space are shown 
two lines of printing; for example, in column 2 
the Gross pay is in the top line of the space and 
the Net pay is in the bottom line of the space, 

76 
in connection, for example, with John Doe, the 
employee whose complete records are shown in 
the first space of the payroll summary. The 
consecutive number is in the bottom line of the 

15 epace. The deductions may be in the top line 
or the bottom line or in both lines of any par
ticular column, depending upon what the deduc
tionsare. In connection with this 'present in
vention, there is special novel means for selecting 

10 either the top line or the bottom line of the space 
under control of the keys in rows I, 2, 3, and 4. 

There is also a novel mechanism to feed the 
summary 151 from the bottom line of one space
for example, the space allotted to John Doe-to 

111 the top line of the next succeeding space-for 
example, the space allotted to Richard Roe
during the operation of the machine in which 
the prior earn1ngs is entered. Therefore, the 
summary will be set during the very next opera-

20 tion of the machine when the employee's number 
of hours and earnings for those hours are entered 
in the top line of the first space, so that the hours 
and the amount will be printed in the top line 
of the first space, as indicated in columns 3 and 4 

211 by the printing "&-40.00" and "R-50.00." 
The payroll summary 151 is adapted to be fed 

by three feed rollers 1248 (Fig. 45), which are 
secured to a shaft 1241 supported by the printer 
frames 131, lIZ, and 131, as shown in Fig. 42-,-A. 

30 . Cooperating with each of the feed rollers lUO 
is a tension roll 1242 (Fig. 68) carried by a yoke 
arm 1243 mounted under spring tension on a 
shaft 1244 supported by brackets IZ45 fastened 
to the base 123. The tension rolls and their 

35 arms 1241 Bre held in contact with the summary 
strip on top of the feed rollers 1240 under spring 
tension in exactly the same manner as the tension 
rollers 965 are held in contact with the check on . 
the feed rollers I", as described previously. 

40 Normally the tension rolls IZ42 are engaged 
with the feed rollers IZ4., as shown in Fig. 68, 
and, so that a payroll summary III can be in
serted in the machine to the proper pOSition so 
that it can be fed into position to receive the first 

45 print of the hours and the amount for those hours. 
the rolls IZ42 must be disengaged from the rollers 
IUO by a hand-operated lever IZ51. described 
later. The operator then puts the summary 151 
into the machine until the double line imme-

50 diately below the words "Employee's name" is in 
line with the front edge of a short bar 1246 (Fig. 
1). under which the edge of the payroll summary 
151 is placed when being inserted in the machine. 
After the insertion of the payroll summary into 

65 the machine. it is necessary to Move the tension 
rolls 1242 into engagement with the payroll sum
mary to grip it between them and the feed rollers 
1240 and also to remove the machine lock so 
that the machine can be releaSed for operation. 

GO This machine lock consists of a lever 1241 like 
the lever 911 of Fig. 66. This lever 1241 is con
nected by a link 1248 to an arm (not shown) se
cured to the shaft 128 (Figs. 33 and 34), which, 
it will be recalled,is connected to the release shaft 

cs:i 149, which is moved clockwise to operate the 
machine, and. when it is thus moved clockwise, 
the lever 1241 is rocked clockWise through the 
link 1241. However, as shown in Fig. 68, When 
the tension rolls are off, the lever 1248 cannot be 

70 rocked clockwise due to the fact that a lock arm 
1249, pivoted on the shaft 1241, is beneath a 
finger IZ!SO on the lever tZU. 

At the time the tension rolls 1242 are moved 
into active position, the lock arm 1249 is moved 

71 out of its locking position with relation to the 
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finger 1250 by the following meanS. . The . lock To release the tension rolls to insert and to 
arm 1249 has a finger 12IIt normally engaged by withdraw the sumuiary III, the operator moves 
a shoulder 1252 of an arm 1253 under the action the lever 12111 (Fig. 69) to the right, whereupon, 
of a spring 1254. This arm 12113 is loose on. a through the link 1218 and the arm 1260, the shaft 
shaft 1255 supported by the printer frames 131, 6 1215 is rocked counter-clockwise and the arm 
132, and 133. Pivoted on a stud 1256 on the 1216 moves the link Ina to the left, whereupon 
printer frame 131 is the above-mentioned hand- the Pin 1210 contacts the arm 1281 and rocks 
operated lever 1251 (Figs. 39 and 69), which is the shaft 1214 counter-clockwise, which raises 
mounted between the frame 131 and a guide plate the latch 1213, or, in other words, rocks it counter-
1258 secured to the frame II! 10: clockwise, and disengages its notch from the stud 

In Fig. 69, the lever 1251 is shown in its normal 1212, whereupon a spring 1282, attached to the 
position. When this lever is moved to the left, crank 1210, rocks the same counter-clockwise to 
to the "Tension' on" pOSition, indicated by dot- the position shown in Fig. 69, thus moving the 
and-dash lines, a link 1259 pivoted thereto, and stud 1212 under the main body of the upper arm 
also pivoted to an arm 1260 fast on the shaft 15 of the latch 1213. 
1255, rocks the shaft 1255 clockwise, whereupon At the same time the shaft 1255 is rocked 
a stud 1261 on an arm 1262 fast to the shaft counter-clockwise, the stud 1261 on the arm 1262 
1255 contacts the upper side of the arm 1253. rocks the lock arm 1249 from its released position 
rocking the same clockwise against the tension back into the position shown, whereupon its upper 
of the spring 1254 and releasing the shOulder 20 end is beneath the finger 1250 of the lever 1241, 
1252 from the finger 1251 of the lock arm 1249. thus preventing any clockwise movement of the 
whereupon a spring 1263, attached to the arm machine release shaft 149 while the tension rol-
1249. rocks the same counter-clockwise to move lers are disengaged from the feed rollers 1240. 
its upper end from beneath the finger 1250 of There is a. safety deVice in the machine to 
the lever 1241. At the same time, the finger 1251 25 prevent the tension rolls 1242 from being re-
will be engaged by a shoulder of the notch 1252 leased during the operation of the machine. 
to hold the latch arm 1249 in the unlocked posi- This device consists of a roller 1283 carried by 
tion so that the lever 1241 may be rocked clock- the crank 1210, which roller, after the crank 1210 
wise to allow the release shaft 149 to be rocked has been rocked clockwise by the movement of 
clockwise to release the machine for operation. 30 the link 1266 to the right, when the rolls 1242 are 

As the arm 1262 is rocked clockwise, an arm moved into ellective position, is moved down-
1264. integral with the arm 1262, contacts a stud wardly from the pOSition shown in Fig. 69, away 
1265 on a link 1266 and moves the link from from the smaller radii of a cam 1284 fast on 
the pOSition shown in Fig. 68 toward the right. the printer shaft 310. As this shaft is rotated 
whereupon a stud 1261, carried by the link 1266. 35 clockwise, the high part of the cam 1284 will 
rocks a forked arm 1268, which is fast to the be ,moved into contact with the roller 1283 and 
shaft 1244, counter-clockwise, thus allowing the thus block any movement of the crank 1210 by 
tension rolls 1242 to be moved down into contact its spring 1282, so that, even though the oper-

-~ with the summary on top of the feed rollers ator should move the lever 1251 to the right to 
under spring tension in exactly the same .man:" 40 release the tension rolls and lock the machine. 
ner that the rollers 965 of Fig. 103 are rocked it would be of no ellect, because the latch 1213 
down against the check which lies above·the feed would merely be rocked counter-clockwise and 
rollers 964 for the check. released from the stud 1212, but its spring 1215. 

The link 1266 is slidably mounted at its left as soon as the operator released the lever 1251. 
end on a shaft 1269 supported by the printer 45 would Immediately rock the latch 1213 aga:n 
frames 131, 132, and 133, and at its right end clockwise, whereupon the notch in the upper arm 
the link 1266 is pivoted to the upper end of. a of the latch would again engage the stud 1212 
crank arm 1210, which is journaled on a stud 1211 and hold the parts so that the tension rolls 
carried by the printer frame 133. Movement of 1242 would still remain in effective pOSition. 
the link i 266 to the right rocks the crank arm 50 Then, as the shaft 310 arrives at its normal posi-
1210. whereupon a stud 1212 thereon is moved tion, the lever 1251 may be moved clockwise to 
beneath a notch in a Jatch 1213 fast on a shaft release the tension rolls 1242 to withdraw the 
1214 carried by the printer frames 131, 132, and summary 1111 at the end of any operation fo~· 
133. A spring 1215 normally holds the latch lowing a net pay operation. 
against the stud 1212, and, as the stud 1212 55 . In order to feed the summary from the toP line 
is moved to the right, as viewed in Figs. 68 and of any space to the bottom line of that space, or 
69, the spring 1215 will rock the latch. whereupon from the bottom line of any space to the top line 
its notch will engage the stud 1212 and hold of the same space, and also to feed the summary 
the crank arm 1210 in its moved poSition, thus from the bottom line of one space to the top line 
mainta!n1ng the tension rolls 1242 in their ellec- 60 of the next succeeding space, there are three 
tive positions with reference to the feed rollers ratchets 1290, 1291, and 1292, all secured to-
1240. . gether and all fastened to the shaft 1241. Co-

After the particular run of checks for employees operating with the ratchet 1290 Is a pawl 1293. 
listed on the payroll summary 151, which· may be A spring 1294 normally holds the pawl 1293 in 
any number, such as 50 or 60, in order to get the 65 engagement with the ratchet 1290, to turn the 
payroll summary out of the machine again, it is feed rollers 1240 to feed the summary 151 from 
necessary to release the tension rolls 1242::;0 the bottom line of anyone space to the top line 
that the summary can be taken out without being of the next succeeding space. This pawl 1293 
torn. To do this. there is also secured to the operates. by means to be described hereinafter, 
shaft 1255 a forked arm 1216 (Figs. 69 and 70) 70 during each operation of the machine when the 
engaging a stud 1211 on a link 1218 slidably employee's prior earnings is picked up from the 
mounted.on the shaft 1269 and a stud 1219 .on card alid entered into the machine in the "G. T. 
the frame 131. This link 1218 carries a pin 1280 2" totalizer when the Prior earnings key 164 is 
adapted to cooperate with an arm 1281, which depressed. 
is secured to the latch shaft 1214. .: 75 .' A pawl 1295 (Figs. 59 and 60) is held'in coop-
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eration with the ratchet 1211 by a. spring 1211 to 112. which. it will be recalled. is given 1lrst a 
feed the payroll summary from the top line of counter-clockwise movement and then a clock-
anyone space to the bottom line of the same wise movement back to its normal position dur-
space. This pawl 1291 is controlled by the Net ing each cycle of operation of the machine. The 
pay key lIZ. the T. X, M, and K keys "I. the 5 feeler lever 1101 has an arm 1112 cooperating with 
B, D, P, H, and J keys 1&1 to cause the pawl 1211 a pin 1I1I on the feed pawl 1291. Secured to the 
to feed the payroll sUmmary III if, during the feeler lever 1101 by means of a sleeve 1314 is a 
operation preceding that, the printing occurred feeler lever 1I1I (Fig. 59) having a finger 131&, 
in the top line of that same space. This pawl cooperating with a pin 1111 on the pawl 1291, 
1291 is controlled by the R, S, N, and L keys III, 10 and a finger 1111, cooperating with a pin 1319 on 
the A, C, E, and K keys III, and the Gr06S keys the pawl 1291. A spring IU~, connected to the 
I &2 to prevent any feed of the summary When pin 1111 and to a stud on the lever 1111, holds 
anyone of those keys is depressed, if the last the finger II •• normally in contact with the pin 
printing prior to the depression of those keys 1111, so that, when the arm 1III is moved coun-
was in the top line of that particular space which 15 ter-clockwise, the levers 1111 and 1311 will be 
is being printed In. moved likewise under control of the plates in 

A pawl 1211 (Fig. 59) is adapted to cooperate plate group 111&. Carried between and by the 
with the ratchet 1212 by a spring 1291 to feed the levers 1111 and 1111 is a feeler block 1&1, which, 
payroll summary from the bottom line in anyone in cooperation with the notches and high spots 
space to the top line in the same space under 20 on the plate group 11.1, w1ll determine whether 
control of the Gross pay key 112, the R, S, N, and or not the levers 1111 and 1I1I will be rocked 
L keys III, and the keys A, C, E, and G 1&1, when counter-clockwise to control the pawls 1293, 
the last previous printing in said space occurred 1291, and 1291. 
in the bottom line of that space. This pawl In might be noted that in Fig. 62 the lever 1308 
1291 is also adapted to be controlled by the Net 25 has been shown in the moved position, with the 
pay key 1&2, the keys T, X, M, and K III, and lever 1111 omitted. The lever IIOB-that is, a 
the B,. D, F, H, and J keys I &1 to prevent any portion of it, is shown in its normal position in 
feed of the payroll summary 151 when the last Fig; 60. . 
preceding print occurred in the bottom line of By referring to space 2 of the control chart of 
that particular space. 30 Figs. 64-A and 64-B, it w1ll be noted that plate 

Pawls 1293, 1295, and 1291 are all pivoted on No. I, which is the plate shown in Fig. 59, has 
an operating link 1100 forked to slide on a hub notches in the Arabic 0 and 3 positions, which 
on the ratchet 1291 at its left end and at its correspond to the add position of the di1lerential 
right end pivoted to an arm 1301, which is jour- of row I, and to the gross key IU position in row 
naled on a stud 1312 carried by the printer frame 35 1. The plate No.2, which is controlled by the 
132. A spring 1303 holds a roller 1104 on the differential of row 4, has notches in the 0, 2, 4, 6, 
arm 130 I against a cam 1305, which is secured and 8 poSitions, which correspond to the 0 position 
to the printer shaft 310. of the di1lerential and to the L, K, S, and R keys 

During each operation of the shaft 310, the III of row 4. The plate No.3, which is controlled 
cam 1311 moves the link 1301 first to the left and 40 by the differential of row 3, has notches in the 0, 
then back to the right to the position shown in 3,5,7, and 9 positions on the Arabic side, which 
Fig. 59; that is, it permits the spring 1301 to correspond to the 0 position of the di1lerential and 
move the link 1100 back to the right. to the keys III, G, E. C, and A of row 3. The 4.-

As the link 1300 moves to the left, if the pawl plate No.4 of this group has notches in the 5,6,7, 
1293 is in engagement with the ratchet 1290, the 45 8, and 9 positions on the ArabiC side, which corre-
payroll summary will be fed from the bottom spond to the Release key, the Minus key, the Prior 
line of any space to the top line of the next suc- earnings key, and the Plus key III of row 2, t.he 
ceeding space. If the pawl 1295 is in engagement release key being the automatic poSition for the 
with its ratchet 1291 during this left movement differential of row 2, it will be recalled, when any 
of the link 1300, the payroll summary III w1ll be 50 of the keys I &1 A to J or keys III N to K are op-
fed from the top line of any space to the bottom erated for the purpose of controlling deductions 
line of that same space, and, if the pawl 1211 to be taken from the crossfooter. 
is in engagement with its ratchet 1292, the sum- Therefore, it can be seen that, in this combina-
mary III will be fed backwardly from the bottom tion of plates 110& controlled by rows I, 2, 3, and 4, 
line of any space to the top line of the same 55 when the lower finger of the feeler block 1&1 finds 
space. notches in all of the plates, the levers 1I1I and 

The engagement and disengagement of the 1111 w11l be rocked counter-clockwise by the 
pawls 1293, 1291, and 1291 with and from their spring lUI when the arm 1II1 is moved counter-
respective ratchets 1290, 1291, and 1292 are con- clockwise. This counter-clockwise movement of 
trolled by two groupS of notched control plates 60 the lever 1115 causes the finger 1311 to contact 
which are numbered plate groups 131& and 1111 the pin III. of the pawl 1295 and disengage it 
(Figs. 39 and 57-A>. Plate group 1101, consists from the ratchet 1291 and, the finger 111& being 
of four plates, as shown in space 2 of the control lowered,will permit the spring 1291 to rock the 
chart in Figs; 64-A and 64-B, and these plates pawl 1291 counter-clockwise to engage it with the 
are under the control of the keys of rows I, 2, 3, 65 ratchet 1212. At the same time, the arm 1312 of 
and 4. The plate group 1101 consists of only two the lever 1101, by its contact with the pin 1III 
plates, as shown in space 1 of the control chart of the pawl 12." will disengage this pawl from 
of Fig. 65, and these two plates are under the its ratchet lUI, and consequently, when the link 
control of the keys in rows 1 and 2. The plate 1101 is moved to the left, the only pawl which 
group 130& controls all three pawls, and the plate 70 will do any feeding will be the pawl 1291, which 
group 1301 controls only the feed pawl lUI. !s the pawl that feeds the payroll summary 1&1 

Cooperating with the plate group 1111 Is a from the bottom line of any space to the top 
feeler lever 1108 pivoted on the shaft 112. This line in that particular space. 
lever has a finger 1109 cooperating with a pin According to the notches in the Arabic side of 
131 D on an arm 1111. which is fast to the shaft 76 the plates of plate group ISO', as just described. 
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when any of the keys III. A, C. E. or G. or any of spring 1320 will not be permitted to move the 
the keys 1&&, S. N. L, or R, or the Gross key 1&2 is levers 1315 and 1308 counter-clockwise. There-
depressed. the payroll summary will be fed back- fore the levers 131& and 1308 will be in the pos1-
wardly from the bottom ·llne in .any one space to tions shown in Figs. 59 and 60. wherein the finger 
the top line in that space. assuming that it stood 5 131 &. by its engagement with the pin 1311, has 
in a position to receive a print in the bottom line the pawl 1291 disengaged from its ratchet 1282. 
of that space at the beginning of that operation. and the finger 1318. being away from the pin 1318. 

In the operation just described. the pawl 1291 has permitted its spring 128& to move the pawl 
would-have engaged the ratchet 1282 up against 1295 into engagement with the ratchet 1281. 
the tooth as shown-in Fig. 62 and would have 10 Therefore. when the link 130D is moved to the 
turned this ratchet to back-space the summary left. the pawl 1285 will tum the ratchet 1281 to 
151 from the bottom line to the top line in the feed the payroll summary form the top line in any 
space. one space to the bottom line in that same space. 

However. at the end of this operation. the This movement of the ratchet 1291 from the 
tat.chet 1282 will be left in the position shown in 15 postion shown in Fig. 60 to feed the summary 
Fig. 59. and consequently. shoUld one of the same . from the top line to the bottom line of anyone 
keys just mentioned be depressed for a subse- $pace is not a full-tooth movement of the ratchet 
quent operation when the pawl 1291 is permitted 1291, and consequently. should the next print be 
to engage the ratchet 1282. it wiIl engage the required in the same line of the same space. the 
ratchet not against the radial side of the tooth 20 pawl 1295 will not engage the radial side of the 
but near the top of the tooth. as indicated by the next succeeding tooth but will engage the angular 
dot-atid:'dash arc from the end of the pawl to side of the same tooth that it did in the preceding 
the ratchet tooth. and consequently. when the operation. Consequently it will be an idle move-
link 1300 is moved to the left. the pawl 1291 will ment of the pawl 1295. and therefore there will 
not turn the ratchet but will simply move idly up 25 be no feeding of the summary when successive 
against the radial face of the tooth ahead of the prints are to be made on the same line in the 
pawl. thus preventing any movement of the sum- same space. 
mary at this time. since the printing Is to take To feed the summary I51' from the bottom line 
place in the top line of the space as it had done of anyone space to the top line of the next suc-
during the previous operation. 30 ceeding space requires engagement of the pawl 

In order to feed the summary 151 from the top 1293 with the ratchet 1290 to turn said ratchet 
line in anyone space to the bottom line in the clockwise. This engagement of this pawl 1283 
same space. the pawl 12811 must turn the ratchet _ with its ratchet 1290 is under the control of the 
1291. This pawl 1285 is controlled by the lever two plates in the plate group 1301. 
1315. and, as shown in Fig. 59. it Is in a position 35 The feed pawl 1293. which feeds the summary 
to feed because the ratchet 1292 shows that the from the bottom line in one space to the top line 
last print was in the top line of the space. in the next succeeding space, is under control 

However. instead of notches in the plates 1.2... of the plate group 1301. which is shown in space 1 
3. and 4 of group 1306 to control the pawl 1285. of the control chart (Fig. 65) and consists of two 
high spots on these plates control. and therefore. 40 plates. plate 2 and plate 3. In this particular in-
whenever the lower finger of the block 161 finds stance. the low spot prevents feeding and the 
a high spot on any one of the four plates of group high spots cause a feeding of the summary by the 
1306. the pawl 12911 remains in operating poSition. pawl 1293. The plate No.2. which is controlled 
The high spots are. as far as the lower finger is con- by the differential of row 2. has low spots in the 
cerned.inthecomplemental pOSitions. or the oppo- 45 0 and 9 Arabic positions and low spots in the 
site positions from the low spots. In other words. Roman V, VI. and VIn positions. The plate No. 
in plate 1. in the Arabic positions. there will be a 3. which is controlled by the differential of row 1, 
high spot in the 2 and 4 to 9 positions, and in has notches in the 0, 2, and 3 Arabic positions and 
plate No.2, controlled by row 4. there will be notches in the 0, 1, 2. and 3 Roman positions. 
high spots in the 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 positions. In 50 This pawl 1293. in addition to being controlled 
plate No.3, contrOlled by row No.3, there will by the feeler lever 1308, is under control of a 
be high spots in the 2, 4, 6, and 8 positions, and feeler lever 1325. which is pivoted on the shaft 
in plate No.4, controlled by row 2, there will be 162 and has a finger 1326 held in contact with the 
high spots in the 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 positions. so that pin 1310 of the arm 1311 by a spring 1321. This 
the lower finger of the block 161 will find high 65 lever carries a feeler block 161 (Figs. 60 and 63) 
spots whenever any of the keys 165. B. D. F. H. and has an arm 1328 cooperating with the pin 
and J of row 3 are depressed. or when any of the 1313 oUhe pawl 1293. 
keys 166, T. X, M. and K of row 4 are depressed. Whenever the plates of group 1301 present 
or when the Net pay key 1&2 of row 1 is de- notches to the lower finger of the block 161. the 
pressed. and also when the differential of row 2 is 60 lever 1325 is rocked counter-clockwise by the 
stopped in the fifth Position under control of the spring 1321 when the arm 1311 is rocked counter-
dedUction keys 185 and .81 and in the ninth po- clockwise, and consequently the arm 1328 will con-
sition under control of the keys 166, ;Ro. T. S. and tact the pin 1313 and hold the pawl 1293 in the 
X, which are earnings keys. position shown in Figs. 60 and 62, in which posi-

Since it takes a high sPOt to control the block 65 tion it is disengaged from its feed ratchet 1290. 
uGl. there must also be high spots oppoSite the By referring to the control chart (Fig. 65). it 
upper finger on the block iii1. As shown In the will be noted that the lower finger of the block 
chart (Figs. 64-A and 64-:8). a high spot is pro- Tn wiII find notches in the plate No.2· whenever 
vided in all the Roman number positions of plates the row 2 differential is stopped in the 0 position 
No.1, No.2, and No.3. and also in all the Roman 70 or the 9 position. and that this corresponds to 
number positions of plate No.4, except in the the 0 or add position of row 1 and also the earn-
Roman IX position. Therefore. when any of the ings-to-date key 162 position and the gross key 
keys just mentioned are depressed. both feelers 162 position. and consequently, when the machine 
of the block 1611 will find high spots on at least one is operated with any of these keys. Earnings-to-
of the cams of the plates, and consequently the 75 date or Gross, depressed or during add operations 
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with any deductions Dr eamings, the pawl 1211 
will be held out of engagement with its ratchet 
129D and there will be no feeding of the sum
mary. 

It also shows that the upper feeler of the upper 
finger of block 131 will find a notch whenever 
the differential of row 2 is stopped in the 5, 6, or 8. 
position, which corresponds to all of the deduction 
positions and the two correction positions for 
deductions or earnings on the Roman position, 
and that the row 1 dl.1!erential has a notch in the 
zero position, the net pay key position, the earn
ings~to~date key position, and the gross key posi
tion, and therefore, when any of these keys are 
depressed, the lever 1325 will be rocked counter. 
clockwise to hold the pawl lUI disengaged to 
prevent feeding of the summary. 

However, in the 7 position of row 2, there will 
be a high spot on the Roman side and also OIi 
the Arabic side Df plate No.2, and, since there is 

84 
backwardly, when necessary, from the bottom 
line of an employee's space to the top line of 
the same employee's space. 

The pawl lUI operates the ratChet 1290 to 
6 feed the summary from the bottom line of one 

employee's space to the top line of the next em
ployee's space. 

The feeler lever 111I when in the pOSition 
shown in Fig. 59 contacts the stud 1311 and· holds 

10 the back spacing or feeding pawl 1291 disengaged· 
from its ratchet 1292. At the same time the lever 
1111 is withdrawn from the stud 1311 thus per~ . 
mitting the pawl 1215 to engage its ratchet 1211. 
At this time the ps.wl 1211 is held disengaged 

15 from its ratchet 1210 as shown in Fig. 60 by the 
arm 1328 of the lever 1125. Therefore when the 
link 1300 is operated the pawl 1215 drives the 
ratchet 1211 to feed the pay.roll summa17. Dur· 
ing this operation the lever 1108 being secured 

20 to the lever 1115 has its arm 1112 disengaged 
from the stud 1111 of the pawl lUI but as above 
stated, the arm 1128 of the lever 1125 prevents 
engagement of the pawl 1291 at this time. 

a high spot in that position, the lever 1325 will 
not be permitted to rock counter-clockwise, af?' 
shown in Fig. 60, and consequently the arm 1328 
win be held up away from the pin 1313 and the 
spring 1294 will engage the pawl lUI with the 25 
ratchet 1290, so that, upon an operation of the. 
machine where the prior earnings are picked up 

When the pawl 1293 is to feed the summary 
the lever 1125 raises its arm 1128 away from the 
stud 1311 and at the same time lever 1308 raises 
its arm 1112 off from the pin 1311 thus permit
tIng the pawl 1211 to engage Its ratchet 1290. 
SInce the lever 1315 is secured to the lever 1308 

to be pu.t into the "G. T. 2" totalizer, which re~ 
quires an operation of the Prior earnings key, 
the p~yrDll summary 151 will be fed from the 
bottom line Df anyone space one step to the top 
line Df the next succeeding space. so that, Dn the 
very next operation, when the hours and earn
ingS are entered, they will be printed in the top 
line of the proper space for that new emplcyee. 

At this point and with reference to Figs. 59, 
60 and 62. it might be well to summarize the 
feeding Df the payroll summary shown in Fig. 28, 
and with particular reference to the correlation 
of the feeding pawls 1293, 1295 and 1291 and the 
feeding ratchets 1290,)2'91 and 1292 respectively 
viith which said pawls cooperate to drive them to 
feed the payroll summary into its several posi~ 
tions to receiVe the printed impressions relating 
to the several employees' names, two of which 
names are shown in the left hand column in 
Fig. 28. 

As has been previously described each employee 
is allotted a certain space in which there are two 
lines of printing; for example, the employee's 
gross pay is printed cn the top line and his net 
pay is printed On the bottcm line in the particular 
space allotted to that employee. 

The three ratchets 1290, 1291 and 1292 are all 
secured together and are secured to the shaft 
1241 to which is also secured the feed rollers 1248. 

30 the arm 1118 is disengaged from the stud 1319 
and consequently the pawl 1295 is engaged with 
its ratchet 1211; however, due to the positions 
ot·the ratchets 12'10 and 1211 at this particular 

35 time even though the pawl I US is moved to the 
left as viewed in Fig. 59 when the pawl 1293 is 
moved to the left to operate its ratchet 1290, the 
movement of the pawl 1295 is merely an idle 
movement and plays nc part in the feeding of the 
payroll summary at this time, while the pawl 

40 1293 is driving the ratchet 1290 to feed the 
summary. 

During this feeding of the summary by the 
pawl 1293, the lever 11II being in the pOSition 

45 shown in Fig. 59, holds the back feed pawl 1291 
disengaged from its ratchet 1292. 

When the back feeding pawl 1291 is engaged 
with its ratchet 1292 to drive the same to feed 
the payroll summary backwardly the lever 1315 

50 will have been moved counter-clockwise so that 
its arm 1118 will disengage the pawl 1295 from 
its ratchet 1211 and permit the pawl 1211 to en
gage the ratchet 1292. The above counter-clock
wise movement of the lever 1311 also moves the 

55 lever 1308 counter-Clockwise to the position 
shown in Fig. 62 whereupon its arm 1112 holds 
the pawl 1213 disengaged from its ratchet IUD. 'The ratchets 1290 and 1291 are staggered as 

shOwn in Fig. 62; that is, their teeth do not coin
cide one with the other. Since all three ratchets 
are secured together a feeding movement of any 60 
one of them by its associa.ted pawl turns the other 
two ratchets. All three pawls being carried, as 
previously described, by the feed link 1300 always 
move a constant dJdnite distance, the travel of 
which is sufficient to turn the ratchets a distance 

To aline the ratchets 1290, 1291, and 1292 so 
that their teeth will always be in the proper posi
tions with relation to their feeding pawls, there 
is secured to the feed shaft 1241 a serrated lining 
disk 1130 (Figs. 39 Rnd 47), with which cooperates 
a pin 1111 on a crank 1332 pivoted on the rod 
144. A spring 1331 holds the pin 1111 against 

65 the serrated disk 1330 at all times to act as a 
snap aliner while the ratchets are being operated 
to feed the summary, and at the end of the feed· 
ing movement to insure that all the ratchets are 
in their proper positions, ready to be actuated by 

of one half of a tooth. 
The ra.tchets 1290 and 1291 and their associated 

pawls 1293 and 1295 feed the summary forwardly 
and tile ratchet 1292 and its associated pawl 1291 
feed the payroll summary backwardly. 

The pawl 1295 operates its ratchet to' feed the 
pa.yroll summary from the top line of an em· 
ployee's space to the bottom line of the same 
space for the same employee. The pawl 1291 
operates the ratchet j 292 to feed the summary 

70 their pawls on subsequent operations. 
During the time of printing of the summary 

record, it is very desirable to positively lock the, 
shaft 124/ and consequently the feed rollers 1240, 
so that there can be no chance of any movement 

75 of the summary during the time the printing is 
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lillI, so that the record 1111 will lle flat on the 
shallow channel of the cabinet 146 to be moved 
inwardly by the fingers 111111 to'a selected space 
position after the card has been placed on the 

, taking" place, in order to prevent smearing. 
Therefore a positive ruining mechanism is pro
vided for the shaft 1241 and the feed rollers I2CO, 
which consists of an aliner 1134 having pivoted 
thereto a link 1335, which is pivoted to a crank 
1336 journaled on the shaft 131. This crank car
ries rollers U31 and 1338 cooperating with com
panion cams 1339 and 1340 secured to the printer 
drive shaft 310. These cams 1339 and t 340 are 
shown in space 19 of the time chart (Fig. 109). 10 

Ii shallow channel. However, the record table may 
be moved in or out to the desired line before the 
earnings record I &1 is placed on the table. Se
cured to the bottom of the channel 1131 is a bar 
1180 (Figs. 44-A and 75) which has on its top, 
surface line numbers corresponding in number 
to. the number of lines on the earnings record. Just prior to the printing of the suDimary by 

,the various hammers 101 to 111, the cams 1339 
and 1340, thrOUgh the crank 1336 and the link 
1335, rock the aliner 1334 counter-clockwise into 
engaiement with the serrated disk 1330 to posi- 15 
tively aline the summary 151 during the time 
printing is taking' place. 

Such line numbers are used as a guide in con
junctio:l with the front edge of the bar 1354, to 
set the table to the desired line prior to printing 
on the record. The top part of the card at this 
time is against stops 1351 (Figs. 44-B, 74, .77, 
and 78) of levers 1358 pivoted at 1359 on a plate 
1360 having flanges 1361, which are secured to a 
rear tie bar 1362 of the record movable ta!?le. 

As shown in Figs. 46-A and 46-B, there are 
two sets of these cams 1339 and 1340; the left
hand set in Fig. 46-A are for alining the sum
mary 151, and the right-hand set (Fig. 46-B) 
are for the purpose of alining the earnings record 
153 in exactly the same manner that the sum
mary 151 is alined, the only-diJIerence .being that 
the crank 1336 for the earnings record is mounted 
On the shaft 138, which, it will be recalled, is in 
axial alinement with the shaft 131. 

To provide a protection against tearing the bot
tom portion of the payroll summary 151 when it 
is in printing position, as shown in Fig. 68, the 
cabinet 146 has a lid 1342 mounted on a hinge 
1343. The lid 1342 covers the top of a paper 
chute 1344. To insert the bottom part of the 
summary 151, the lid 1342 is raised by finger holes 
1345 and the summary 151 is curled over the front 
edge of the lid 1342 and inserted into the chute 
1344. The lid 1342 is then closed, whereby a lip 
1346 thereon rests on a strip 1341 of the cabinet 
146. 

20 This tie bar 1162 connects parallel bars 1363, 
which near their front ends have secured thereto 
blocks 1364. To space the bars 1363 the proPer 
distance apart at the front end, a bail 1365 is 
secured to the blocks. 1364, as clearly shown in 

25 Fig. 75. This bail 1365 carries a block 1366, into 
which the tongue 1353 of the flngers 1355 is 
secured. 

Each of the blocks 1364 carries a roller 1361, 
which rides on the top edge of a rail 1368. The 

30 left-hand rail 1368 is mouilted on the printer 
frame 135 by means of screw studs 136'9, and 
the right-hand rail 1368 is mounted on the 
printer frame 136 by screw studs 1369. The bot
tom edges of the rails 1368 are provided with V 

35 notches, which cooperate with pins 1311 on 
spring-drawn arms 1312, which ratchet over the 
V-shaped notches 1310 as the ,card table is moved 
in and out; that iS,back and forth, with relaiion 
to the front part of the machine. These pins 

40 1311 act as an aliner for the movable record table. 
Earnings record support space feed and tension To prevent the table from being moved upwardly, 

mechanism 

As has been previously stated, the earnings rec
ord 153 is printed by the hammers 120 to 129 
inclusive, located at the right-hand side of the 
machine. In Fig. I, the earnings record is shown 
in position ready to be printed on in the top line 
of space 1. 

The earnings record 153 is for one employee 
only and has a space allotted for each week or 
other designated pay period. Each of these 
spaces carries two lines of printing, a top line 
and a bottom line, as shown clearly in Fig. 29. 
This top line and the bottom line are selected by 
mechanism to be described hereinafter, under 
control of the keys in rows I, 2. 3, and 4, to deter
mine which line of the space the printing is to 
be made in. In order to move the earnings rec
ord from the top line to the bottom line, and vice 
versa, there is mechanism substantially identical 
with that which feeds the summary from the top 
line to the bottom line, and vice versa, which 
mechanism will be referred to hereinafter. 

As shown in Fig. 75, a portion of the machine 
cabinet 146 is formed with a shallow channel to 
provide guiding edges 1350 for the earnings rec
ord 153. Near the center of the shallow channel, 
a deep channel section 1351 is provided, which 
. has therein a slot 1352 for a clearance for a 
tongue 1353 of a iJ bar 1354 having a. pair of 
fingers 1355. The fingers 1355 have shoulders 
1356, against which the bottom edge of the record 
153 is adapted to be placed when the record is 
put in the machine. These shoulders are formed 
by cutting away a portion of the top of the fingers 

the rollers 1361 are retained in their proper roll-
ing relation with the side rails 1368 by bars 1313 
secured to the tops of the frames 13& and 136. 

45 A spring 1314 is stretched between a flange on 
each stop lever 13&8 and a flange on each plate 
1360 to hold the stops 1351 up in the position 
shown in Figs. 74 and 77, so that the top edge 
of the earningS record 153 may be placed there-

50 against to properly position it with relation to 
the sliding table. 

The back part of the sliding table-that is, 
the part to which the bar 1362 is connected-is 
supported on a stationary plate 908 of the sum-

55 mary guide. This plate is secured to the tops of 
the printer frames 135 and 136 by ears near its 
front ~dge and is sUIPported near its rear ends 
on a three-fingered bracl\:et 1315 mounted by 
flanges 1316 to the printer frames 135 and 136. 

60 The center finger of the bracket 1315 is supported 
by an auxiliary bracket 1311 secured to the rear 
tie bar 119. • 

The plate 908 is cut out above the hammers 120 
65 to 129 to allow them to come into contact with 

the bottom of the earnings record to take the 
impression from the type wheels. The plate 908 
has clearance slots 1318 to permit the stops 1351 
and the flanges 1361 of the plates 1360 to Slide 
back and forth, or, as viewed in Fig. 44-B, from 

70 left to right and from right to left. Projecting 
downwardly from the plate 908 are two flanges 
1319 (Figs. 43-B, 44-B, and 78) carrying'shoul~ 
dered studs 1385, which project through cam slots 

75 1386 in a bar 1381 to gUide said bar in its move
ment. The bar 1181 has a hOrizontal flange 9 388, 
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which overlies pins 1389 on the stop levers III.. which will release the stops 1111 during an oper-
A sprIng 1390 normally holds the bar 118lizi the ation of the machine, there is provided on the 
position shown in Fig. 76, with the right ends of cam shaft no a cam ICII, whi.ch cooperates with 
the cam slots 1386 against the shouldered studs a roller ICI2 on a latch arm rC11 pivoted on the 
1181. 5 stud ICID. This latch arm is held in engagement 

As above mentioned, the printing spaces num- with a latch ICIC pivoted at ICII on the lever 1409 
bered 1 to 25 of the earnings records are adapted by a spring 1416. 
to have printing In the top and bottom lines When the lever 1409 was rocked clockwise by 
thereof. When printing takes place in the bottom the lever 1402 in the manner described above, the 
line of anyone space, it is necessary to move the 10 roller 1412 was moved downwardly slightly from 
stops 1111 down out of the way of the edge of the position shown in Fig. 73, and, dUring the 
the earnings record, so that it may be fed to operation of the machine, the high portion of 
receive printing in the bottom line of the space. the cam 1411, as it moves around, contacts this 
The means for moving these stops down Includes roller 1412, thus hfrlding the latch arm 1413 and, 
the bar 1381 with its cam slots 138&. Connected 15 through the latch 1414, the lever 14D9in its moved 
to this bar 1381 by pin-and-slot connections is an position, so that, even though the lever 1402 
arm 1191, which is fast on a shaft 1392 supported would be moved to the "off" position to cause the 
by the printer frames 135 and 136. Also secured stud 1396 to engage a tail 1411 on the latch and 
to this shaft 1392 is an arm 1393 having connected rock the latch to disengage it from the pin 1408, 
thereto the rear end of a link 1394, the forward 20 the lever 1409 could not move. Consequently, 
end of which is slotted to surround and slide on when the operator released the lever 1402, the 
the shaft 131. latch 1404 would again engage the pin 1408. At 

The link 1394 has a slot 1395 (Fig. 73), into the end of the operation, after the printing of 
which projects a stud 1396 on the right end of a the net pay on the employee's check, then, when 
link 1391, which in turn is pivoted to a crank 25 the lever 1402 is moved to the right, the rocking 
1398 fast on a shaft 1399 supported by the printer of the latch 1404 by the stud 1396 releases the 
frames 135 and 136. Also fast on the shaft 1199 lever 1409, whereupon the spring 1390 (Fig. 76) 
is an arm 1400 connected by a link 140 I to a hand- will draw the bar 1381 back to the left to the posi-
operated lever 1402 pivoted on the side of the tion shown in Fig. 76, thus raising the flange 1388 
pri~ter frame 136 and guided by a plate ICDI, 30 and permitting the springs 1314 to raise the stops 
WhICh is secured to the frame. This lever 1402 1151 to their normal stopping positions. 
has three positions-a normal or center position,. To feed the record, there is provided a pair of 
an "on" position, and an "off" position-which feed rollers 1420 (Figs. 44-A, 44-B, and 73), 
are indicated in Figs. 1 and 73. Wbenthe lever which are secured to the previously described 
1402 is moved to the "on" position, it is done for 35 shaft 920. These feed rollers are driven by a set 
the purpose of moving the stops 1351 down out of ratchets and pawls identical with those shown 
of the path of the record 153 and also for moving in Figs. 59, 60, and 62, by the cam 1305, shown 
the tension rolls, to be described hereinafter, Into in Fig. 46-B, which cam is identical with the 
contact with the feed rolls for the earnings rec- cam 1301 which drives the link 1300 to operate 
ord. At this time-that is, when the lever 1402 40 the pawls as shown in Fig. 59, under control of 
is moved to the left, as viewed in Fig. 73, to the a set of foul' selecting plates, which are num-
"on" position-it will, through the link 1401, the bered plate group 1421, as shown in Fig. 57-B. 
arm 1400, the shaft 1399, the crank 1198, and This plate group 1421 is shown in space 25 of 
the link 1391, move the link 1314 to the right, the control chart of Figs. 64-A and 64-B. 
whereupon the arm 1393 will rock the shaft 1312 45 This plate group 1421 is similar to the group 
clockwise. This clockwise movement of the shaft 110& shown in space 2 of the control chart (Figs. 
1392, through the arm 1391, moves the bar 13.1 to 64-B and 64-A) , with slight differences, which 
the right, as viewed In Fig. 76, whereupon the will now be explained. Plate No. 1 of this group 
cam slots 1386 move the bar 1181 and its flange 1421 has a notch cut in the 1 position on the 
1188 downwardly at the same time that it is 60 Arabic side, because there is to be no net pay 
being moved to the right. Thus the flange 1111 printed on the earnings record, such as that 
thiough the pins 1389 on the stop levers 131i.: printed on the payroll under control of the plate 
rocks the stop levers counter-clockwise about group 110&. In plate 2, the difference between 
their pivots 1359 to move the stops 1151 below the groups 1421 and 1306 is that on the Roman side 
surface of the plate 908 so that the record may 55 there is a notch cut in the IX position, which is 
be fed. for the same reason, to prevent the printing of 

The stops 1151 are held In their moved position the net pay on the earnings record. Plate No. 3 
by means of a latch 1404 (Fig. 73), which is se- has a notch cut in the zero position on the 
cured to a shaft 1405 carried by the printer frames Roman side for the same reason, and plate No. 
131i and 11&. This latch is adapted to be moved 60 4: has a notch cut in the No.1 position on the 
by a sPring 140& connected to a link 14'1, which Arabic side, which is also one of the preventing 
is pivoted to the latch 1404, to engage a pin 14.. means of keeping the net pay from being print-
on a lever 1409 pivoted on a stud 1411 carried ed on the earnings record. 
by the printer frame 135. This lever 140. is con.. In order to prevent any possible operation of 
nected by a pin-aad-slot connection to the link 66 the pawl 1293 (Figs. 60, 61, and 62) in connec-
1314, and consequently, when the link 11.4 is tion with the ratchet 1290, which would feed the 
moved to the right, the lever 1409 is rocked. clock- earnings record from the bottom lirie of any 
wise and the spring 1406 will then cause the latch particular space to the top line of the next suc-
ICD4 to drop down, whereupon the notch in the ceedlng space, there is provided a single con-
forward end of the latch will engage the pin 14 •• 70 trol disk 14Z2 (Figs. 57-B and 61). which is set 
and hold the lever 1408 and consequently the by the di1ferential of row 1 through the shaft 
bar 1181 In their moved positions, which hold the 414. This disk /4Z2 has notches in the Arabic 
stops 1111 down below the surface of the plate 0 to 6 positions to control a lever 1423, which is 
•••. exactly like the previously described lever 1325 

To prevent any movement of the lever 14.1 75 (FIg. 60), which is used to control the feeding 
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of the summary record by the ratchet 1211 un- the tension was originally placed on the tel1Sion 
der control of the pawl 1211. . rollers 'C21; that is, when they were moved into 

Cooperating with the feed rollers .C21is a pair effective position. With this lever .C31 in the 
of tension rolls 'UI, which are mounted like the position which it assumes after having been 
tension rolls a81 associated with the check, and • moved by the stud '388, the pin IcaC lies down in 
also the tension rolls 12C2, which are associated front of the main body of the lever and out of 
with the payroll swilmary. These tension rolls the notch in the lever, and this extra clockwise 
ICIS are normally in a disengaged pOSition, as movement of the lever 1431 by the roller Icn is 
shown in Fig. 73, and ~e adapted to be moved to take the pressure off the pin ICae, which is 
into effective position by an arm 1428 forked to 10 caused by the spring 1438, so as to be sure that 
engage a stud 1421 on the link II.C, so that the the spring ICIO can rock the lever 142a to cause 
movement of the link to the right in the man- the feeler finger on the block 161 to enter the 
ner described previously, by the lever IC02, will notches which are opposite it at that time. 
rock the arm 1428 counter-clockwise and move There is also associated with the earnings rec-
the tension rolls 1421 into effective position, i. ord mechanism a machine lock arm ICIO (Fig.73) . 
where they will be latched by the latch IC04. .. cooperating with a latch arm 1451, which is oper-

The tension rollers ICII must be released from ated by a stud 14112 carried by the crank 1398. 
the rollers IC20, so that the earnings record may This lock arm 14110 cooperates with a finger 1453 
be removed from the machine after the net pay on a lever '4IIC, which is connected by a link 
has been printed on the employee's check, be- 10 1411 to an arm identically like the arm 911 (Fig. 
cause, as above stated, there is a single record . 33) fast on the shaft 828 to prevent movement 
for each employee, whereas the payroll sum- of the machine release shaft 149 whenever the 
mary has the records of a plurality of employees, lock arm ICIO is moved underneath the finger 
and consequently the earnings' record must be 14111 by the crank 1198 when the lever 1402 is 
removed from the machine at the completion III rocked c1oc!:w1se to release the tension rolls 1425 
of the printing' of each employee's payroll check,· from the feed rollers IUD. . 
so that a new earningS record 113 can be placed Therefore,it can be seen that the tension rolls 
in the machine to' receive the printed data that IC21 must be in elfective position and that an 
is printed on the subsequent check for the next earnings record 113 must be in the machine dur-
employee. The release of these tension rolls au ing payroll run operations or the machine will 
IU5is under the control of notched plates which be locked by the lock arm ICIO in the same man-
are numbered plate group ICl8 (Fig. 57-B) and ner that the machine is locked by the prevIoUsly 
shown in space 5 of the control chart on Fig. 65. described lock arms 919 and 1249 associated with 
ThIs plate group has two plates, Nos. 2 and 3. the check 112 and the payroll summary II'. .' 
The No. 2 plate is controlled by the diiferentlal H . 
of row 2 and has a notch in the Roman IX POSi- . Time cMd and bask P4uroll mechanism 
tion, and plate No. 3 is controlled by the diifer- When a payroll run is made-that is, when a 
ential of row 1 and has notches' in the Roman series of payroll checks are written, and at the 
I and n positions.. same time all of the various data previously de-

The notch in the ninth position of plate 2 is 40 scribed is printed on the employee's individual 
moved opposite the upper finger of the feeler' earnings record card 153 and also on the payr.oll 
block 167 (Fig. 73) on a feeler lever lUI when summary III, which is for a number of employees 
the differential of row 2 goes to the 9 position -the posting information may be obtained from 
during operations of the machine in which the a basic payroll sheet IC80 (Fig. 1) mounted to 
Net pay key 182 is depressed, and also during 411 be fed around a round platen IC" (Figs. 55 and 
operations of the machine in which the Earnings- . 56) of the usual type, which is supported in a 
to-date key 162 is depressed. Tlle notches in the frame IC'2 mounted on top of the cabinet 148. 
Roman I and II positions of plate No. 3 are The frame carries the usual paper support 1483 
moved opposite the upper feeler finger of the for guiding the paper around the platen 1461. 
block 161 on the lever 1429 whenever either the 10 Secured to the p!aten IC81 is a feed ratchet IC6C 
Net pay key of row 1 or the Earnings-to-date operated by a feed pawl 1465 carried on an 
key of row 1 is depressed. ConsequentlY, with actuating plate IC66, which is pivoted on the 
notches in both plates of the group lUI oppo- platen shaft. Connected to the plate IC66 is a 
site the upper feeler on the feeler block 161, a link IC61, which is coupled with a pin-and-slot 
sPring 1430 will rock the lever IC29 in the usual II connection to a link IC68 pivoted to an arm IC69 
manner, whereupon the upper feeler fingers will carrying a roller 1410, Which cooperates with a 
engage the notches, at which time a pin 1431 of cam 1411 mounted on a motor-driven shaft 1412. 
an arm 1432 fastened to the lever 1421 moves the The operating-means for this shaft will be de-
link 1401 to the right (Fig. 73), said link having scribed later. The cam 1411, when it moves 
been moved to the left until the right end of a 10 clockwise, as viewed In Fig. 55, rocks the arm 
slot 1433 therein contacts the pin 1431 whe..", the 1468 and draws the links .C68 and 1461 toward 
latch 1404 latches the lever .IC09 in its moved the left, thus rocking the actuating plate 1466 
position.. counter-clockwise and carrying the pawl 1465 

This latch IC04 has a pin 'C34, which cooper- along with it. This pawl IC65 has a roller 1413 
ates with a notch of a lever IC35 pivoted on the II extending into a slot IC14 of a hand adjustable 
stud 1410 and drawn into the position shown lever 1415 pivoted on the platen shaft and held 
in Fig. 49 by a spring 1436. A roller 1431, secured in anyone of six positiOns of adjustment by a 
to the side of the cam HII, cooperates with the retaining pawl 1416. The slot IC14 is widened 
lever 1435 to rock the lever 1435 clockwise at at the left end, as viewed in Fig. 55, thus forming 
the time the high surface of the cam IC" is 70 a drop-olf shoulder 1411. In the position shown 
holding the lever 1409 in its latched position. in Fig. 55, as the p~ate IC66 is moved to the left, 
The movement of the lever IC35. by the roller Icn the roller 1413 will not come to the drop-off 
moves the lever 1435 slightly In a Clockwise di- shoulder 1411 until quite late in the movement 
rection, said lever having previOUSly been moved of the link 1461, and consequentlY,' when the 
Clockwise by the stud 1398 in the link 1391 when 71 roller 1413 does come down on the drop-olf pOr-
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tion into the wide portion of the slot I.". a 106 untU the bottom edle thereof 1a moved into 
spring 1.1. on the pawl rocks the pawl counter- contact with the feedinr roU I ... and the tension 
clockwise into engagement with the ratchet I.... roU lUI. whereupon these iolls rriP the card and 
110 that the remainder of the movement of the feed it downwardly into a receptacle in the bot-
l1nJt I.n wlll turn the ratchet one tooth to feed I tom of the box I.... . 
the platen 1 •• 1 one space. The turning of the shaft IUZ by the motor 

If the lever 1.111 is moved, for example. to its I •• Z. therefore. ejects tbe front clock card I ... 
extreme position in a clockwise direction. then of the employee and automatically spaces the 
the drop-off shoulder I.n wlll be much nearer platen 1 •• 1 an amount determined by the POS!--
to the roller I.U when the link I.n begins to 10 tion to which the lever lUI has been set. 
move. and consequently the platen 1 •• 1. instead Just before the end of the operation of the 
of receiving one ste» of movement. will receive, shaft I.U. a ftnger 1111. inteil'al with the lever 
in the lllustrated form. six steps of movement. I •••• is contacted ·by a pin IIII on the plate I.n. 
There are intermediate poSitions so that the which rocks the lever IU. clockWise against the 
platen 1 •• 1 may be advanced anywhere from one 11 action of the sprinr IIII back to the position 
to six steps during each actuating movement of shown in Pig. 106, whereby the ftnger IU. will 
the link 1 •• 1 and the actuating plate I.... be placed in the path of the end of the pawl 

A spring 1.1. attached to the link lUI normal- I •• , and disengage the pawl from the ratchet 
ly maintains the roller 1.10 against the cam 1"11. and consequently the crank III. will re-
1.11 and causes the links I ... and 1.81 to be 10 ceive but one movement down and back for each 
returned to the right to their normal positions cycle or operation oltbe shaft I.U. . 
as shown after the platen 1 •• 1 has been fed. It will be' recalled that tbe last operation on 

A retaining pawl 1 •• 0 is held under spring the employee's check is the Printing of the net 
tension in engagement with the ratchet I ... to pay. which is accomplished by the machine when 
prevent any retrogade or backward movement II the operator depresses .the Net .pay key lIZ. It 
of the ratchet I ... during the return of tbe pawl is upon the depression ofthls key that the mao: 
I... to its normal position before it is raised chine is released and the circuit to the motor 
off of the ratchet I ... by the drop-off sboulder 1.11 is closed throuIh the operation of the sole-
I.n. noid 11.1. the circuit to which is partly closed 

In addition to the basic payroll sheet 1 •• 1 for 10 upon the depression of the Net pay key 1&2 and 
posting. certain of the posting data is on time is completed immediately after the beglnning of 
clock cards I .... which are arranged in a stack the operation of the shaft III <PJs. 17). when a 
in a box I ... (Figs. 1 and 106) mounted on the pin IIIZ on the gear II. is moved from beneath 
back of the machine cabinet I... Upon operation the toe of a lever I1I1 pivoted on .. stud III. 
of the Net pay key I.Z. a picker 1 •• 1 is adapted II on the right side frame 122. When the lever 
to eject the front card IUUrom the stack down- I1I1 is released by the Pin IIIZ. a spring 1&18. 
wardly into a position wbere it will be gripped througb a l1nJtage 1111. draws down on e switch 
by a feeding roll IU. and a tension roll lUI. III. and closes it. thus completing the circuit. 
The tension roll is carried by a pair of arms DepressiOn of the Net pay key I,Z (Fig. 15> 
IU, and held by a spring IU. in contact with .a operates a bar III. to close a SWitch 1128 in elr-
the feed rolls I.... The feed rolls I •• , are cuit with :the solenoid 1111. When the key 1&2 
driven by a belt 1 •• 0 from a motor shaft lUI is released. a spring I1II restores the bar 1111. to 
of a motor 1.11 mounted in the box I.... There- allow the switch IIZI tocpen. 
fore. when the bottom of the card 1 .. , is moved The circuit throUgh the motor IU2 and 
into contact with the rollers I ... and lUI. it is '5 through the solenoid is shown in PIg. 17 and is 
fed downwardly into a receptacle (not shown) as follows: from the plus side of ,the line through 
in the bottom of the box I.... conductor IIZI. conductor IlZt. solenoid 1505. 

The motor IUZ drives a pinion 1.91. which conductor IIZI •. conductor liZ •• through closed 
in turn drives a gear IU.loose on the shaft IUZ. SWitch 1120. thence over line lIZ. through the' 

. Secured to the gear IU. is a ratchet 1 •• 1 adapted 50 cl06ed switch to the conductor 1111 to the nega-
to cooperate with a pawl 1.9. carried by a plate tive side of the line. 
'.'1. which is fast to the shaft I.U. The pawl When the solenoid III1 is energized to re-
'U'is.held normally disengaged from the ratchet lease :the lever I •••• it. by Its counter-clockwise 
lUI by a finger IU. of a lever 1.99 pivoted on movement under the actlon of the spring 1501. 
a bracket Ilia carried by the box I .... A spring 55 closes switcbes I1II and IIIZ. whereupon the cir-
I1II normally tends to rock the lever IU. coun- cult then is completed from the plus side of the 
ter-clockwise but is prevented from so doing by line through conductor IIZI and switch 1&32, 
a latch 1112 held in engagement therewith by a motor 1 .. 2. conductor 1111. switch 1&11, and 
spring 1111. The latch 1102 is pivotally con- thence oVer line III. to negative conductor 1530. 
nected to a plunger I & .. of a solenoid 15111. which, 60 Should the operator wish to eject one or more 
when energized. raises the plunger 15 ... releas- cards 1 •• , from the front of tM stack without 
ing the latch IIDZ from the lever I.U. where- operating the machine, ·there is provided a ,bar 
upon the spring 1101 moves the lever counter- 1121 (Figs. 1 and 17) mounted on the front of 
clockwise. thus releasing the pawl 1.98 to the the machine. Depression of this bar 1121 closes 
action of a spring 1508. Which rocks the pawl 85 a switch 1122 to complete a circuit through the 
into engagement with the .ratchet I US. where- SOlenoid I111 to energize it to in turn close the 
upon the plate 1.91 is rotated clockWise by the circuit throUgh the motor IUZ. described above. 
gear I ... and the ratchet 1.9& to drive the to drive the shaft 1.12 to actuate the picker IC.5. 
shaft IUZ. Pivoted at 1101 to the plate I.n Depression of the bar IIZI completes the 'follow-
is a crank liD •• which in turn is pivoted to a '1'0 ing circuit: plus line IIZI. line IIZ8. solenoid 
bar 1119; which carries the card picker 1 •• &. 15011. nne 1121. line 1121. sWitch II2Z. and line 
Consequently. when the plate Icn is rotated .IZ. to negative line 1111. Thus the motor cir-
clockwise. the. crank liD. is moved downwardly cult is completed as above described. and the 
to move the picker 1 •• 5 downwardly to eject the cards ICII may be ejected one at a time from the 
front card lUI from its upper position in Fig. 'l'1S stack by the successive depression oUhe bar UZI 
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or by holding the bar depressed to keep the ell'., 
cu~t closed. -

Mod1!Led, form of check feed, ''btl hand, 

94-
'144, wblch Is simply laid loosely in a receptacle 
or pocket 1141 located just In front of the ham
mers 111 to 184 inclusive, which Is covered by a 
lid 1148 pivoted on the hinge 1143. The strip 

In Figs. 107 and 108 is shown a mod11led form_ I III Is adapted to be drawn off the supply roll 
of feeding mechanism for the check 112 wblch 1144 to the right of the lid 1146 (Fig. 68) and 
can be actuated by hand. then over the feed rollers 1240 so as to be gripped 

ThIs mechanism Includes a lever 1111, which by the tension rolls 1242, where it Is automati-
may be mounted on a stud 11M on the printer callY fed one step during each operation of the 
frame 134 and has pivoted thereto a link. 11*1, I~ machine. 
which is pivoted to an arm 1538 fast on the shaft The "Analysis" key 164 of row 2 Is depressed, 
1018. The previously described slide 1181 has' and this key Is what is known In the art as a 
pivoted thereon a spring-operated pawl 1III "Stay-down" key-that is, it cannot be released 
adapted to cooperate with teeth 1540, which may by the regular key releasing mechanism-and 
be cut in the top side of the bar 1004. - II therefore it can only be released by the usual 

When the lever 1535 Is moved Ito the "Line key release lever 1548 (Fig. 1). The depression 
feed" position, shown in dot-and-dash lines in of this Analysis key, as has been previously de-
FIg. 107, the shaft 1018 and the arm 1019 are seribed, by the mechanism shown in Fig. 16 re-
moved counter-clockwise, whereupon the slide leases the Account No. key and the "W" and the 
I 081 causes the pawl 1539, through its coopera- 20 "V" keys 164 for operation by moving the fingers 
tion with the feed bar I 004,to turn the feed 115 from beneath the key pins Z!.l~ of these keys. 
rollers BStj for step-by-step feeding of the check The ticket 156 is printed by hammers ilI2 to 
fi 52. i 18, which usually print in columns 12 to 1'1 on 

To feed the check backwardlY to the first Une, the check 152. On this ticket is printed the total 
the lever 1535 is moved to the "Back space to 25 of certain types of information that is printed in 
first line" position. shown in dot-and-dash linea detal! on the analYSis strip ~ i~. For example, 
in FIg. 107, whereupon the slide 108! is moved to by referring to Fig. 20, it will be noted that there 
the-right, and, in so doing. aplate-11i41 (Fig. lOS), have been two totals-namely. $'123.52 end 
rigidly secured on the stud 993 and ! 082, causes $245.63-printed on the analysis strip 155, and 
the pawl 1539 to be released from the teethol54e, ao that, below that, the total $969.15 has been 
and at the saine time, the pawls 1048 and 8001.1 printed in connection with a certain fOlio num-
(FIgs. 86 ,and 88) are released from the rack 99~ belt', 4,652, and an account number 235-. This 
and the bar 11104, so that the spring 108 9 can account number, folio number, and total amount 
operate the rack 9Sl2 to turn the feed roners ge~ of $969.15 are printed on the ticket S Sili. There 
counter-clockwise to feed the check ! S~ back- :m may be a number of these tickets printed which 
ward to the first-line position ia the mannel: are used for certain types of sorting work in con-
described previously. nection with analysis distributions which are de-

The complete description of the machine em..; sired by different types of businesses in which 
bodying the present invention in connection with tWa machme is used. 
the printing of payroll checks 152 'and simul-, -(0 During analysis operations, any amounts whicp 
taneously printing the data on the summary HU are put into the totalizer corresponding to the 
and on the earnings record ! IUl has now been "V" key 164 of row 2 are accumulated in the 
completed, and, due to the fact that the opera., ,"G. T. 4" totalizer in the zero position of row 4, 
tions of the various mechanisms have been fully and any amount which is set up with the "W" 
explained in connection with their detailed de- 45 key Hi4! of row 2 depressed will be added into the 
seriptions, it is felt that another description of "G. T. 3" totalizer in the zero position of row 3. 
the operation of these mechanisms Is not neces- All items entered on analysis are, of course, 
sary. entered on either or both sides of the amount 

Analll~ keyboard by the keys a ISII to the left of the split 
50 and the keys ! 61 to the right of the split. 

As has been previously mentioned, the machine . Each item entered will add into its own total 
embodying this invention is adapted for analysis IIond also Into the "G. T. 2" total, which, it will 
work for printing on the analysis strip 851» from be remembered, is in the zero position of row 2. 
the hammers 10 I to 104 inclusive and for print- Printing will be made in columns 3 and 4: on the 
Ing on a ticket from the hammers 112 to ln in- 55 analysis strip 15i, and this strip will be fed for-
clusive. wardly a.fter the printing of each item by the 

When it is desired to use the ma.chine for feeding pawl 1293 (Figs. 60 and 61), 
analysis work, the lever 189 (Figs. 1 and 72) may As has been stated above, a ticket, such as 
be moved into the "I" or "2" position from the that shown in Fig. 25, may be used with any or aU 
"0" position. When it is moved Into the "1" pos!- 60 of the item entries. 
tion. "Analysis-Consec. No.," it changes the ma- - After all items have been distributed, the ac-
cb!ne from a payroll writing machine to one cumulated totals may be cleared on the strip 155 
which is adapted for analytical work and at the In the following manner. To clear the totals in 
same time controls the consecutive number op- row 4, the operator depresses the "Clear row ,4" 
erating mechanism so that the consecutive num- 65 key 163 and holds this key dOwn, and then suc-
ber wllI be printed along with the analysis data. cessiveIy depresses all keys 166 in row 4. 
When the lever 189 Is moved into the No.2 or To clear row 3, the operator depresses the 
"Analysis-No consec. No." position, _the ma- !'Clear row 3" key 163 and then successively de-

. chine is changed from a payroll writing machine presses all keys 165 in row 3. To clear the "G. T. 
into a machine adapted for analytical work, and, 70 4," totalizer in row 4, it is necessary to (lepress 
at the same time. the lever 189 controls the con- the ','Clear row 4" key and hold it down and then 
secutive nUmber mechanism so that the consecu;; depress the "V"key 164 in row 2; and to clear 
tive number will not be printed on the analysis the "G. T. 3" totaUzer, which is in the zero posl-
strip 155 or upon the ticket 156. ' tion in row 3, it is necessary to depress the "Clear 

The analysis strip III Is fed from a BUPP}y roll 76 row 3"key and then the "W" key 164 in row 2. 
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It may be desirable to operate the machine to 
print on a large Journal sheet, which may be 
placed in the machine in place of the summary 

96 
record material for feeding the materials forward 
and backward; ejecting and inverting means for 
one of said record materJals; a plur·aUty of groups 
of control means for the feeding means, operable 

Ii under control of certain.banks of keys for feeding 
a certain plurality of the record materials in 
either direction, for preventing the feeding of said 
certain record materials, depending upon the keys 

f 5 f, with no printing media in the record posi
tion or the check position, and, in order to do 
this, it is necessary, of course, to prevent the 
machine lock arm 919 from locking the machine; 
that is, from preventing operation of the key re
lease shaft 149 and also of the shaft 128 (Figs. 33 
and 34) by preventing operation of the sha~t 925 10 
(Fig. 97). 

which coutrolled the feeding during the previous 
opf.'ration 'and for again feeding one of said certain 
record materials under control of a certain key 
in another bank of keys; a group of contrOl means 
controlled by said certain key for feeding said one 
record material; and another group of control 

15 means for causing operation of said ejecting and 
inverting means under control of said certain key 
to eject and invert said one record material. 

In other words, if the shaft 821 cannot move, 
then the shaft 149 will not be locked out. Pro
jecting throUgh the cabinet at the left side of the 
machine is a lever 1550 (Figs. 1, 39, and 72) se
cured to a yoke' I 551, which has integral there
with an arm 1552, all of which are pivoted on.s 
stud 1553 carried by the printer frame III. The 
arm 1552 has a finger 1554, which is normally 
out of the path of movement of an arm 1151, 20 
which is secured to the shaft 921, which, it will 

2. In a machine capable of single and multiple
cycle operations involved in a complete transac
tion, a plurality of banks of control keys, certain 
of which contrOl the machine to make one-cycle 

be remembered, i$ moved clockwise under the 
control of the check feeler 858 and the earnings 
record feeler 819. Therefore, when the shaft 921 

operations and the remaining keys control the 
machine to make multiple-cycle operations; ma
chine release means; a plurality of differential 
mechanisms settable under control of the banks 
of control keys; a plurality of groups of printing 
means for printing upon a plurality of record ma
terials, said printing means including a plurality 
of groups of impression means; a plur,ality of 

is rocked clockwise under control of those feelers, 25 
. the arm 1155 is moved up in front of the finger 
1554, thus preventing any manipulation of the 
lever 1550, which is normally held in the position 
shown in Fig. 72 by a spring-operated aliner arm 
1556 carrying a pin 11511, which cooperates with 
two notches in the arm 1552. 

30 groups of selecting means for said impression 
means, certain of said selecting means being dif

. ferentially adjustable by the differential mecha
nisms; automatic means for adjusting others of 
said selecting means for caUSing selective opera-

However,when it is necessary or desirable to 
disable the effectivity of the record feeler 858 and 
the check feeler 859, the lever 1550 is moved 
counter-clockwise (Fig. 72), whereupon the alin
ing pin 1551 will engage the lower notch of the 
arm 1552 and the finger 1554 will be moved up
wardly into the path of movement of the arm 
1555, which is secured to the shaft 825, and thus 
prevent any movement of this shaft 925 under 
control of the feeler ·arms 936 and 946 and the 
links 939 and 949 (Figs. 66 and 97) controlled by 
the record feeler 859 and the check feeler, re
spectively. Consequently, the shaft 149 cannot 
be locked by the lock arm 919. 

While the form of mechanism herein shown 
and described is admirably adapted to fulfill the 
objeCts primarily stated, it is to be understood 
that it is not intended to confine the invention to 
the one form or embodiment herein disclosed, for 
it is susceptible of embodiment in various forms 
all coming within the scope of the claims which 
follow. 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a machine capable of single-cycle and 

multiple-cycle operations involved ill a complete 
transaction, a plurality of banks of control keys, 
certain of which control the machine to make 
one-cycle operations and the remaining keys con
trol the machine to make multiple-cycle opera
tions; a plurality of differential mechanisms set
table under control of the banks of control keys; 
a plurality of groups of printing means for print
ing upon a plurality of record materials, said 
printing means including a plurality of groups 
of impression raeans; a plurality of groupS of se
lecting means for said impression means, certain 
of said selecting means being differentially ad
justable by the differential mechanisms; auto
matic means for adjusting others of said select
ing means for causing selective operation of the 
impression means of the several groups under 
control of certain banks of keys· upon entry of 
data' during certain operations forming a part 
of a complete transaction; feeding means for each 

35 tion of the impression means of the several groups 
under control of certain banks of keys upon the 
entry of certain operations forming a part of a 
complete transaction; feeding means for each rec
ord material for feeding the materials forward 

(0 and backward; ejecting and inverting means for 
one of said record materials; a plurality of groups 
of' control means for the feeding means operable 
under control of certain banks of keys for feed
ing a certain plurality of the record materials in 

45 either direction, for preventing the feeding of said 
certain record materials depending upon the keys 
which controlled the feed during the previous op
eration, and for giving an extra feed to a certain 
one of said certain record materials under con-

50 trol of a certain key in another bank of keys; a 
group of control means controlled by said certain 
key for feeding said one record material; another 
group of control means for causing operation of 
said ejecting ·and inverting means under contrOl 

55 of said certain key to eject and invert said one 
record material; and a device associated with each 
record material and controlled thereby through 
the absence of its aSSOCiated record material to 
prevent operation of the machine release means 

60 for a subsequent operation of the machine. 
3. In a machine capable of single and multiple~ 

cycle operations involved in a complete transac
tion, a plurality of banks of control keys, certain 

65 of which control the machine to make one-cycle 
operations and the remaining keys control the 
machine to make multiple-cycle operations; ma
chine release means; a plurality of differential 
mechanisms settable under the banks of control 
keys; a plurality of groups of printing means for 

70 printing upon a plurality of record materials, 
said printing means including a plurality of 
groups of impression means; a plurality' of 
groups of selecting means for said impres
sion means, certain of said selecting means 

75 being differentially adjustable by the dilferential 
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!Dechanism: .automatIc means. {or adjusting selecting devices for the ejecting and inverting 
· others of saId selecting means. for causing selee.- means; a plurality of banks of single-cycle con": 
tive operation of the impression means of the trol keys to control the selection devices; a bank 
several groupS' under control .of certain banks of of multiple-cycle control keys to also control such 

'.keys upon entry of certain operations forming a 5 selection devices; a differential means for each 
· part of a complete transaction; feeding means of the single-cycle banks of 'control keys, each 
for each record material for feeding the materials differential being controlled by its aSSOCiated bank 
forward and backward; ejecting and inverting of keys; means associated with the plurality of 

· means for one of said record materials; a plu- the banks of single-cycle control keys to control 
rality of groups of control means for the feeding 10 the differential of a certain other bank of sinile-
means under control of certain banks of keys for cycle control keys to actuate said selecting de- -
feeding a certain plurality of the record mate- vices as determined by the keys and said associ-
ii.als in either direction, for preventing the feed- ated means; a plurality of additional manipula-
'ing of said certain record materials, dependIng tive means to control certain of said selecting 
. upon the keys which controlled the feed during 15 devices to control certain of said feed tension 
the previous operation and for again feeding one devices; machine releasing means; a plurality of 

· of said certairi record materials under control of locking devices for the machine releasing means: 
a' certain key in another bank of keys; a group means aSSOCiated with each of said record mate-
of. control means controlled by said certain key rials and controlled by the absence of anyone, 
for feeding said onerccord material; another 20 any plurality, or all of said record materials for 
group of control means for caUSing operation of operating one of said locking devices; and means 
said ejecting and inverting means under control operated by said manipulative devices which con-
o! said certain key to eject and invert said one trol said feed tension selecting devices to operate 
record material; a plurality of tension devices, either of the other of said locking devices when 
one for each feeding means; a plUrality of means "5 its associated tenSion device is out of effective 
adapted to prevent operation of the machine re- ~ position . 

. lease means; means under control of certain of 6. In a machine capable of making single-
said tension devices for opera'ting certain of said cycle and multiple-cycle operations involving a 
machine release preventing means; and means complete transaction, printing means including 
controlled by anyone; any plurality, and all of 30 a plurality of groups of impression means for 
said record materials for operating a certain one printing in columns on a plurality of record ma-
of said plurality of machine release preventing terials; a plurality of feeding means for said 
means upon the absence of anyone, any plurality, record materials; an ejecting and inverting means 

· and all of said record materials to prevent a sub- associated with one of said record materials; a 
sequent operation of the machine. 35 tension device associated with each of said feed-

4. In a machine capable of making single- ing means; a plurality of banks of single-cycle 
. cycle operations and multiple-cycle operations control keys; a bank of multiple-cycle control 
involving a complete transactIon, printing means keys; a machine releasing means; a plurality of 
in,cluding a plurality of groups of impression locking devices for the machine releasing means, 
means for printing in columns· on a pl'l1'ality of 40 anyone of which when operated will prevent 
record materials; a plurality of groups of impres- operation of the machine releasing means; a 
sian means selecting devices; a plurality of record plurality of feeling devices associated with said 
material feeding devices; a plurality of feed ten- record materials; and a control line including a 
s10n devices; a plurality of groups of feed select- plurality of groups of adjustable control plates, 
ing devices; a plurality of feed tension selecting 45 each plate in each group adapted to be individu-
devices; an ejecting and inverting mechanism ally adjusted, the several differential adjustments 
associated with one of said record materials; a of the plates of the control line being under con-
group of selecting devices for the ejecting and trol of said plurality of banks of keys, said single 
inverting means; a plurality of banks of single- banks of keys, said feeling devices, and said ten-
cycle control keys to control the selection devices; 50 sion devices, to control the printing by the groups 
a bank of multiple-cycle control keys to also con- of impreSSion means in all columns on all record 
trol such selection devices; a differential means materials, to control the feeding of all record 
for each of the single-cycle banks of control keys, materials, to control the ejection of one of said 
each differential being controlled by its associ- record materials, to control the operation of a 
ated bank of keys; means aSSOCiated with the M certain one of said machine release locking de-
plurality of the banks of single-cycle control keys vices by anyone of said feeler devices, and to 
to control the differential of a certain other bank control the operation of the other locking de-
of single-cycle control keys to actuate said select- vices under control of the tension devices asso-
ing devices as determined by the keys a.nd said ciated therewith. 
associated devices; and a plurality of additional 60 7. In a machine capable of making single-cycle 
manipulative means to control certain of said and multiple-cycle operations involving a com-
selecting means to control certain of said feed plete transaction, printing means including a 
tension devices. plurality of impression means for printing in 

5. In a machine capable of making single and columns on the record material and in certain 
multiple-cycle operatiOns involving a eomplete 65 lines of deSignated spaces in those columns; feed-
transaction, printing means including a plurality ing means for said record material adapted to 
of groups of impression means for printing in feed said record material forwards and back-
columns on a plurality <if record materials; a wards; a plurality of banks of single-cycle con-
plurality of groups of inlpression means selecting trol keys; a bank of multiple-cycle control keys: 
devices; a plurality of record material feeding 70 and feed control devices operable under control 
devices; a plurality of feed tension devices; a of all banks of keys for operating said feeding 
plurality of groupS of feed selecting devices; a mechanism to feed said record material for-
plurality af feed tension selecting devices; an wardly under control of certain keys of said 
ejecting and inverting mechanism associated banks when the previous printing occurred in one 
with one of said record materials; a group of 75 line of said space on the record material and for 
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preventinr- the operation of said feeding means 
when the previous printing was on the same line 
under control of' said certain keys. . 

8. In a machine capable of mating 81ngle- and 
mUltiple-cycle operations involving a complete fi 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
of impression means for printing in columns on 
the record material, and in certain lines of de81g
~ted spaces in those columns; feeding means 
for the record material adapted to feed said rec- 10 
ord material forwards and backwards; a plural-
ity of banks of single-cycle control keys; a bank 
of mUltiple-cycle control keys; and feed control 
deVices operable under control of alI banta of 
keys for operating said feeding mechanism to lli 
feed said record material forwardly under con
trol of certain keys of said banks when the pre
Vious printing occurred in one line of said space 
On the record material and for preventing the 
operation of said feeding means when the pre- 20 
vious printing was on the same line as determined 

100 
line of each space; feeding· means for said record 
material; a plurality of banks of single-cycle con
trol keys to select the line of the space to receive 
the printing during single-cycle operations; and 
a bank of multiple-cycle control keys to select 
the line of the same space to receive the printinl 
during mUJ.tiple-cycle operations. 

12. In a machine capable of making single- and 
mUltiple-cycle operations involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
of impression means for printing in columns on 
.record material, said columns having spaces to 
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom 
line of each space; feeding means for said record 
material; a plurality of banks of single-cycle 
control keys to select the line of. the space to re-
ceive the printing during single-cycle operations; 
and a bank of mUltiple-cycle control keys to select 
the line of the same space to receive the printinr
during mUltiple-cycle operations and to select a 
certain line in the succeeding space for a sub-
sequent operation when a certain key of said 
multiple-cycle bank is operated. 

13. In a machine capable of making single- and 

by said certain keys, and for feeding said record 
material backwards under control of certain of 
said keys in 'all banks, depending upon the posi
tion in which the last printing occurred. 

9. In a machine capable of making. single- and 
mUltiple-cycle operations involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 

25 multiple-cycle operations involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a. plurality 
of impression means for printing in columns on 
record material, said columns having spaces to 

of impression means for printing in columns on 
the record material, and in certain lines of desig- 30 
nated spaces in those columns; feeding means for 
said record material, adapted to feed sald record 
material forwards and backwards; a plurality of 
banks of single-cycle control keys; a bank of 
multiple-cycle control keys; and feed control de- 3li 
Vices operable under control of all banks of keys 
for operating said feeding mechanism to feed 
said record material forwardly under control of 
certain keys of said banks when the preVious 
printing occurred in one line of said space on the ,tl 
record material and for preventing the operation 
of said feeding means when the preViOUS printing 
was on the same line as determined by said cer
tain keys, for feeding said record material back- 45 
wards under control of certain of said keys in all 
banks, depending upon the position in which 
the last printing occurred, and for feeding said 
record material forwardly to receive printing in 
a certain line of the succeeding space upon the fiO 
operation of a certain key in the bank of keys 
which controls the machine for mUltiPle-cycle 
operations. 

10. In a machine capable of making. single- and 
mUltiple-cycle operations, involVing a complete li5 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
of impression means for printing in columns on 
record material; feeding means for feeding the 
record material forwards and backwards so that 
printing may be made in the top line and the 60 
bottom line of the same space on the record 
material; a plurality of banks of keys to control 
the machine for single-cycle operations; a bank 
of keys to control the machine for mUltiple-cycle 
operations; and means controlled by all of said 6li 
banks of keys for controlling the feeding mecha
nism to select the top or the bottom line of the 
apace to be printed upon, depending upon the 
key operated. 

11. In a machine capable of making 81ngle- and 70 
multiple-cycle operations involVing a complete 

. transaction, printin·g means including a plurality 
ot impression means for printing in columns on 
record material, said columns having spaces to 
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom 75 

receive printing in the top line a.nd in the bottom 
line of each space; feeding means for said record 
material; a plurality of banks of single-cycle con-
trol keys to select the line of the space to receive 
the printing during single-cycle ~,perations; and 
eo bank of multiple-cycle control keys to select 
the line of the same space to receive printing 
during multiple-cycle operatiOns, and also to 
select a certain line in the succeeding space for 
a subsequent single-cycle operation when a cer
tain key of said multiple-cycle bank is operated. 

14. In a machine capable of making single- and 
mUltiple-cycle operations Involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
of impression means for printing in columns on 
record material, said columns having spaces to 
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom 
line of each space; feeding means for said record 
material; control means to control the feeding 
means to select the line of the space to receive 
the printing during single-cycle operations; a 
bank of single-cycle control keys to control said 
control means; control means to control the feed
ing means to select the line of the space to receive 
the printing during multiple-cycle operations; 
and a bank of mUltiple-cycle control keys to con
trol the last-mentioned control means. 

15. In a machine capable of making single- and 
multiple-cycle operations involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
of impression means for printing In columns on 
record material, said columns having spaces to 
receive printing in the top line and In the bottom 
line of cach space; feeding means for said record 
material; control means to control the feeding 
means· to select the line of the space to receive 
the printing during single-cycle operations; a 
bank of single-cycle control keys to control sald 
control means; differential means to operate sald 
control means as determined by said single-cycle 
control keys; a second control means to control 
the feeding means to select the line of the same 
space to receive the printing during multiple
cycle operations; a bank of multiple-cycle control 
keys to control said second-mentioned control 
means; and di1Ierential means to operate said 
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'second-mentioned control means as determined receive printing in the bottom line of the same 
by said multiple-cycle control keys. space, and a third one of said driving means 

16. In a machine capable of making single- or operates said rollers to feed the record material 
multiple-cycle operations involving a complete to receive printing in the top line of the' suc-

,transaction, printing means including a plurality is ceeding space; a Plurality of banks of single-cycle 
of impression means fo;r printing in columns on control keys; a bank of multiple-cycle control 
record material, said columns having spaces to keys; and a'plurality of groups of control plates, 
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom the plates of one group being controlled by 'a 
line of each space; feeding means for said record certain key of the bank of multiple-cycle keys 
material; a plurality of banks of single-cycle con. 10 to control the operation of the third driving 
trol keys to select the line of the. space to receive means, and the plates of another group being 
the printing during single-cycle operations; con- controlled by the keys of the single-cycle banks 
trol means operable under control of said banks and certain other keys of the multiple-cycle 
of single-cycle keys to control the feeding means; bank, to control the operation of the first two 
a bank of multiple-cycle control keys to select the 15 driving means. 

'line of the same space to receive the printing 20. In a machine capable of making single-
during multiple-cycle operations and to select a and multiple-cycle operations involving a com-

'certain line in the succeeding space for a subse- plete transaction, printing means including a 
quent operation when a certain key of said mul- plurality of impression means for printing In 
tiple-cycle bank is operated; and control means 20 columns on record material, said columns hav-
operable under control of said bank of multiple- ing spaces to receive printing in the top line 
cycle keys to control the feeding means. and in the bottom line of each space; feeding 

17. In a machine capable of making single- and means for said record material, including feed-
multiple-cycle- operations including a complete ing rollers; a plurality of driving means, a cer-
transaction, printing means including a plurality 25 tain one of which operates said rollers to feed 
of impression means for printing in columns on the record material to receive printing in the 
record material, said columns having spaces to top line of one space; means to prevent oper-
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom ation of the feed rollers by said one driving 
line of each space; and feeding means for said means when the printing in the preceding oper-
record material, including feed rollers and a plu- 30 ation is in said top line of said one space; an-
rality of driving ·means, a certain one of which other one of said driving means operates said 
operates said rollers to feed the record material rollers to feed the record material to receive 
to receive printing in the proper line of one space, printing in the bottom line of the same space; 
another one of which operates said rollers to feed ,means to prevent operation of said another one 
the record material to receive printing in the 35 of the driving means when the printing in the 
bottom line of the same space, and a third one preceding operation is in said bottom Une of said 
of which operates said rollers to feed the record same space; and a third one of said driving means 
material to receive printing in the top line of the operating said rollers to feed the record material 
succeeding space. to receive printing in the top line of the suc-

18. In a machine capable of making single- and 40 ceeding space. 
multiple-cycle operations involving a complete 21. In a machine capable of making single- and 
transaction, printing means including a plurality multiple-cycle operations involving a complete 

. of impression means for printing in columns on transaction, printing means including a plurality 
the record material, said columns having spaces of impression means for printing iii columns on 
to receiVe printing in the top line and in the bottom 45 record material, said columns having spaces to 
line of each space; feeding means for said record receive printing in the top line and in the bot-
material, including feed rollers; a plurality of tom line of each space; feeding means for said 
driving means, a certain one of which operates record material, including feed rollers adapted 
said rollers to feed the record material to receive to feed the record material forwards and back-
printing in the top line of one space, another one 50 wards; and a plurality of driving means, a cer-
of said driving means operates said rollers to feed tain one of which operates said rollers to feed 
the record material to receive printing in the the record material forward to receive printing 
bottom Une of the same space, and a third one in the top line of one space when the printing 

. of said driving means operates said rollers to feed in the preceding operation occurred in the botom 
the record material to receive printing in the top 55 line of said space, another one of said driving 

, line of the succeeding space; a plurality of banks means operating said rollers to feed the record 
of single-cycle control keys to control the first material ·backwardly to receive printing in the 
two driving means; and a bank of multiple-cycle bottom line of the same space when in the pre-
keys to also control the first two driving means ceding operation the printing occurred in the 
upon the operation of certain keys and to also 60 top line of said space, 'and a third one of said 
control the third driVing means upon the opera- driving means operating said rollers to feed the 
tion of a certain other key in said bank. record material to receive printing in the top 

19. In a. machine capable of making single- line of the succeeding space. 
cycle and multiple-cycle operations involving a 22. In a machine capable of making single-
complete transaction, printing means including a 65 and multiple-cycle operations, involving a com-
Plurality of impreSSion means for printing in col- plete transaction, printing means including a 
umns on record material, said columns having plurality of impression means for printing in 
spaces to receive printing in the top line and in columns on record material, said columns hav-
the bottom line of each space; feeding means for ing spaces to receive printing in the top line 
said record material, including feeding rollers; 70 and in the bottom line of each space; feeding 
a plurality of driving means, a. certain one of means for said record material including feed 
which operates said rollers to feed the record rollers adapted to feed the record material for-
material to receive printing in the top line of wards and backwards; 'a plurality of driving 
one space, another of said driving means oper-means, a certain one of which operates said 
ates said rollers to feed. the record material to 75 rollers to feed the record material backward to 
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receive printing in the top line ot one space 
when the printing in the preceding operation 
occurred in the bottom line of said space, an
other one of said driving means operating said 
rollers to feed the record material forwardly to 
receive printing in the bottom line ot the same 
space when in the preceding operation the print
ing occurred in the top line at said space, and 
a third one of said driving means operating said 
rollers to teed the record material to receive 
printing In the toP line of the succeeding space; 
a plurality of banks of single-cycle control keys 
to control the forward and backward teeding at 
the record material by the first two mentioned 
driving means; and a bank of multiple-cycle 
keys to aIso control the first ·two mentioned 
driving means to control the forward and back
ward teed ot the record material when certain 
keys of this multiple-cycle bank are operated, 
and to also control the third driving means when 
a certain one ot the keys in this multiple-cycle 
bank are operated. 

23. In a machine capable ot making single
and multiple-cycle operations involving a com
plete transaction, printing means including a 
plurality ot impression means for printing in 
columns on record material, said columns hav
Ing spaces to receive printing in the top line and 
in the bottom line of each space; feeding means 
for said record material, including feeding roll
ers; a plurality of driving means for operating 
said feed rollers to feed the record material for
wards ·and backwards; a single member carrying 
all of said driving means; operating means for 
the single member to move all driving means in 
the operating direction at the same time; a plu
rality of members for cooperating with said 
driving means to determine the effectivity of the 
same upon operation ot the common carrying 
means; and means under the controlot a plu
rality of banks ot single-cycle control. keys and 
a bank ot multiple-cycle control keys for con
trolling the operation of said members. 

24. In a machine capable of making single- and 
multiple-cycle operatiOns involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
of impression means for printing in columns on 
record material, said columns having spaces to 
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom 
line ot each space; feeding means for said record 
material, including feed rollers; a plurality at 
drive means to operate said feed rollers to feed the 
record material forwards and backwards to select 
the top line and the bottom line of anyone space 
and to select the top line of the succeediIig space 
to receive printing; a single member carrying all 
of said driving means; operating means for said 
single member to move the driving means in the 
operative direction during each operation of the 
machine; and a plurality of devices cooperating 
with said driving means to determine the effec
tivity of the same when moved in the driving 
direction by the common carrying member. 

25. In a machine capable of making single- and 
mutiple-cycle operations, involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
ot impression means for printing in columns on 
record material, said columns having spaces to 
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom 
line of each space; feeding means for said record 
material, including feed rollers; a plurality of 
drive means to operate said feed rollers to teed 
the recOJ:d material forwards and backwards to 
select the top line and the bottom 1.1ne ot any 
one space, and to select the top line o,t the suc-
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ceeding space to receive printing; a single meld· 
ber carrying all of said driving means; operating 
means for said single member to move the driving 
means in the operative direction during each oper-

15 ation of the machine; a: plurality ot devices 
cooperating with said driving means to determine 
the effectivity of. the same When moved in the 
driving direction by the common carrying mem
ber; a plurality of banks of single-cycle control 

10 keys; a bank of multiple-cycle control keys; and 
a plurality of dW'erentialIy adjustable control 
means operable under control of said banks of 
control keys to control the operation ot said 
devices. 

15 26. In a machine capable at making single- and 
multiple-cycle operations, involving a. complete 
transaction, printing means Including a plurality 

. of impreSSion means for printing in columns on 
record material, said columns having spaces to 

20 receive printing in the top line and in the bottom 
line of each space; teedIng means for said record 
material, including feed rollers adapted to feed 
the record material forwards and backwards; a 
plurality of· driving means for said feed rollers; 

211 a single member carrying all of said driving 
means; operating means for said single member 
for moving the driving means in the operative 
direction; a plurality of banks of single-cycle 
control keys; a bank of multiple-cycle control 

30 keys; a plurality of devices for controlling all of 
said driving means to cause a certain o~ of said 
driving means to feed the record material for
wardly from the top line to the bottom line in 
said space upon the 'operation of certain keys 

35 in the single-cycle banks; means for preventing 
operation of said feeding means forwards by said 
driving means when anyone of said certain keys 
was operated during the previous operation of 
the machine; means operated by certain other 

40 keys of said banks of single control keys for 
feeding the record material backwardly by an
other of said driving means; means for pre
venting operation of the driving means in a back
ward direction by said second driving means 

45 when anyone of said certain other keys was 
operated during the previous operation of the 
machine; means operable under control of 9,11 
of said keys of said single-cycle control banks 
to control one of said devices to prevent opera-

110 tion of the feeding means in a forward direction 
by a third one of said driving means; means for 
preventing operation of said third driving means 
by certain keys of the multiple-cycle control 
bank; and means under control of a certain one 

1111 of said keys in the multiple-cycle control bank 
for controlling said deVices to render said third 
driving means effective to operate the feed rollers 
to feed the record forwardly from the bottom 
line of one space to the top line of the succeeding 

00 space. 
27. In a machine capable of making single- and 

multiple-cycle operations involving a complete 
transaction, printing means including a plurality 
of printing means for printing in columns on 

611 record material, said columns having spaces to 
receive printing in the top line and in the bottom 
line of each space; feeding means for said record 
material, including feed rollers; a pluraUty of 
driving means, a certain one of which operates 

70 said rollers to feed the record material to receive 
printing in the top line of one space; a second 
one of which operates said rollers to teed the 
record material to receive printing in the bottom 
line of the same space; and a third one of said 

76 driving means operates the rollers to feed the 
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record material to receive printing in the top line success!velyin a forwal'd direction; means under 

. ofthe succeeding space; a single member carrying. ' control of a certain one of the keys in the multi-
all of said driving means; and' Qperating means pIe-cycle control bank to cause the feeding mean's 
for said single member for moving all of the drlv- to 'feed the record material backwardly; means 
Ing means in the operative direction to turn the IS undercontrof Qf a Second key in the multiple-
feed rollers to feed the record material forwardly cycle bank for controlling the feed means to, feed 
when operated by the second one of said driving the record material to a de11nite positiQn; eject-
means to oPerate the feed rollers to feed the ing and inverting means for the record materia~; 
record material fQrward to receive printing in the means for mQving the ejeCting mechanism 'into 
bottom line of a space when the preceding print 10 position to receive the record material during 
was in the top line of the same space, and, for the operation of the printing of the first item of 
operating the first one of the driving means to the complete transaction; and means for dis-
move the teed rollers to feed the record material abling all of the feeding means and releasing the 
backwardly to the top line ot the same space when ejecting means to eject the record material upon 
the previous printing was in the bottom line of 15 the operation of the second Qne of said keys of 
the same space, and to Qperate the third one the multiple-cycle control bank. 
of the driving means to feed the record material 30. In a machine capable of making single-
forwardly to bring the top line of the succeec:Uns and multiple-cycle operations iilvolving a com-
space into printing position. plete transaction, printing means including a 

28. In a machine capable of making single- 20 plurality of impression means for prInting in 
and multiple-cycle operations involving, a com- columns on record material; feeding means in-
ple~ transaction, printing means including a cluding a plurality of driving devices for feeding 
plurality of impression means for printing in the record material forwardly and backwardly 
columns on record material, said columns having' to receIve the various impressionS of the multiple- , 
:::paces to receive printing in 'the toP llne and in 25 operation transaction; ejecting mechanism for 
the bottom line of each space; feeding means for the record material; a plurality of single-cycle 
feeding said record material forwardly and back- banks of control keys; a ~ank of multiple-cycle 
wardly, including feed rollers; a plurality of driv- control keys; means operable during the operation 
ing means for operating the feed rollers forwardly of the first single-cyCle control key to move the 
and backwardly to receive printing in the top 30 ejecting mechanism into position to receive the 
and bottom lines of a space, and in the bottom record material so that it may eject the same 
and top lines of the space, de~nding upon where after the completion of the printing of the several 
the preceding print occurred, and to feed the items of the severaloperations involving the com-
record material forwardly to receive a printing plete transaction; and means for rendering all 
in the top line of a succeeding space; a plurality 35 of the driving devices ine1Jective and for causing 
of banks of single-cycle control keys; a bank of operation of the ejecting means to eject the rec-
multiple-cycle control keys; and deviCes cooperat- ord material during a multiple-cycle operation 
ing with said driving means and operable under under control of a certain one of the keys in the 
control of the keys in the singie-cycle banks and multiple-cycle bank. 
certain of the keys in the multiple-cycle banks 40 
for controlling the driving means to feed the 
recor-d material forwardly and backwardly to re-
ceive printing in the top and bottom, and bottom 
and top lines of a Single space, and to control 
said driving means under control of a certain 45 
key in the multiple-cycle bank to feed the record 
material to receive the next impreSSion in the 
top line of the succeeding space. 

29. In a machine capable of making single
cycle and multiple-cycle operations involving a fiO 
complete transaction, printing means including 
a plurality of impression means for printing in 
columns on record material; feeding means for 
feeding'the record material forwardly and back
wardly to receive the various printing impres- fifi 
sions involving a complete transaction; a plurality 
of banks of single-cycle control keys; a bank of 
multiple-cycle control keys; means under control 
of the single-cycle banks of keys for controlling 
the feeding means to feed the record material GO 
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